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agreed to icotoiieiid that the followinig
he added to Clause 5: "and such regia-
lions ir'liavpovidle ilud the Court mnay in

its diseretioni direct that no legal prac-
tiliulter s;hall appear or be heard onl be-
halt' of any parts 'hybtore the court, anid
that lit) court fees shall be payable, anid

d int -h proceedings unless otherwise or-
tiered by bte court shall he in Cltatuhers."

lReport adopted.

In Committee.
Mr. Ilolnian in the Chair; the Premier

ini charge of the Bill.
TihIe PREiRM: I mov -

That flhe .lssenblyp no longer dis-
agrees with the ameandniens mnade by
the Legislative Council as con taint'S
in Mlessaige No,. 24.

Qtiest oi passed.

The PR 1flEt : In accordance with
tilhe decision arrived at by the mianagers
in eon ferone mr anl amendmnent-

That the followfing words be added
to Clause 5 :-"and su ch regttilatio as
mnay procide that the court mnay in its
discretion direct that no legal pra cti-
tioner shall appear or be heard on be-
half of any party before Ike court and
that no court fees shall be payable and
that the proceedings unless otherwvise
oPrdered by the court shall he in Pharr-
tiers."
Amiendmient passed.
Resolitions' reported, thle report adopt-

ed, and a liessage accordingly relurned
to the Coulncil.

Rouse adjourned at 6.10 ps.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at
430 p.m., and read prayers.

Pi-APE'4R PRESENTTED.
By the Colonial Secretary : Thirty-

eighth annual report of the 'Department
of Land Titles for the financial year
£0] 3-14.

QUESTION-TREASURY ACCOUNTS.
Hon. W. INGSMILL asked the

Colonial Secretary without notice()-
1, What amnount, approxhuate-ly, stands
to tile credit on the current account
of the Western Australian Government
with thle Associated Banks in Western
Australia available at call ? 2, Is; this
amotunt obtainable in gold. 3, Is it
prol posed to transfer these accounts
to the Cormironwealth Bank ;and if
so, when 7

The COLONIAL SECRETARHY re-
plied . 1, Thle amiount to the credit of
the Colonial rrreasnrer:s accounts with the
contracting banks at thre close of business
onl the 1 2th instant was £331,888. This
amiounlt is made up of notes, £C120,000,
and gold, £211,888. All accounts, with
their balances, are to be transferred
to thle Commtronwealth Bank oil the
1st October next. It was expected with
the gold at thle disposal of thle Govern-
ient, and -with tho assistance of the

Commonwealth Gloverinent in respect
to the note issue, and providing that the
Goverrnent, departments keel) to their
reduced estimate of expenditure, and
there is no failing off of Consolidated
.Revenue, that the State will be able
to provide to the end of the calenidar
year, rinely, thle 1sIt Decemiber next,
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INCOME TAX (WAR EMERGENCY)
BILL.

The PRESIDENT: I have just
received a telegram which concludes
with tlie request that it should be re-
garded s a petition. I cannot, however,
regard it as a petition, but I will read
the telegram. It is from Kalgoorlie,
and is dated 15th September, 1914,
and is as, fellows

The President, Legislative Council,
Perth. Sir, at largely attended public
meeting held at Kalgoorlie last night
the following resolution was carried
by a large majority :-" That this
representative gathering of K-algoorlie
citizens enters a most emphatic pro-
test against, the proposed Income
Tax (War Emergency) Bill and prays
the Legislative Council to reject the
Bill as being against the best interests
of not onlky the goldfields, but the
-whole community, and at the same
time suggests that the leader of the
Opposition and thle Premier consult
with the object of formulating jointly
a scheme for the raising of funds nleces-
sary to tide over the present and
threatened distress on a basis equitable
to all classes of the community."
Will you please regard this as a petition.
(Signed) Charles Catbushi, Mayor,
Chairman.

This telegram is not in
petition and we cannot
such.

the form of a
consider it as

BJLL-EAS'f PERTH RAILWAY
SlING.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the I11th Septetn-
her.

Hon. J. F. ALLEN (W~est) [1-38]:
I do net wish to take lip very much time
in regard to this mecasure. In introducing
it the Colonial Secretary stated that it was
a Bill to enable the Government to
construct a. siding down Kensington-
street to thle present railway line. Thle
principle of running a railway through
a street without any consideration for
the people who live in that street, is
one, I think, that this House should

take exception to, and therefore I intend
to move an amejndment to the Bill to
provide for a clause to read as follows--

"Provided, however, that componsation
shall be made to the owner or occupier
of any land affected thereby, and such
compensation shall1 be ascertained and
settled in the manner provided by any
agreement made by the Minister or in
the man ner 1)rovided by Part 3 of "1The
Public Works Act, 1002."

The PRE SIDENT: Does the hon.
memnber wish to propose that as an
amendment now or in Committee 7

Hon. J. F. ALLEN: I am just reading
my proposed amnendment for the benefit
of the House, and intend to move it in
Committee.

Hon. W. INGSMILL (Metropolitan)
[4-40]: 1 mnust confess to being in a
quandary about this Bill, and I
want to ascertain from thle leader of
the House that the Bill is not going
to injuriously affect any of the persons
past whose houses it is proposed to
run this line. When I was first spoken
to about the Bill by the municipal
authorities, 'I was assured that it was
an innocent measure, and indeed it may
weil be that it is. We have not, hlow.
ever, very much informnation on the
subject, and at this late hour of the
session we can hardly expect the Colonial
Secretary who most be very much
overburdened with work, to furnish the
necessary information. But 1 should
like the Colonial Secretary, if he can
do so, to assure the House that no
inijustice will be done to any of the
ratepayers of Perth, by thle construction
of this railway along tile streot, and
that it is absolutely imperative that
it should run along the Street and not
through the Crown land, which I under-
stand, borders one side of thle street,
and which I believe is intended for
use as marshalling yards. If it could
be possible to construct this line within
the boundary of the Crown lands, and
thus leave the street available for traffic,
it would he preferable that this should
be done. I will wait with interest to
hear what the Colonial Secretary has
to say on thle subject, and I do hope
that no injustice will be done to those
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who own property in this particular
locality.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
J. Mv. Drew-Central-in reply) [4- 42):
I could net give any assurance that
the interests of those who have property
adjacent to the street would not be
affected, but the property would not be
any more affected than that. which is
adjacent to thle train line. We have
tram lines running through Hay-street
and Barrack-street, and I think hon.
members can rely upon it that there is
more danger to be apprehended fromn
the train service than there would be
froin an occasional shunting of coal up
to .the proposed power house. The
object of the Bill is to enable thieRailway
department to deliver coal upon the
site en which the new gas works are
being erected. If the Bill is not passed,
it will mean that the coal will have to
be carted there, and this will involve
a pretty heavy additional expenditure
on the part of the Perth municipality.
The trains will not be running con-
stantly. That can very readily be seen.
As a matter of fact, they will only be
running occasionally.

Hen. W. Kingsmill: Would it not
be possible to put the siding on Govern-
ment landI

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:- From
what I have been able to glean I do
not think this will be possible.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etcetera.
Hon. W. IKingsmnill in the Chair;

the Colonial Secretary in charge cEf the
Bill.

Clause 1.
Hon. 3. F. ALLEN:- I move an

amendm-ent-
That the following words be added

"Provided, however, that compensation
shall be made to the owner or occupier
of any land affected thereby, and suchi
comnpen-sation shall be ascertained or
settled in the manner provided by any
agreement made by thes Minister or in
the manner provided by Part 3 of the
Publik Works Act. 19021"

I think that the principle involved here
is one that the Committee should take
seriously into consideration. I take it
that the construction of the line will
be of considerable benefit to the City
Council for the purpose of taking coal
to the new works, and therefore to my
mind it would only be an act of justice
to the people who live in the street and
have prolperties there that they should
have some moans of obtaining com-
pensation for the loss of value in their
property. I understand that one side
of the street is almost fully built upon.
There is nothing in the Bill to show
that the line is to ho used only at in-
frequent intervals. It may be used
continuously day and night. If it is
used in the day time it will be a source
of danger to the children in the locality,
and for that reason will have the effect
of depreciating the value of property.
If it is used at night it will be a serious
cause of annoyance to the residents in
the locality. The people there should
have the same protection in the way of
compensation for depreciation of pro-
perty as is afforded to others under
similar circumstances.

Thle COLONIAL SECRETARY: If
any amendment is carried the Bill will
be dropped. The Government are not
going to accept responsibilities of this
character, and be obliged to pay com-
pensation. The Bill has been introduced
at the request of the city council. Hon.
members will be able to form their own
estimation of danger from a shunting train
running, perhaps, once a day. Every
pos~sible care will be taken, and the only
real danger will arise from the presence
of the rails, an objection that can be
raised against any tramiline.

Ron. R. J. LYNN:- This is an author-
isation for the city council to have a
siding placed in a certain position, the
train to run along the street, probably
to the detriment of nmnny residing
in that locality. If the city council
are to save a considerable sum by having
the siding, as against cartig their coat,
no one section of the community should
be asked to suffer a depreciation of
property in consequence of that arrange-
mnent, which will be for the benefit o
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the- whole' comnmunity of the City. If a
great advantage is to be derived by the
city council they should be prepared to
compensate that smaUl section of the
community asked to stiffer a depreciation
of their property to the advantage of the
scheme as a whole. The amendment
should meet with the approval of the
Committee, and should not be resented,
even by the city council.

Ron. A. G. JENKINS: I have been
asked by the city council to oppose
the amendment, because they consider
no depreciation will be suffered by the
properties along the street. If it was
proposed that the railway line should run
along that side of the street fronted by
the houses, there might be some objection.
but such is not the case. The land on
the opposite side of the street has been
resumed by the Government for railway
purposes, and in the near future will
be used as railway yards, in which
engines will be shunting uip and down
all day; so, as far as noise is concerned,
the properties in question are not likely
to he affected by an infrequent train
coming into this proposed siding. The
proposed railway line will take a few
feet off that side of the street farthest
from the houses, and right alongside
the ground already resumed by the
department. The city council has al-
ready paid the Government £1,400,
representing the full cost of construction
of the siding. If the Comm-ittee does not
pass the Bill theo city council will be Put
to an expense representing thousands
of pounds.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Schedule, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amendm~ent,

and the report adopted.
Read a third time and passed.

BILL-POSTPONEMENT OF
DEBTS.

Assembly's Message.

Mlessage received from the Assembly
notifying that it no longer dis-
ageed with the amendments made by
the Council in the Bill, and did not

insist on its amendment to amendment
No. 9, and that in accordance with the
report of the free conference it had
made the following amendment, in which
it desired the concurrence of the Coun-
cili:

That the follow~ing words be added
to Clause 5-- " And such regulations
may provide that the court may in
its discretion direct that no legal
practitioner shall appear or be heard
on behalf of any party before the
court, and that no court fees shall be
payable, and that the proceedings,
unless otherwise ordered by the court,
shiall be in chambers."

In Committee.
Ron. W. Kingsmill in the Chair,

The Colonial Secretary (Hon. J. M.
Drew) in charge of the Bill.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: I
move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question passed; the Assembly's

fur ther amendment agreed to.
Resolution reported, and the report

adopted.

BILL-IN DUSTRIAL ARBITRA-
TION ACT AMKENDMENT.

Ass embly'ss Message-Bill dropped.
A message having been received from

the Assembly notifying that it had
agreed to Nos. 2 and 4 61 the amend-
ments made by the Council in the Bill,
and had agreed to Nos. 1 and 3 subject
to further amendments, in which further
amendments it desired the concurrence
of the Council ; and that as consequen-
tial on Nos. I and S the Assembly had
made a further amendment by omitting
Clause 4, in which further amendment
it desired the concurrence of the Council,
the same was now considered.

In Committee.
Hon. WV. Kingsmill in the Chair ; Hon.

J. E. Dodd (Honorary Mfinister in
charge of the Bill.

No. 1-Clause 2, Subelause 2-(Coun-
oil's amendment), strike out the words
from the beginning of the subelause to
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the word "ecommnissioners." inclusive in
lines 2 and 3, and insert " the Court of
Arbitration." (Assembly's amendment.)
Add to the amendment the following
words, "And insert after 'award' in
line 4 of the subelause the words, 'and
without the necessary observance of the
ordinary forms of procedure.' '

Eon. J1. E. DODD : I move-
That the Assembly's further amend-

snent be agreed to.
Hon. members will notice that the As-
sembly has agreed to the amendment
made by the Committee in respect of the
Arbitration Court taking the place of the
commissioners; but in order to make
that effective, it is necessary that the
ordinary procedure of the court should
not be followed, that all the forms of
giving notice, taking a ballot, and the
hundred and one other proceedings,
should not be deemed necessary.

Question passed ; the Assembly's
further amendment agreed to.

No. 3,-Clause 3 (Council's amend-
ment). Strike out this clause. (As-
sembly's amendment). Omit from the
amendment the words "Strike out"
and insert the word " Amend " in lien
thereof ;and by adding after the word

Clause " "by striking out the word
Commnissioners ' wherever appearing and

inserting 'Court of Arbitration' in lieu
thereof ; by omitting the words ' may
exercise the powers conferred on a

-Royal Commuission by the Royal Coin.
rissioners' Powers Act, 1902 and its
ameandments,' in lines 6 and '7 of the
subolause, and inserting in lien thereof
the words 'the ordinary forms of pro-
cedure need not be observed' ; by strik-
ing out 'they' in line 4 of subeiause (7),
and inserting 'the Court may' in lieu
thereof ; and by omitting the following
words in lines 4, 5, and 6 :-' to be re-
covered in a summary way before any
court of summary jurisdiction by any
person authorised by the Commissioner
to do so '" :

The CHAIRMAN:- If it is the pleasure
of the Conmnittee, I am prepared to put
the Assembly's further amendment in
sections.

Hon. D. G. Gawler: Take it as a whole.
Hon. J. E. DODD : I move-

That the Ass9embly's furthw amend-
ment be agreed to.

The further amendment means that the
Court of Arbitration be substituted
for the Royal Commission.

Hon. fl. G. Gawler: We struck out
the whole of Clause 3.

Hon. J. E. DODD: Yes, but another
place is proposing its reinstatement sub-
ject to consequential amendments. The
clause deals with the right of unorganised
labour to approach the court during the
present crisis to seek an agreement or
award, and the same right in regard to
the waiving of ordinary procedure is
given as in the case of industrial
organisations.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: It is a
question of dictation against concilia-
tion.

I-on, J. E. DODI): One clause deals
with conciliation and the other with
arbitration.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom11: No, it
is dictation against conciliation.

Hon. 6. F. Cullen: The clause says
the court " may order and direct."
That is not conciliation.

Hon. J. E. DODD: What does thle
Court do under arbitration except to
order and direct an award ?1 Surely mem-
bers are splitting straws in raising this
question, because the Court at all times
dictates.

Hon. Sir E1. H. Wittenooin: The
Court conc0iliates arid does not dictate.

Hon. J. E. DODD;- There is
no more conciliation in the Court
of Arbitration than under this clause.
The court m-ay summn-on any person to
appear, or any pecrson, such an as indus-
trial inspector ma1y take a case before
the court. This wil givo unorganised
labour and organised labour the oppor-
tunity when there is no agreement to
approach the court.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: It is
absurd.

Hon. D. G. GAWLEIR: Clause 3 was
opposed because, while Clause 2 provided
for conciliation, we had a strong objection
to the compulsory element under Clause
3. This was introduced not only in
regard to organised, but also to unor-
ganised labour, and not only in regard
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to matters within an agreement or
award, but to matters outside. The
Comnmittee thought that power should
not be giverA to the commissioners, and
T see no difference when the same I)owVers

arc suggested for the Court of Arbitration.
The main, object was to give employers
and workmen power to come together
voluntarily. and alter their own agree-
ints or awards.

Hon. Sir E. IL Wittonoomi That is so.
Hion. D. G. GAWLER : Provision is

made for this uder Clause 2. There
mnight not be such a great objection to
allowing unorganised labour to come
uder Clause 2, but this clause wvill bring

unorganised labour before the court,
anid enable the court to exerdise com-
pulsion. ljnorganised labour has not
been recognised in the Arbitration Court.
This is not our fault, but the fault of
members on the Government side. The
Assembly's amendment will introduce
such a vital alteration that It can not see
my way to agree to it.

H~on. A. SANDERSON:± The difficulty
regarding those wvho do not favour arbitra.
tiont is that we cannot repeal the Arbitra-
tion Act. A considerable section of the
community are totally opposed to arbitra-
tiony, and they would allow employer
and employee to make the best of a very
bad job just at present.

Hon. H. G. Ardagh : By first having
strikes.

Hon. A. SANDERSON; The number
of strikes since the introduction of
arbitration largely exceeds the number
previously.

Hoil. 11. G. Ayrgh : You will have a
lot more.

Hon. A. SANDERSON: We are deal-
ing with serious; matters, and are totally
unprepared to meet them because the
bulk of the cormimity have pinned their
faith to the system of arbitration which
has hopelessly broken down. If this
compulsory system of arbitration is sound
and good, I cannot understand why it
cannot be applied to all the industries
in the country.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom:; Because
you are not a worker.

Hon. A. SANDERSON: This is hardly
the time to indulge in unnecessary per-

sonal references. I am anl ezrtploye
of my constituents, and I regret that the
lion. member has thought fit to Riake,
what is to me a painful and almost in.
salting observation.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenonin : apologiso
and withdraw it.

Hon. A. SAN])ERSON :I accopt tlim
apology. If we ref use to give to ml-
organised labour wvhat is considered a
sound system for mrganised labour-. I
ani at a loss to understand it.

Hon. J. DUFFELL :It was realised
that the arbitration laws should bit
amended, and members thought that
employees not under anl award or agree-
mont should exercise their freedom by
making mutual arrangements wvith their
employers. Numbers of people will be
thrown out of employmecnt through slack-
Ress of trade, and certain sections of the
commmnity bound by arbitration are not
ini a position to voluntarily accept al
employer's suggestions, while the out-
ployers are hionoarably hound to adhere
to the awards of the court. On the
other hland there are employers who are
nlot similarly situated-miployees who
are satisfied with the treatment meted
out to thern and Milling to confer
with their employers. Realising the diffi-
culties we are quite prepared to arrange
mnutually for the time being what wvould
be considered by these parties the proper
course to take. Clause :3, as it appeared
in the original Bill, and also in its am-
ended form, has for its object exactly what
we tried to obviate, when we ott a ne
vious occasion endeavoured to eliminate
it. Therefore I fail to see what can be
gained by this House agreeing to the
amnendmnents made by another place.L
see no reason why the House should
depart from its p~revious decision. We
should leave the matter in the hands of
the employers and employees who are
prepared to mutually arrange the terms
of remuneration during the existence
of the present crisis-

Hon. J. F. CUJLLEN:' Ministers do
not seem to appreciate the point of
objection to this clause. The point is
that the Bill provides for conciliation
with regard to parties who canl now go
to the Arbitration Court, but provides for
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compulsion with regard to unorganised
labour ;absolute dictation by the court.
Surely Ministers must see that that is
not the intention of the Bill. If we want
compulsion for unorganised labour, all
we have to do is to bring umorganised
labour under the Arbitration Act. But
this is a conciliation Bill, not a compulsion
Bill, and why in the name of all that is
rational should we apply conciliation
to the present Bill and then attempt to
bring in compulsion and give great
dictatorial powers with regard to the
relation of unorganised labour and its
employers.

Hon. J. Cornell: It is compulsory
now onl unorganised labour.

Hon. J. F. CULLEN :Nonsense. The
real attitude of the majority of members
is not against bringing unorganised labour
within the scope of the Bill.

.Hon. J. E. Dodd W Vhy did you strike
out thle clause?

Hon. J. F. CULLEN: Because the
clause gave dictatorial powers to the
Commission. If Ministers choose to bring
in a workable clause, the House will
accept it. There is a great deal in this
clause that ought to be kept in, and I
would suggest in Subclauses 2 and 3 that
the powers given to the Act should be
reduced to powers of conciliation. Then
it would road something like this-" On
such inquiry the court may endeavour to
induce the parties so sumimoned to enter
into anl agreement."

Honl. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: That is
conciliation.

Hon. J. F. CULLEN: Exactly, and
beyond that I would not go. No one
will object to that.

Hon. 3. CORNELL: I hope that thle
Council will agree to the re-insertion of
this clause with the necessary amend-
ments as made by another place. So
far as we have gone, it appears that this
House is willing to take everything and
give nothing. The House having agreed
to Clause 2 amounts to nothing. That
could have been got over without an
Act of Parliament at all, by both parties
mutually agreeing to do certain things.
In regard to Clause 3, honl. members
objection is that it is compulsory. I
would point out that the parent Act is

compulsory on all. A union of 15 mem-
bers in an industry which probably
embraces 000 workers, could cite the
court whether they were organised or
not, and when the citation came before
the court, the court would give an award
which would be binding, not only on the
15 workers, but on the 500, whether they
belonged to a trade union or not. If
this is not compulsion I do not know
what compulsion is. All the clause pro-
poses to do is to give the court dictatorial
power that it now does not possess over
unorganised workers. We are proceed-
ing under the emergency confronting
us, to provide for convening a conference
of unorganised workers, and the court
is not going to arrive at a decision until
it has given due consideration to both
sides. After all, the convening of a
conference would to my mind simply
be the same procedure as is adopted now
in regard to organised unions, minus the
necessary detail that has to be gone
through in approaching the court. Is
this House not prepared to give the court
the same power in view of the emergency
now confronting us, as it has given the
food supply Commission, and as it has
embodied in the moratorium measure?
Hon. members have favoured this clause
all along ;why not favour it now ? If the
clause is eliminated, or if as amend-
ed it does not go in, I will vote against
anything being done. If there is any
necessity for an amendment of the
parent Act, the urgent necessity is that
the Court of Arbitration be given the
jurisdiction they do not now possess.

Hon. J. E. DODD: Air. Cullen was
entirely wrong in his premises, for
the reason that the whole of the
argument when the Bill was before us,
resolved itself into the question of a
Conimission or the court of arbitration.
There was nothing in reference to con-
ciliation taking the place of arbitration.
If the House thought there should have
been something done in that direction,
they would have moved in that direction
just as was done in connection with
Clause 2. The whole argument was
directed against Clause 3 in its entirety.
Had they taken up the attitude that there
should be conciliation used instead of
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arbitration in this clause, the Assembly
might possibly have arrived at some
other conclusion than that at which they
did arrive. But that was not the argu-
ment. Let us see what the objections
are to conciliation taking the place of
arbitration in regard to u-norganised
labour. Where you have organised labour
you have those who are in a position to
defend their attitude, to come to the
court, to express their wishes, and to fight
their case out with the employer. The
employer has also the same right in this
respect as the employee. It is further
provided that unless some agreement is
arrived at, no award shall be made,
or agreement declared, by the court.
It is for both sides to say that they shall
Come to Some agreement. With un-
organised labour you have no strong
body behind it, no body which can bring
about any equitable or just agreement.
It consists only of a number of units who
are at the mporcy of the employers.
There are some employers, I ami afraid,
who have taken very mean advantage
at the present time of the very weakest
unit of the industrial world. There arc,
indeed, some girls who1 have been cut
down, as low as 8s. 6d. a week arid who,
out of that, have to pay 7s. 6d. a week
for board. I also know of one estab-
lishmient iii which, I believe, almost
every female emiployee has been cut
down 25 or 23 per cent.

Hon. R. J. Lynn : Are they not mem-
bers of a union ?

Hon. 3. E. DODD: Only in some eases.
It is to meet these cases, and others, that
the court should be empowered to make
an award for those branches of industries
which are not covered by any award
or agreement, and which are not or-
ganised. I think that the Assembly
met this Chamber very reasonably in-
deed. They said they were not par-
ticular whether it was a court of arbi-
tration, or a commission which had the
administration of the Bill. They cer-
tainly did say that they were giving

-away on so many points which the
Government deemed vital, and which
I say I believe will introduce a system
which is far better than the present
method from every standpoint; and in

view of these concessions, surely this
Committee wiUl try to meet them and so
get over the difficulty. I venture to
say that if the clause is struck out the
Government will not accept the amend-
Mont,. .%

, Hon. R. 3. LYNN : There is one very
serious flaw in Clause 3 which appeals to
me. I refer to the words which give
power " at the request of any person "
to inquire into any industrial matter
and " enter into any agreement." The
clause clearly lays down that any person
can apply to the court to have an agree-
ment entered into while he may not be
representative of the particular indus-
try for which he is making application
for an agreement. Apparently any one
person can come along and set the court
in motion, when perhaps that person
has not been directed by any other in-
divid ual, or any other members of the
industry, and have set up an agreement
or have an award entered into which is
going to bind a certain section of the
community absolutely against their own
will, or say- Under the original act, if
15 persons combine they can form them-
selves into an association or union and
obtain all the benefits to be derived
both from the amending Act and the
original Act. But to give po-wer to any
one person to represent a large section
of the community, which probably would
not desire to have an award, or variation
of an award, will be going too far.

Hon. J. W. K-irwan:. Does the hion.
member want to force people to join
unions ? I . -

Hon. 11. 3'. LYNN: I always thought
that was the intention of the hon. mem-
ber himself.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan. it wee never my
intention.

Hon. R. J_ LYNN: I am not willing
to give my consent to any one individual
having authority to represent any in-
dustry, and to move the court and have
an award made which will be binding
upon that particular industry.

Hon. iR. 0. ARDAGH : I hope the
clause will be passed as printed. Hon.
members previously emphasised the fact
that the court should be substituted
instead of the commission, and Isup-
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ported them in having that alteration
made. Some lion, gentlemen of this
Chamber have now, however, led me to
believe that they do not believe in arbi-
tration at all. The lion. Mr. Lynn has
taken exception to "any one person
being given such powers. I would point
out that " any one person " might be an
employer who might have in his employ
a large number of persons.

H[on. R. J. Lynn: I am against giving
him the power.

Ron. R. G. ARi)ACH: Hon. members
scant to think that the Bill is for all ltme.
but the last clause shows that it will only
continue in operation until the 30th
,T fute, 191.5. 1 think lion. inezubers
might agree to it as it is only to provide
for contingences which may Arise during
the present crisis. Some. arrangement
might be entered into by which tho
clause in question mnight be mnade to
apply- to Any IS pesos instead of to
Any one person.

I-on. J. F. ALLEN :There is no
doubt that anl opening is given to tin-~
scrupulous emnploy' ers to take advantage
of their employees at a time like the
present. Any award that iA made by a
court is inoperativ'e unless it can be en-
forced upon both parties, and that, to
my mnind, is $ le defect in this clause. A
great cause of trouble in connection
with the present arbitration awards is
due to the fact that the court
may- bid aln employer bty anl
award but fail to bind the em-l
plI(yOc. TIhe' couirt has not sufficient
powcer to enforce upon thle entployces
observance of anl Award, as well as upon
the employer. 'Che court call say that
the employer shall pay no less than a
certain amiount, but cannot tell the
employees that if the industry goes down
and cannot pay the wages, they must
come to another arrangement. 1 think
that the clause will be detrimental
to the interest of all concerned.
It will mean also that many inl.
dustries, which mniglht be able to
exist under presen~t conditions by the
initution of some amicable arrange-
ment between the employers and the
employees, miay not be able to exist
under anl Award which acts arbitrarily

Against the employers, and the result
may be that thousands of persons will
be thrown out of employment, who,
cuder som e amicable arrangement, might
still be eamning a living wage.

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENOOM: In con-
nection wiith Subclause, 1, 1 endorse what
has been said by Mr. Allen. In
regard to Sabelause, 2, I think it is a
matter of dictation instead of concilia-
tion. All of these matters should be
matters of conciliation, and once it
comes to dictation, you leave it to a few
people who possibly do not understand
the circumstances sturounding the case-

Hon. J. Cornell : Under conciliation,
dictation is all one wvay, namiely onl the
side of the ennPloy'.r

Ron. Sir E. H. WITTENOOM : I
would give the court the power of con-
ciliation but not the power of dictation.
Take the case of the rural workers' union.
XWe find that under Subolause 1, " O
such inquiry the court may order arid
direct the parties so summoned to enter
into anl agreement upon any industrial
mnatters, or other matters in such terms,
and upon such conditions as the court
may, in its discretion, think fit." Where
do the rural workers come in there?

Hon. fl. G. (Gawler : It has already
been decided that rural workers shiall
not be admitted.

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENOOM : I am
only pointing out how far-reaching this
clause will be if it is allowed to pass.
Under the cireusutances, and whilst I
believe We Should have fair dealings
between the worker and the employer,
I do not think I can find it in my heart
to vote for the clause. There is too
much power given to the court, a court
which probably does not understand the
circumstances.

Hon. J. W. KLRWAJN: I am some-
what at a loss to understand the atti-
tude of lion. members opposite. This
clause purports to extend to unorgan-
ised workers the benefit of arbitration
legislation. I can quite understand a
number of members disagreeing alto-
gether with the principle of arbitra-
tion ; but arbitration is the law of the
country at present, and I believe that
the majority of the people* of Westernl
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Australia are in favour of arbitration.
It is a matter of regret to me to find
that a certain section of the Labour
party at present is losing faith in arbi-
tration, and adopting a view somewhat
similar to Mr. Sanderson's, which would
lead us back to a condition of something
like induistrial anarchy. Though arbi-
tration has not accomplishcd everything
we should like, yet it has brought about
a large measure of industrial peace, and,
generally, a better condition of things
industrially. I could understand mein-
bors of another place objecting to un-
organised workers obtaining the benefits
of arbitration. That is the view, the
somewhat short-sighted view, adopted
by many members of the Labour party.
I fail to understand, however, the atti-
tude adopted on this clause by those
opposed to arbitration and opposed to
forcing people into unions. Air. Cullen
objected to the compulsory feature
of the clause, but the whole of our arbi-
tration system is based on compulsion;
so that anything said against this clause
is an argument against arbitration as a
whole. Why not include everyone, un-
organised as well as organised, in the
arbitration system ? Hon members op-
posite have shiowni themselves to be
illogical.

lion. H. P. COLEBATCH: Having
already expressed my opinion on this
clause, and seeing no reason to alter my
view, I should not have spoken but for
the remarks of the last speaker. I do
not agree with him when he says that
this clause is intended to give unorgan-
ised labour the benefit of the Arbitration
Act. It is not intended for anything
of the kind. It applies equally to or-
ganised and unorganised labour. The
Clause is intended to allow people,
whether organised or unorganised, to
approach the Arbitration Court without
going through the procedure laid down
by Parliament-procedure intended to
prevent anyone from approaching the
Arbitration Court until the existence
of a dispute has been established. If
the clause is allowed to pass as it stands,
it will mean that industrial unions
which at this time may think it desirable
to get an award, will not need to go

through the procedure under thle Arbi-
tration Act, but will be able to proceed
quite informally and in a way Which
would involve the Arbitration Court in'&
good deal of anxiety as to what it should
do. The Court may give awards which
may or may not become common rules.
I am riot prepared to offer an opinion
whether an award in such circumstances
would ho a common rule, but if it would
not be a common rule great injustice
might be done to the parties who would
be bound down in a way that other
persons engaged in the sme industry
would not be. If the award is made a
common rule, how unjust it would be to
allow thle court to proceed without the
observance of the forms laid down for
procedure in the Arbitration Act. I
Oppose thle clause.

Hon. D. G. CLAWLER: Mr. Kirwan
has spoken about thre illogical atti-
tulde of lion, members opposing this
clause. May I retort that in my
opinion the illogicai attitude is that
taker by ]Ion. members supporting the
clause? The principle of the Arbitration
Act is collective bargaining by members
of unions. IRighitly or wrTongly, the
principle has been adopted by the Labour
party that persons who are riot members
of unions shall not be allowved to apl-
proach the Arbitration Court. Another
principle, one which has been affirmed
by this Chamber, is that domestic ser-
vants shall not be included in the opera.
tion of the Arbitration Act. Now,
this Bill, brought down merely to meet
temporary distress and to last only
until June of niext year, infringes both
those principles. I ask the Committee
not to allow those infringements to enter
in the present measure.

Hon. Hf. MILLINGTON: I find it
extremely difficult to understand the
reason for the suspicious manner in which
this clause is approached by certain
lion, members, and to understand by
what process of reasoning Mr. Cullen
has decided that this clause is intended
to operate against the interests of en-
organised labour. Under the existing
Arbitration Act the industrial position
is, to a large extent, regulated by awards
and agreements. Now, the intention
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of Clause 3 evidently is that-persons who
are not provided for by awards or agree-
ments, whether those persons are or-
ganised or unorganised, shall have an
opportunity of arranging terms of em-
ployment. If compulsion is necessary
in normal times, surely it is necessary
under existing circumstances. I fail
to see why exception should be taken
to the principle of compulsion in this
case. Exception might have been
taken if organised employers and workers
had been omitted. The clause repre-
sents an honest attempt to bring all em-
ployment within the scope of the Arbi-
tration Act. As for the argument that
the clause should provide for concili-
ation, and not for compulsion, I wish
to point out that in connection with the
dispute on the Eastern goldfields last
year the unions, being indisposed to
approach the Arbitration Court, were
met with a refusal by the Chamber of
Mines to have anything to do with con-
ciliation. The representatives of the
Chamber of Mines said that conciliation
was no earthly good, and that they
advised the unions to appeal to the
Arbitration Court while that court was
the law of the land. Opposition to
this clause is coming from quarters from
which one might have expected support.
I trust that the clause as amended will
be agreed to.

Hon. JT. CORNELL: I will approach
the consideration of this clause from
another aspect altogether. The clause
provides that parties whose relations are
governed by an award or an agreement
may be brought together by conciliators
for the purpose of varying such award
or agreement, and that such variation
may be brought about without the
parties going through the procedure
required in order to approach the Arbi-
tration Court. I am prepared to let
the uniorganised worker go by the board.

Hon. J. F. Cullen : Well, let us vote.
Hon. J. CORNELL: The Committee

has succeeded in getting all the prelimin-
aries for approaching the court wiped
out. The unionists safeguarded by
awards or agreements are all right, but
where does the unionist who has no
award or agreement come in ? With a

simple amendment to Subclause 1 we
could provide that a union, whether of
workers or employers, could meet in
conference, or could approach the court
without that redunidance of technicalities
with which the court is hemmed in.
Are lion members prepared to facilitate
the approaching of the court by an
organised worker who has no award
or agreement ? If they are not, then
their arguarents are pure sophistry, and
their only desire is to get at the organised
workers having no awards or agreements,
and at their own sweet will to deal with
umorganised workers.

Hon. J. E. DODD: I think Mr. Allen
and Sir Edward Wittenoom have entirely
missed the point. They are arguing
against the principle of arbitration.
The arguments used have not been so
much against the Bill as against arbitra-
tion. More reasonable is the attitude
of Air. Sanderson, -who, although opposed
to arhitration, yet, knowing that the
Arbitration Court is in existence, is
prepared to allow the Bill to go through.
In regard to the point raised by Mr.
Colebatch, I may say that there are
vecry few umions in the State who have
not an award or agreement. Therefore,
Clause 3 will affect very few unions
indeed.' The Arbitration Court has power
to vary an agreement, but no power to
vary an award. The large number of
individuals seeking employment consti-
tute a lover by which unorganised. labour
can be, and already has been, reduced
to pitiable straits, for it must be remem-
bered that some employers would take
advantage of anything. If an employer
desires to approach the court with a
view to bringing about an agreement,
surely we are not going to block him.
The provision says that the Arbitration
Ciurt ' may, "and not " shall " at the
request of any person, etc. A judge of
the Supreme Court is going to deal with
this matter, and hie is not likely to do
anything ridiculous. If any person at-
tempts to move the court on a Enivilous
pretext the power is there to deal with
such a person. I hope the clause will
not be deleted, for its deletion will mean
the defeat of the Bill. Organised labour,
can take care of themselves. They are
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not going to suffer
regard to the unorga
be sorry indeed for th
rejects the amendi

Assembly's furthe
and a division taken
result :
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Majority ag.
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Roni. R. C. Ardagh
Han. J. Cornell
Hon. J. E. Dodd
lion. J. 51. Drew
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Hon. J. F, Allen
lRon. E. M. Clarke
lion. T1, P. Colebatch
Hon). J1. F. Cullen
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lion. V. Hamereley
Hon. J...Hle
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B
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negatived ; the Cot
insisted upon.

The CHAIRM.AN:
amendment spoken
as consequential on
1 and 3. It is that
out.

Hon. J. E. DODD.
That progress be

The CHAIRMAN:
to sit again ?

Hon. J3. E. DOD]
The CHAIRMIAN:

better move that I Ie
Hon. J. E. DODD

That you do no
and report progress.
The CHEAIRMfA-N:-

110 reporting of pr
motion.

Hon. J. E. DODD
That you do now

Question passed ; t

Sitting suspended froil

very mnuch, but in
nised workers I will

BILL-INCOME TAX (WAR
EMERGENCY).

em11 ,1 UIO uLULV Second Reading.-Bilt defeated ,
Lent en.pu Debate resumed from the 11th Sep-

with the following tember.
Hon. D. G. GAWLER (Metropolitan-

7 Suburban) : [7' 30]. May I first express

- 14 my own obligations for the consideration
which the Colonial Secretary extended
to hon. members the other night in

-nt agreeing to adjourn the debate. At
the same time I feel that the Minister
did a wise thing, because lie has enabled

Hon. J. W. Kirwan us to grasp a very dufif cult subject, and I
lion. A. Sandeson also hope it has enabled him to pay
ITo.'. I1. Millington more attention to the criticism to which

(Teller), he will devote himself in the course of
his reply. In the first place may I

S. draw attention to the preamble to the
Hion. A, G. Jenkins Bill. It begins,
Hon. R. J. Lynn
I-ton. C. McKenzie Whereas it is necessary and ex-
IHon. P. zcetarty pedient in the present hostilities be-
Hon. G. M. Sewell tween His Majesty and His Majesty's
ion. SirE. H. Wittenoom enemies and in the existing depression

HnJ.Deffelt in the agricultural industry to make
(Teller), provision for the additional expen-

r amendment thuis dibure. by the Government thereby
micii's amendmeont directly or indirectly caused including

the relief of the unemployed:-
From that one would gather that the

There is a further Government have already spent money
of in the Message in this direction, or that they intend to
amendments Nos. do so. I contend that the Government

Clase bestrck avespent no money, and do not intend
to spend any. As a matter of fact the

I move- expenditure will be made by the tax-
reported. payers, and the taxpayers' contribution

And leave asked will be an absolute gift to the Govern-
ment. Moreover, the taxpayers' con-

L) : No.tribution will be a contribution by only
): No ________ a certain proportion of the taxpayers,

Then you had and what they give will ultimately go
ave the Chair, into the Treasury. I1 will show how I
;I move- arrive at this conclusion. One-third of

wo leave the Chaair, the money to be produced is to be lent
Ito the farmers. I eniphasise the word

No, there can be lent ; it is not to be given to them, and
ogress under that it will therefore come back to the Govern-

ment. Any money which constitutes
Well 11 ove- a portion of the remaining two-thirds,
Well, move end regarding the expenditure of which

leave the Chair. tve have had no information, will pre-
he Bill dropped. sumnably be spent for the relief of the

unemployed, and spent in reproductive
16-13 to 7- 30 p-rn- public works. If this is so, the money
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spent on reproductive public works will
also come back to the TJreasury, and
therefore the whole of the money collect.
ed under this tax will be returned to
the Treasury. But if the money raised
under this measure is to go into thle
Treasury, it is going to reduce the deficit
or to maintain some of the socialistic,
schemes to whichi we are opposed. This
measure is stamped as a war tax Bill.
Thais is not the nature of a war tax.
When a war tax is imposed, it is regarded
as a inatter of such seriousness that
very great justification must be shiown
for its imposition. In this particular
instance the seriousness of the position
has not been shown ; in other words,
the justification has not been shown
for imposing what is stamped as a war
tax, wheu. the object for which it is
really intended is not in anyway the result
of the war, It cannot be gainsaid that
the agricultural depression has nothing
whatever to do with the \var. The agri.
cultural depression 'exists, unfortunately,
as the result of bad harvests, and would
exist if there was no war. The unem*.
ployed difficulty has arisen only to a
very small extent, and it is quite prob-
lemnatical as to how far it will increase.
The Government, in taking upon them-
selves the very great responsibility of
imposing a war tax like this, have not
shown that there is any justification at
present for it. Now, I ask, will the
Bill achieve the objects which the Goev.
erment allege it will ?

Hion. J1. Cornell: -Not without a, trial.
,Hon. D. 01. GAWLER: [ maintain

that it will create the very opposite
effect. Up to the present very few
hands have been reduced. At any rate
we have very meagre information as to
the amount of unemployment at present
existing, and there is nothing to show
that further unemployment on a large
scale will take place. Moat employers,
at any rate all right t'hinking employers,
and there are many of them in this State,
will hesitate before they reduce their
hands ; they will not do it until they
are forced to it, in their own interests.
Obviously this will be so, because other-
wise they will materially reduce their
output and they are certainly not pro-

pared to do this. This being so, the
result of placing such a tax upon them
at present will have the very effect
'which this measure seeks to meet. It
will create unemployment. If a man
is to be taxed, as is; proposed under
this measure, he will, inevitably, in
self-defence, have to reduce hands and
thus unemployment will be brought
about. If the situation is as serious
as the Government would have us
believe-the Premiier told us that he
introduced the Bill with much pain,
that it had caused himi much thought.
and that it would harm many members
of the conmnunity, and the Colonial
Treasurer has told us that the influx of
capital is being checked, that private
enterprise is being checked, that un-
employment is prevalent, that public
works have been reduced, and so on-
if all these allegations are correct, surely
the result will be that there will be no
income out of which to obtain this tax.

Hon. .'. Cornell : Why not pass the
Bill ?

Bon. D. C, CAWALER : So far as 1'
could gather from the remarks of the
Colonial Secretary, the amount which
the Government expect to realise from
this tax, a sum of £400,000 to £500,000,
is based on the incomes for the previous
year.

The Colonial Secretary: 1 said nothing
of the kind.

Hon.L D. G. GAWLER: Then how is
it based ? If this is not correct, we
have not been informed, and I think we
should have been told on what it is
based. We have been told that the
Government expect to receive £400,000
to £500,000 from this tax, and I under-
stood the Colonial Secretary to say that
it had been based en incomes for the
previous year. Certainly, if the esti-
mate has been based on the incomesifor
the Previous Year, it is obvious that
these incomes will not be maintained.
They are not maintained now, and in
the near future they will be diminished
still more. What reliable basis the
Government have adopted for estimating
the amount to be obtained, I do not
know. There is a very serious objection
to the main taxation provisions of this
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measure, not only from the point of view
of statesmanship, but from an
equitable point of view. Surely, in
passing taxation, it should be based
on the proportional ability of the
individual to pay it and if one is
earning fifteen times as much as another,
presumably he should be asked to
pay fifteen times the amount of tax-
ation. This tax embodies a schedule
whereby the man earning £100 would
have to pay £1, a man earning £20
would pay £4, and a man earning £600
would pay £:36. It is patent that the
tax is aimed, not at the working man,
but at the man earning an income above
the working man, and it is most unfair
and indeed scandalous, that this Is so.
The method of fixing the impost in each
case appears to me to be done by squar-
ing the amaount, payable on each £100.
It seems to have been forgotten that
the greater a man's income, the greater
the responsibilities and the greater the
expenses he has. The method of fin-
posing the tax is unsound ;its only re-
commendation is that it is mnathematic-
ally accurate. After considering the
method in which the impost is placed,
it is interesting to follow it out to -its

logical conclusion. The Government
have stopped at 15 per cent., and, I
suppose, they are to be thanked for
their modesty in doing so. -However,

let us carry it on and see what the result
is. A man earning £3,000 would pay
£900 in taxation under this measure,
or nearly one-third of his income. A
man earning £5,000 would pay £2,500
taxation, or one-half of his earninigs;
and if a man earned £10,000, hie would
have to pay the lot by way of taxation.
If we follow this system of computing
the tax to its logical conclusion, this is
the result.

Hon. J. Cornell: The lion, member
should attend to that in Committee.

Ron. D. G. GAWLETI: Unless my
hion. friend is weak in his arithmetic,
ho cannot fail to agree with me. We
have had no information as to the way
in which the two-thirds of the amount
to be raised is to be expended, and I
maintain that this House and another
place should have been put in possession

of information in this direction. Surely
it is only businesslike to do so. When
the directors of a company go to the
shareholders and seek to make calls
upon them, they place before the share-
holders a statement as to the money
required, the financial position of the
company, what it is earning, what it
owes, and what its assets are, before
the3' ask the shareholders to put their
hands in their pockets. But in con-
nection with this tax we have no in-
formation as to what the financial posi-
tion of the State is, nor as to the expen.
ditm-e of this twvo-thirds of the total. I
believe that the Premier in another place
suggested that the fat man, the rich
man, had not paid sufficient to the war
patriotic fund, and therefore it seems
to me this is partly his object in seeking to
impose a tax est~inatc-d on this system.
After going carefully through the amounts
contributed to the war fund, out of a
total of £10,000 1 amn satisfied that at
least three-foui-ths has been contributed
by people who have given sums of over
£10, and, therefore, unless those amounts
have not been contributed by the rich
men of the State, I do not know where
they have come from. In dealing with a
matter like this, it is only reasonable to
Suggest what alternative schemes might
be adopted. The hion. Mr. Colebatch
in dealing with this point in the very
able speech he made, suggested an
alternative scheme in the shape of
borrowing money on Treasury bills.
In this morning's newspaper the leader
of the Opposition, put forward the sme
proposal. He suggested, however, that
the Treasury bills should be in small
amounts, so as to let any persons, what-
ever their positions, take them up.
There was also another way in which it
has been suggested to me that the diffi-
culty might be overcome, but which
may not commend itself to all members of
this House, namely, by raising a com-
pulsory loan.- It has been suggested
that such a proposal would have at any
rate a better reception than the present
proposition, as a compulsory loan
would mean that the people were lend-
ing the money and not giving it as
they are now asked to do, knowing
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that it was going to find its way ulti-
mately into the Treasury to pay off the
deficit and finance those schemes to
which we all are so much opposed. The
Minister for Lands, the Hon, Mr. Bath,
in a minute to the Government, if I
read the Premier's speech aright, made
thle very same suggestion, namely, that
the money should be raised by Treasury
bills. Sir John Forrest-

Hon. 3. Cornell: He could not keep
out of State polities.

Hon. D. G. GAWVLEE:- He has come
into themn to sonic purpose I think this
time. Sir John Forrest the other day,
after this Bill had been before the House,
made sonic remarks concerning it. T
am- sure that lhon. miembers wvill pardon
me for reading a few of the words hoe
made use of in the course of a statement
made to one of the'- newspapers. He
said-

I have read the War Emiergency
Income Tax Bill and first. of all should
like to say that I think the Statement
in the preamble that the Bill is neces-
sitated by reason of the war, is an
exaggerated one- There is no doubt
that there has been partial cessation
of work on somie of the timnber mills
and lprivate works, owing to stop-
page of orders, but that need not
be5 considered a very unusual occur-
rence. There has, however, been no
diminution of work on the goldfields
or on theo tranis-Australian ai ll-ny,
or onl the Perth post office or onl other
Commonwealth works ; nor ought
there to be any difficulty in the Scaddan
Governmnent financing thie Agricultural
Bank or continuing their public works,
as already the Commonwealth have
advanced £20,000 to the Agricultural
Bank and £100,000 for carrying on
public works, in addition to arranging
to pay £150,000 a month to continue
these services, whichi is at the rate of
nearly £2,000,000 a year. How then
can there bo any shortage of money for
the Agricultural Bank and the State
public works caused by reason of thowar,
seeing that ample funds have already
been promised and arranged for ? Not
only has thle Commonwealth Treasury
agreed to finance the States in the

above manner, but it has also agreed
to finance banking institutions, should
they desire it, with a view of their
continuing to make advances to their
clients. It will thus be seen that the
present Scaddan Government is in
ant exceptionally favourable position to
carry onl its public works, and to assist
the farmners through the Agricultural
Bank, and it is perfectly clear to every-
one that there must be seone real reason
for their so-called emergency parnic
logislation, ether than the war, which
is blazoned forth in the preamble of
the Bill. Any war emergency that
may arise as far as could be foreseen
has been already provided for by the
arrangemnent unanimously entered into
by the Ooimnonwealth and States
G overniments in TMelbourne onl August
15th, and in consequence no other
State has brought forward any emi-
ergency "War Taxation. Bill, nor do I
anticipate that any will do so. The
arrangement referred to -was in the
following terms :-" Government of
C'omni-vealth of Australia may make
advances of Australian notes to any
Government against 25 per cent. in
gold, and the balance State securities,
rate of interest to be four per cent."

Sir John Forrest goes on to say that
they will also give to banks requiring
assistance. That is Sir John Forrest's,
proposal. I would like to state that to-
day Mi-. Lucas, the secretary of the
Australian MuILtual Provident, Society,
handed to tile a statement showing that

within the last two days hie has had
definite promises from societies and comn-
panies and banks throughout Australia to
subscribe £21,000 a m1-onth to the Govern-
mnent forthwith at the rate of five per
cent. i nterest.

Hon. Sir E. R.- Wittenoom: In gold
or notes. ?

Hon. 1). G. GAWLER : In gold. Not
only this, but I also have here a copy
of a telegram wvhich hie has received
from a well-Iknown life assurance corm-
paixy, as followIs : -

Provided ascertain beforehand that
such offer would be favourably re-
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ceived by the Government we are
p)repared to offer £50,000 at five per
cent, payable at once in Sydney.
Melbourne, and Adelaide.

If this is so, and the Government say
that the -y have difficulty in raising any
money they require, then they cannot
have made the inquiries which they
should have done in the circumstances.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: There
are plenty of others ready to do the sme.

Hon. 1). G. GAWVLER : I believe that
is so. I understand it is a fact that there
are numberless credit balances in* the
banks belonging to people who would he
only too ready to subscribe for these
Treasury notes if they are issued. Do
not let the Government forget that when
all this money is subscribed they have
only to take that money to the Coin-
monweaLth and for every sovereign of it
they will get four one pound notes in
return. If the Government cry out at
having to pay interest at five per cent.
on the money let them do as was sug-
gested by the leader of the Opposition
in this morning's paiper, and pliace a
small increase onl the income tax to pro.
vide interest and sinking fund. 1 ven-
turo to say that the amount they would
save in collecting the tax under the
present mecasure would represent at least
1 per cent. and possibly more, of the
interest it might pay. I jtist want to
draw very short attention to one or two
anomalies in the Bill. It scems to me
that Clause 5. which deals with the
payment per Month maly mfean that if
a manl receives practically the whole
Of his invoime in one month, hie may hav'e
to send in a return for the whole of his
years' incomne in one month. Mr. Cole-
batch has pointed out that it may mean
that a man who receives the whole of
his income in a month, say, a farmier, whIo
realises £300 onl his wheat, or, say. a man
who is drawing dividends from a company
and receives £500, may hlave to pay tax
on the whole of the twelve paymnts at
that rate. Such a manl might not get
any more income in the twelve months.

Hon. J. Cornell : The hall. member is
drawing the long bow now.

Hion. D. G. GAWLER: I am telling
the truth.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: The truth
is sometimes stranger than fiction.

Hon. D. 0. GAWLER : Yes. There
is a peculiar provision here in Clause 18
which deals with the operation of the
Act. The proviso at the end says that,
" notwithstanding that this Act may
have ceased to operate ail obligations
incurred thereunder during its opera-
tions shiall continue and may be en-
forced." Tlhis of course is capable of
adjustment, but it just shows the sort
of Bill that we have to consider. Under
Clause 5, to which 1 hlave just referred,
tI e Government hlave to make an ad-
justmuent at the end of ev'ery 12 calendar
mionths onl any income that is overpaid.
Supposing this Act is proclaimed as being
no longer in force before the 12 months
were up, it would be not an obligation
upon the Government to makethe adjust.
ment I have refered to as the time to
do so might not have arrived. There is a
further anomaly, one which has been
alluded to by the Colonial Secretary,
and it is in Clause 8. Take the ease of
companies here who have their head
offices in England. These English
companies would be obliged to pay their
debenture holders the full amount of
interest, whereas the Western Australian
branches have been compelled to deduct
the tax here and pay it to the Govern-
ment. The Colonial Secretary pointed
out that that is a matter which would be
adjusted. This Bill and the Moratorium
Bill which unfortunately was passed the
other day without thesafeguardwhich the
House considered ought to hlave been put
into it, are, to my mind, going to create a
lpaic. As a matter of fact, the Mora-
torium Bill, to my certain knowledge,
has made large firms in this town consider
very seriously the question of dealing
for cash only. Therefore, I say that the
result of this Bill and of the Moratorium
Bill will be to create a panic. Surely
in a time like the lpresent, it is to our
interest not to create a parnic amongst
those people who create employment
and keep it up. Yet, that is the effect
this Bill is going to have. At a time
like this, we ought to show confidence
ii. the place and should not create a
scare. We should tax the people's in-
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comes when they can afford it, but we
should not tax themn when their incomies
are diminishing. We should take into
consideration the dislocation of business
which is going to be caused, and the fact
that every conunyercial man has to make a
r eturn per mionth, and practically pay
on a fictitious and artificial income.
We are going to place also on this coin-
munity tile highest tax in the world.
There is also no doubt about this, that
we have to look at the possibility that
when the Bill gets on the statute-book,
the Government may not be allowed by
the Trade Unions to take it off. We
have also to consider that this tax is not
a tax which has for its object that men-
tioned. in the preamble, but that it is
designed to pay off the deficit of the
State. I do not think the Governmlent,
can deny that. Under all these circum-
stances, and seeing that we have offered,
and others have, a reasonable alternative
scheme for raising the mioney, I have not
the slightest hesitation in advising the
Rlouse to reject the measure. There is only
one miore remark I -wish to make, and
that is in onrnection with a telegrami
I have received to-day from thme Secretary
of the Chamber of Mines, Kalgoerlie.
The Chiatuber of Mines is a large- employer
of labour, and has, I think may lion.
friends from the goldfields will admnit,
done all in its power to keep up favour-
able conditions of employment on the
fields, and I think its opinion is worthy
of consideration. 1 will read their viewvs
uipon the prolposal, whichi are as follow :

Wawr niuergoncy Tax 1311-the Chain-
her of Mines has given the most
careful consideration to this measure
and if you can see your way would
much appreciate your putting their
views before the Council as fellows:
Although the mining companies and
the indiv'idual members of the Chiamber
of Mines are fully prepared to bear
their fair share of the increased ex-
penditure conseqnent onl thle war they
cannot help having the most serious
misgivings as to the result of what
appears to be hasty and ill-conceived
taxation proposals onl the part of the
(Aovernimcnt. If the taxation proposals
becomec law, inning comnpanies will

of necessity be forced to cease prospect-
ing work and such development not
likely to become immediately profitable.
and tile effect of thle measure on the
ruining industry and thle goldfields
cannot, be other than to decrease em-
ploymient both in the mines and in
business generally and at such a
juncture any ouirtaihncent of employ-
ment should be avoided where pos-
sible. Thle mning companies are now
faced 'with a serious shortage of those
conunmodities absolutely necessary to
enable themn to continue op~erations and
in the near future there is little doubt
that even if these stores are obtainable
their cost will be much higher than
under normal conditions, thus consider-
ably affecting ally profits earned and
increasing the difficulty now felt of
finding employmient for the large
nlumber of men engaged. The present
crisis is one to be handled with states-
mianlike measures and should not be
made a stalking horse for screening the
financial iniquities of the Cox-ernment.
It is an incontrovertible fact that the
sacrifices now to be mnade will greatly
benefit posterity, and consequently
the proper method of raising the funds
necessary to tide over the crisis is by
means of loan money.

I have very much pleasure in opposing
the second reading of the B3ill.

Hon, W. KLNOSMILL (Metropolitan)
[I- 58]): Like the previous speaker I
intend to oppose the second reading of
tie Bill. I have not the slightest com-
punction in doing so, nor need any lion.
member have the least compunction.
There is amongst thle general public,
and I regret to say amongst some,
hion, mlembers of this Hdouse, an illusion
which may be part of a lpopular fallacy,
that it is not comipetent, for this House to
interfere with financial maeasures.

Hen. J1. Cornell : I put nothing beyond
it.

Ron, W. KINUSIMiLL: The honi.
member for once is quite right, So
far as, thle legislation of this State is con-
cerned, nothing is beyond this Chamber,
arid nothing is beyond this Chamber
except thme initiationof financial rneaures.
With regard to their rejection, with re-
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gard to their amendment, this House
stands on practically the sme basis as
another place. The only difference is
the difference in procedure. It would
be just as urnwise, just as foolish, for this
House when it sees a blow being struck
by the present or any other Government
at the financial wvell-being of this State,
to hold its hand from destroying the
measure wvhich would inflict that blow,
as it would be for anyone who was present
when murder was being committed to
abstain from stopping the murderer
because lie had not been introduced
to that gentleman. There is niot the
slightest reason on constitutional points
why this House should not deal as it
wishes with the measure. I intend to
oppose the ]Bi1l on various grounds. I
oppose it because it is unnecessary,
because it is insufficient, because it is
iniquitous, because it is inequitable, and,
lastly, because I do not believe that the
Governmcnt are in earnest in bringing
it forward. Having applied enough e1A-
thets to the Bill I propose now to en-
deavour-I hope with succss-to justify
my application of those epithets. In the
first place I say that the Bill is unneces-
sary, and I say so because, in my opintioni,
and I think in the opinion of the majority
of this House. the particular form of
raising money proposed by this Bill
is absolutely the last resource which the
Government should employ. What do
we find ? Do we find that the Govern-
ment have experimented in other dire-.
tions ? No. This. instead of being the
last resource, is the first weapon the 'y
find to their hands. Other means Of
raising money are unexhausted. Let
us take, for instance, the borrowing
capacity of the Government. The Gov-
ernment, situated as they are, cut off
as I admit they are from the great money
markets of the old world, still have
available two sources from which bor-
rowed monley can be raised. They may
borrow money from the Commonwealth,
and they may borrowv it from private
persons or private corporations. Mr.
Gawler has alr-eady dealt, to a certain
extent, with both of these sources ;and,
while not wishing to stress any point
which other heon. members have made,

I would be unable, perhaps, to sufficiently
clinch my argument as regards the lack
of necessity for the Bill if I did not for
a moment dwell upon this point. Mr.
Gawler has already quoted from the
statement of Sir John Forrest, but this
is a thing which cannot be too strongly,
impressed on the minds of lion. members
who are in favour of this Bill-if indeed,
there are any such hion. members in this
House with the exception of the leader
of the House and the Honorary Minister.
It cannot be too strongly impressed on.
the minds of such lion. members that this
is a source of revenue which the Govern-
went may readily avail themselves of,
which is open for thorn nowv. Sir John
Forrest said in the cor-se of an into,%iew
on Friday' last, I think, that the Com-
monwealth has advanced £tO,000 for the
Agricultural Bank and £100,000 for the
carrying on of public works, in addition
to arranging to pay £150,000 a month in
order to continue those works. That is
at the rate of nearly two millionpounds per
annumn. Of course, I am aware of the
fact that that does not quite represent
the rate at which the Government have.
been living. I understand, from returns,,
that during the three years the Govern-:
ment have existed they have been living
at the rate of about thtree millions of bor-
rowed money per annumn. But surely the-
Government, in common with everybody
else in the State, must during this time
of stress content themselves to cut down.
their expenditure somewhat, If they.
can struggle along on two millions a year
of borrowed mioney, surely it is not too
much for this country to ask that they
should do so without imposing this most
iniquitous and inequitable form of taxa-
tion upon the-cormnunity. So much for
borrowing from the Commonwealth.
Now with regard to borrowing from
private sources. Mr. Gawler has pointed
out where a large sumn of mioney is avail-
able in gold from private individuals or
private corporations ;and let me say
that if the Government are about to
borrow from private p)ople they un-
doubtedly would do so only in order to
take advantage of the most generous
offer of the Commonwealth, namely.
that on the production of 2.5 per cent.
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of any amount in gold the whole amount
would be issued to our Government in
Commonwealth notes. One lion. mem-
ber, or I think two hon. members, said,
when the rate of loan was mentioned as
5 per cent., that that was too high. But
I would ask those hion. members to bear
in mind that when the Government
borrow, say, £20,000 from a private
individual at 5 per cent., and by means
of that sum raise altogether £80,000 from
the Commonwealth, on £60,000 of which
£80,000 they will pay at 4 pe cent., thle
percentage over the whole amount works
out at only 4j, which indeed is not very
high, especially in these times of thle ut-
most stress. That consideration would, I
think, justify the Government in borrow-
ing the money to which I have alluded.
There is another point to which reference
wvas made by Air. (}awler, and which I
propose also to deal with very shortly.
The lion, gentleman alluded to the
balances which are now available for
the Government to hland to the asso-
ciated banks. In this connection let
me thank the Colonial Secretary for so
kindly affording me the information
which ho supplied at such short notice.
It was only at 10 minutes past 12 to-day
that I handed the lion. gentleman a letter
requesting this information, and giving
him notice that I would ask a question
to this effect without notice when the
Rouse met this afternoon. Not only
has lie given me the information I asked
for, but hie has also furnished me with
some information which I think hie must
have handed to me by mistake.

'The Colonial Secretary; Oh, no.
Hon. J. F. Cullen: Out of good nature.
Ron. W. KINCSMILL: Good nature,

then, prossed down and brimming over,
and indeed overflowing. This additional
information whichi the Colonial Secretary
supplied to me is perhaps the miost
interesting part of his reply.

Ron. J. Cornell: Did hie know what
you wanted it for7

Hon. W. ItINOSMILL:- I have not
at hand a copy of the letter which I
wrote to thle leader of the House ; but,
speaking from memory, I addressed the
leader of the House to the effect that

for thle further elucidation of the financial
position, more especially with regard to
the war emergency tax, I prolposed to
ask him in the House at 4& 30 this after-
noon the following questions. So the
hion. gentleman was not at all misled as
to my intentions. I hope this explana-
tion is satisfactory to the lion. member
who interjected.

I-on. J. Cornell: I think he was
foolish.

Hon. W. 1(JNGSMILL: I hardl-
The PRESIDENT~f: I wish the lion.

member would address fihe Chair.
Ron. W. KINOS"MILL: I crave

Pardon, Sir. The answer I received was
as follows-

The amnount of credit on the Col-
onial Treasurer's accounts with the
contracting banks at thle close of bus-
mness on thle 12th instant was £331,888.
This amount is made up of notes
£120,000, gold £211,888. All accounts
with their balances are to be transferred
to the Commonwealth Hank on 1st
October next,

That is a peculiar answer in this respect,
that thle. bon. gentleman differentiates
as to hlow this amount of credit balance
is made up. He says thle amount is
made up of notes £M0,000 and gold
£211,888. It is a most peculiar thing
for anyone fortunate enough to be pos-
sessed of a qredit balance to be able to
say how that credit balance is composed.
As a matter of fact, thle usual idea is that
one pays so much money into a bank and
gets out what one can. Hero, however,
it appears that ear-marked sovereigns;
have been deposited in the bank,, and
that the bank is supposed to hand those
sovereigns back. As a miatter of fact,
nothing of the sort is really the case.
The bank, or any bank, can, and is quite
at liberty to, if it so wishes, pay the whole
of this amount, if called upon to do so,
in Commonwealth notes ;and how would
the Government fare then ? I under-
stand, hiowever, that the associated banks
are perfectly willing-although the Gov-
ernment are closing their accounts with
those banksi-perfectly willing to pay
the whole of this amount of £211,888 in
gold, so that the Cover nmnent may have
tile opportunity of raising the extra
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£600,000 odd which this amount in gold
will enable them to raise from the Com-
monwealth Treasury. That makes avail-
able to them, without resorting to any
means of taxation, £844,000 odd to go
on with ;and in these times of stress,
when the utmost economy is to be ob-
served, that is I venture to may a very
comfortable sum indeed. The Colonial
Secretary's answer to my question pro-
ceeds-

I expect, with the gold at our dis-
posal and with the assistance of the
Commonwealth Government in re-
spect to the note issue, and providing
that Government departments keep
to their reduced estimates of expen-
diture and that there is no consider-
able falling off of Consolidated Revenue,
that the State will be able to provide
to the end of the calendar year, namely
31st December, next,

I congratulate the Colonial Secretary on
his moderation, and on the paucity of his
expectations. But why, in the face of
this position, with nearly one million
pounds of unexpended capital, these
gentlemen wish to raise by moans of tilo
taxation at their own estimate £400,000,
or possibly, as it may eventuate, only a
couple of hundred thousand pounds,
passes my comprehension, and I think will
pass the comprehension of the people of
this State. I have already touched on the
insufficiency of the tax. That aspect
has been more fully elaborated by Mr.
Colebatch. Undoubtedly the Govern-
ment want far more in order to meet thle
present depression in our agriculture.
After all, one-third of this proposed tax
as ear-marked by the Government in
the Bill is undoubtedly meant for the
all too cogent reason of relieving the
agricultural d pression. What the Goy-
ermnent want, however, is not money
dribbling in month by month. They
want a fairly large sum, and they want
it at once. Mr. Colebatch has pointed
out in an incontrovertible manner that
this is not going to provide that. Ibelieve
that the most we can expect from the
tax according to the hon. gentleman's
figure i-and I think they are right-
is somewhere about £8,000 a month for
the former. The mystery as to what is

going to be done with the other two-
thirds of the tax is not yet solved, and I
do not think ever will be solved.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: Nso one
will have any income.

Hon. W. IUNGSMILL : Making al-
lowance for some fortunate persons like
the hon. gentleman who has just ad-
dressed me, who
siderable income,
best possible use
ment will perhaps
from this proposed
of £8,000 a month
that is absolutely
cient to meet the

will still have a con-
and will make the

of it, the Govern.
be able to obtain,

taxation, at the rate
for the farmer ; and
and entirely insuffi-
present unfortunate

position. I have alluded to thle indefi-
nite nature of the Bill, and this is a point
upon which I wish the Colonial Secretary
would give us some information when
he replies to the various speeches which
have been and will be made upon the
measure. Information has been asked
for in this Houseand also, I under-
stand, in another place-for a long, long
time ; and information of a definite
nature has been unavailable on several
points. We want to know, and it is
our right to know, before we pass mea-
sures of this sort, on what the remaining
two-thirds of this tax are to be spent.
We know that one-third is to be devoted
to the alleviation of the agricultural
depression, and I think not a member of
this House will raise the slightest ob-
jection to that being done. But if the
Government are concerned, as they
appear to be, about the agricultural de-
pression, and if they express their con-
cern in terms of money, it is evident that
they are twice as concerned about some-
thing else ; and what that something
else is they refuse to t(11 us.

Hon. J. Cornell: You have guessed
how much the tax is going to bring in ;
you ought to be able to guess where
the two-thirds will go.

Hon. W. INOSMILL: We will
have to do that, for seemingly there
is no alternative. I want again to
stress the point raised by Mr. Colebatch,
that the Bill treats the poor man with
a large family exactly the same as it
treats the bachelor. That has been
noticed by several hon. members. But
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there is another point which lion. members
may not have noticed. If lion, members
will turn to Clause 4 of the Bill, they
will see that it provides for certain
exemptions, anid that Subclause 9 of tile
clause provides that the tax is exempted
onl income received in respect of a share
mn a company anid paid out of profits
upon which tax under this Act has
been paid by the company. Iii this
country we have a class of persons-they
may not be vcry many, but there are
somec-comprising, say, a widow, who,
having no breadwinner, has had as a
legacy, or by some other means, anl
income secured to her by payment of
interest and dividends on bank shares.
At first when one reads this apparently
generous subolause, one would conclude
that the interests of those people are
being looked after, but when one looks
further into the matter it is to find that
such is not the case. Take thie example
of a woman receiving £200 a year from
bank shares. If this exemption were
not provided in the Bill, and she paid
the tax upon that incomie, she would be
paying at the rate of £4 per anmn.
With the beautifully simple method of
calculation, that of squaring the numrber
of hundreds of income, we arrive at £94,
which she would pay onl a £200 income.
But the Government will receive out of
that £200 from the bank, or other
insititution which will have to pay the
tax before distribution, no less a sum than
£E30. So this poor woman, instead of
paying £4 of her own income, will supply
the Government to thle extent of £30,
in respect of this money which she
exp~ects to get. Canl that be regarded
as equitable ? Is the Colonial Secretary
prepared to make that right, if I am
correct, as I think I am if there be
any meaning in this English language ?
If I am wrong it is undoubtedly the
fault of the drafting of the Bill and
nothing else.

Hon. J. Cornell: The same provi~on
occurs in the Federal land tax.

Hon. fl. G. Gawler : That does not
make it any better.

Hon. W: KINGSMILL: Let me
see, who passed the Federal land tax?

Hon. J. Cornell: Mr. Fisher, but
Sir John Forrest did not attempt to
repeal it.

Ho,,. WV. ]TNCSMILL: Yes, Mr.
Fisher. It seems to be a sort of family
failing, this placing of such a clause in
a Bill of this sort, a failing which it
would be just as wvell for the family to
get rid of. In my opinion the Govern-
ment are not in earnest in bringing
down the Bill ;I1 hope I am not mis-
judging thorn. When a Bill of this
importance is brought down at so late
an hour that several members of this
House will not have anl opportunity
of considering it, because they have
gone to their homes in the country in
the full understanding that thle session
was to have been closed last Tuesday-
when we consider that, I think hion.
members will agree that the Government
cannot be in earnest in bringing down
the Bill. If they are, then I say they
are treating this House and the country
mn a shocking mannier. Treating the
country in a shocking manlier because,
after all, is it not the Constituents Of
this House who have the biggest possible
interest in this tax ? We are here
representing the p~eople who will pay
90 or 95 per cent. of the tax. Is it A
fair thing that thie Premier should bring
down a tax of this sort at the last momient
and pass it through the Assembly without
trouble-in his winning way the horn.
gentleman does pass measures without
any trouble in that House.

Hon. J. F. Cullen : He puts them
through.

Hon. W. IcINOSMILL: Yes, that
is the p~hras~e, lie puts them through.
I had the pleasure of listening to a
speech by the hion. gentleman the other
night, anid at the conclusion of that
speech his hearers were so thoroughly
mesmterisod and deafened that they would
have passed anything. Again, 1 do not
think the Government can be in earnest,
because it is such a sudden and entire
reversal of their attitude.

Hion. H. Millington: You take a
humorous view of everything.

Hon. W. KtNOSMAILL : Not of the
hion. member h le is too serious a pro-
position. The Government, as I have
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said, since taking office have embarked
on a most enterprising scheme of borow-
ing; ;and yet at this last moment, when
everybody else might be expected to
go borrowing, we find the Government
suddenly cease their operations in this
regard. Although opportunities are offer-
ing, they will not avail themselves of
them. We find the Minister for Lands
declaring that they would not borrow,
that they absolutely refuse; and,
instead, they endeavour to place this
tax on the statute book. I say that
sudden change of attitude in itself is
enough to make me suspect that the
Government are not in earnest in bring-
ing down the Bill. If this is a strategical
move, if it is, as I say, that the Govern-
ment, are not in earnest, they would
have brought off a coup most valuable
to themnselves, if only they could have
induced this House to reject the tax
last Friday. On that day the Colonial
Secretary was very insistent that the
Bill- should be dealt with at once. He
refused to adjourn till Tuesday, saying
that if the adjournment wast insisted upon
the Government would drop tho Bill.
When hon. members did not seern in-
timidated by that, but seemed rather
to be listening for thre sound of the
Bill droppihg, the hon. member became
most complaisant in almost offering to
adjourn until to-day. Anid it is a very
good thing that lie did, because what
do we find ? Wrever we go through
thre capitals of the State we find nothing
but sething indignation against the
Bill. We fid even in thoe Coverinnont's
stronghold, the 'Mecca of Labour, K~al-
goorlie, a meeting of 350 men-

Hen. 3. E. Dodd (Honorary Minister):
Be serious.

Hon. NV. KINOSMILL: It i6 time
for the hon. inemlx-r to be serious-

Hon. J. E. Dodd (Honorary Minister)
Theywere the last remants oif Liberalism.

Hen- X. KENUSMAILL: Three hundred
and fifty of them !What a peculiar
thing, when so much importance would
be attached to a mieeting of the sort, that
nobody but Liberals should attend. Mly
experience of Kalgoor-lie meetings is that
whenever I go to Kalgoerlie I always
get a very good audience, and they

always treat me in a particularly hand-
some way, but I do not think I ever
got any votes, indeed I did not expect
them. So it is, I think, in relation to
any meeting in Kalgoorlie, and so, when
the Honorary Minister says that those
present were the last renants of
Liberalism, I do not think he is making
that statement seriously. I suppose if
we had rejected the Bill last Friday we
would have heard a good deal from the
Labour Government about the attitude
of this House to-wards the farmers. I
do not think anybody could reasonably
suppose that this House would take up
any but the most sympathetic attitude
towards the farmers. A great many of
the members of this House are farmers,
or interested in farming, and for anybody
to go to the country and say that this
House is likely to adopt an unsympathetic
attitude towards the farmers, would be
absurd. Every Australian realises at
any time, but esp)ecially in times like
the present, what a fearful task the task
of the man on the land is. We realise
that these men en our lands must, at
anry cost to the State, be kept there,
because if they go off the land it means
broken hearts, broken homes, and broken
hopes. Above all do I feel sympath-
etic, not so much towards the man
himself, as to the unfortunate women
and children concerned in this, a dis-
astrous season for the farming community.
When I think of thre farming community
I think of some lines written by a man
who had undergone the stress himself,
wvritten of it plae not unlike Australia,
during drought. In describing the
mental anguish and the bodily suffering
of the people, there, thre author ;Arote-

HoUses springs are bittered wvith the tears
Of huniam, agonies ; her rainis
Are tainted with the anguished smoake
Of scorching hearts and burning brains,Her streanis streaked wvith enmsanguinel sweat
W~rong front strong muon by cruel years
Of ted and failure, grief and debit.

Anid so it is with our farming community.
For anybody to say that this House
is widesirous of assisting that farming
community in ever3' possible wray, is a
calumny of tire vilest and grossest
description. But we may be allowed
to differ as to the host meanse by whlich
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that assistance may be given, and in my
opinion. - and I think in the majority
opinion of this House, the Bill does not
offer the best method.

Hon. J. Cornell interjected.
Bon. W. KINOSMIILL: The hion.

gentleman interjects so much that his
interjections overlap at tunes, making
it very difficult to understand him.

The PRESIDENT! If the hion. member
would address the Chair, and not converse
with the lion. Air. Cornell, the hion.
gentleman would not interject so much.

Hon. W. KINGSMILL: I stand
corrected. I was about to remark to
the hion. member, in the course of the
conversation which you have alluded
to, that it would be well for this corn-
mnunity to keep their resources to meet
the war tax which, I suppose, thle Com-
monwealth Government will certainly
levy. If anybody has a justification for
levying a wvar tax, it is the Common-
wealth. For the State Government to
levy a war tax, is in my opinion, absurd
in the greatest degree. Let me, in
conclusion, allude to thle speech made
by Air. Cornell the other night. In
this House we have become accustomed
to regard Mr. Cornell as the gentleman
who expresses what the Government
think. The Colonial Secretary and the
Honorary Minister tell us sometimes
what the Government are going to do, but
Mr. Cornell-and hie speaks with no small
authority-tells us what the G overn-
meat think. To the abounding joy of
is acquaintances and political confreres

in this House, the lion, gentleman is
gifted with a frank and open disposition,
and furthermore his shoulders are not
bowed down by the weight of respon-
sibility which sometimes cramps the
utterances of other hion. gentlemen who
occupy responsible positions; in the House.
At all events his shoulders are not
bowed down with that responsibility
as yet. I was very much entertained
by the allusion hie made, during the
speech he delivered onl this Biln, and
from it we may gauge thle attitude
of the Government towards the pro-
spective taxpayers under this Bill. Hie
likened the Premier of this State-and
I think his analogy was a good one-to

the man of destiny: he likened him
to Napoleon making his triumphal pro-
gress through Europe.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: To Moscow?
Hon. W. IUNGSMLL: No, not that

part of it. He likened him to Napoleon,
and our friend, Mr. John Napoleon
Scaddan, was making triumphal progress
through Western Australia. The hion.
member reminded us that while the
Napoleonic wars were being carried
on, they did not cost France a penny
because the Napoleon of that day levied
as lie went the cost for Ilis wars. I asked
the hion. member from whom Napoleon
levied, and whether it was not from
the enemnies, and the hion. member
replied that that was so, but he did not
repudiate in any way the analogy he
had drawn. Are we then to suppose-

Hion. J. Cornell: I rise on a personal
explanation. What I did say Mansard
will reveal. The lion. Mr. Kringsmill
interjected that Napoleon did not levy
on his own people. The reply I gave was
that if the hion. Mr. Kingsmill was mn a
position to levy on himself and on other
people, he would levy only on other
people.

Hon. WV. I(INGSMILL: I accept the
lion, member's explanation. I do not
know quite what hie moans, but I am
prepared to accept it. At all events
the lion. gentleman still persisted, and
rightly so, in regarding Mir. Scaddan
as the Napoleon of the party of which
he is a member-so hoe is, so he ought
to be-and that Mr. Scaddan like
Napoleon was living as he wont along, and
living, I take it, as Napoleon did, on
those lie considered his enemies. The
only conclusion we can draw is that
the Premier of this State is placing the
tax on those people, anid we are quite
wiling to accept the hion. Mr. Cornell's
explanation as the explanation of what
the Government think, that thle Govern-
ment regard everyone who is getting
more than £100 a y'ear a their enemy.
I am perfectly prepared to accept the
position. I have already said why in
my opinion the Council should reject
the Bill, because it is insufficient, in.
definite in terms, and inadequate, and
because I believe the Government are
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not in earnest. It has come to light
during the last two or three days that
the whole of the population of the State
is incensed at the step the Government
wish to take, and oven in their strong-
hold of Kalgoorlie a motion has been
passed by a responsible meeting con.
demning the Bill and asking that every
effort should be made to meet the
undoubted stress which exists. The
Government or peojple must not think
that this Chamber is antagonistic to
affording the Ministry a way out of the
difficulty which exists, but the way
shown by the Government is obviously
the last way which should be taken,
and a way in which I think we at present
are not prepared to follow the Govern.
mont.

Hon. C. F. BAXTER (East) [8 -34]:
We have been appealed to to support
this measure on the ground that it will
be of great assistance to the farmers in
their distress. As a direct representative
of the farming community, and especially
that part suffering such great distress
at the present time, I intend to oppose
thlis Bill with all moy strength. It will
not relieve the situation one iota. A
small measure like this, which will re-
turn such insignificant amounts will be
of practically no use to the farming
community. The Colonial Secretary, in
moving the second reading of the Bill,
said it had been rendered necessary as a
result of the war and of the bad season.
I fail to ee how the war can have effected
the finances of this State so soon. The
argument put fdrwvard is that the Gov-
ernment are cramped in the matter of
borrowing. Why are the Government
cramped during the first few wveeks of
the war ?Does not it show very poor
financing, more especially when they
have nothing provided for an institution
like the Agricultural Bank, 'which, in
the fi st few days of the war, had to
retrench by paying only 10s. in the
pound. The Colonial Secretary's reply
to Mr. IKingsmifl, that the amount of
money is lying there, if correct, shows a
bad state of things. I suggest that the
Government could have done more than
they have done for the farming com-
munity by paying 20s. in the pound in

connection with Agricultural flank ad-
vances. In regard to the bad season,
how is it that we have the cry so early
that the bad season has caused them to
impose the tax ? We have heard of
the bad season while we are yet only at
the commencement of it. The optimistic
views of the returns from this taxation,
I cannot hold to any degree. Whien we
have the position that very few farmers,
if any, will have any income this year,
and very few pastoralists will have any
income, there must consequently be a
shortage of business with all the business
houses ;their incomes will be depleted
and where, I ask, will the Government
secure a tax on a par with that of last
year on which they based their calcu-
lations. It is impossible. The Gov-
ernment have continually harped on the
statement that they intend to assist the
agriculturalists with the proceeds from
this measure, yet only one-third is to
be apportioned to the Agricultural Bank.
I have repeated my inquiry as to what is
to be done with the other two-thirds
but no explanation has been forthcoming.
If the Government had the good of the
farmer at heart in the first place, and
the good of the State in the second place,
the3 ' would say right out that two-thirds,
or practically the whole of the amount
should be applied to relieve the agri.
cultural industry in such a contingency
as the present. The Government ap-
peal to us farmers to pay £3 and they
are generous enough to say that in re-
turn they will lend us; £1-not give it to
u---and charge us five per cent, interest.
The statements of both the Premier and
Colonial Secretary are bristling with
knowledge of what they are going to do
with the money if the emergency tax
Bill is put on the statute-book. I take
the full responsibility for my attitude
in opposing this inta ure. I want some-
thing to be done for the farmers, and I
am working to that end, but it is of no
use attempting to do anything in a small
way. Something substantial must he
done and done imnmed ately if the Gov-
ernment wish to save, not only the
farmers but the State. Small monthly
instalments will be use!ess. The position
is the same as if a doctor were called to
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attend a patient who was bleeding to
death and first of all attended to an
ingrowing toe nail while in the m antirne
the patient died fronm loss of blood.
That will be the position of the farmers
if the Governmeont attempt to assist
them through this small tax. The only
decision I anl conic to with regard to this
Bill is that it is purely and simply a
deficit-iiquidation tax, and I do not
think anyone else can come to any other
conclusion. During the last few days
I have not met with one person who
favours the tax. It has not been pos-
sible to walk a distance of thr e chains
along the street without being hield up
almost as by highwaymuen and asked if
the measure would be passed. In re-
gard to the position of the farmers, the
£120,000 which the Government would
raise by this tax in five months would
be useless. Our position some ten days
ago was not what it is to-day. Ten days
age the calculations were very near the
mark in showing that 1,750 farmers
needed assistance ; but the position has
grown so bad- that the nlumber now is
about 2,500, and instead of half a million
of money being required to assist them, a
much larger sum will be needed. it is
not for us to loose heart. We have had
four lean seasons, but we need to face the
position boldly and put the producers
in a position of being able to remain on
their holdings. We must admit that
the cream of our agricultural population
are those who are on their holdings at
the present time ; otherwise they would
not now be there. The weak man has
gone long ago. We must recognise that
those who have stuck to their properties
during the four lean seasons are all men
of sterling qualities, and it is for the
Government to step into the breach,
to show that they are statesmen and
assist to keep the settlers onl the land-
the best assets we could have in a State
such as this. I do not think the Govern-
ment could have considered the probable
result if a tax like this were imposed.
I have already pointed out that the in-
comes would be very small indeed. One
s ution of incomes would keep on about
a par--I refer to the associated banks.
The Premier is fond or rubbing it it

the banks at every opportunity- As
one interested as aL practical farmer
during the last twenty years, I say, his
attitude is wrong. The associated banks
have done as mnuch, if not more than the
Agricultural Blank in opening up our
State and assisting settlers to produce
wealth. We Cannot expect that enl
institution like the Agr-icultural Bank
should be able to carry the whole of the
farmers oif the State. It dnei splendid
work in carrying the farmers to a certain
stage, but when they got to that stage
they) should negotiate with the associated
banks. Mly experience Of the associated
banks is that they have been very
lenient, and certainly, in this supposed
crisis, they have shown More grit and
backbone than the Government. A
statemnent has been made that some of
them wiere puting on the screw. I have
yet to learn that any private banking
institution lies put on the screw to any
large extent. The dividends of the
associated banks represent something
like £8.00,000 per annum. This seems
a large SUM, but we have to consider the
large amnounts which they have lent out.
Approximately the tax returned by them
would amnount to £-50,000, and I ask

-"Would they submit to this ?"
The answver is, " No, decidedly nlut."
'If we place, this measure onl the statute-
book, the associated banks will withdraw
their cap tel and place it in another
country where th 3y wiill not be harassed
by such legislation. They would be
taxed to the tune of 20 per cent., and
no financial institution would stand that.
All who were under obligations to them
for advances wvould be told to reduce the
amiounts as quickly as possible. They,
would withdraw their money and estab-
lish agencies here. We do not want
that position of affairs. We want the
country to move onl. The State cannot
carry the whole ting onl. It is im-
possible. If there were a redeeming
feature about the tax I might overlook
this, but as a representative of the far-
mers to whom she Bill is supposed to be
of assistance, I can say that it does not
possess a single redeeming feature. I
am not condemning any particular por-
tion of the Bill because it is my intention-
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to oppose it in its entirety as a useless
measure. It has already been shown
that money can be borrowed locally,
and I say why hesitate about doing so?
I am not a strong advocate of borrowing
but I will say that in the present crisis
and the position of the agricultural
industry it must be done. That will
be the salvation of the State, and the
only hope for us, and as it has been
shown that the money can be raised,
I repeat unhesitatingly, we should rai se
it locally. The position is that if the
Government do not give some assur-
ance during the next Ctn days that it
is their intention to step 'into the breach,
there will be such an exodus of farmers
the like of which has never been ox-
perianced, and the country w%,ill receive
such a set-back that it wvill take a long
time to recover from it. Once off the
land it wvill be a difficult task to get many
of them back again, and those who -will
be likely to leave will be the best of our
farmers. There are hundreds of them
who cannot get proper food, and it can
safely be said that they have not been
living un-der comfortable conditions for
months. I sin stating facts, and I can
prove them. Our main object -in this
State should be production, and we
should in every possible way assist to
make our soil productive. Even if the
special induccment of good prices which
is held out at the present timne, were not
before us, we should still think of pro-
duction. We must build up our pro-
ductive areas as far as possible, and T
would like to tell the Colonial Secretary
that if the Government will put to use
some of the good land which they hold,
great assistance will be rendered in that
direction. I will go a little further and
ask him, as the representative of the
Government in this house, to see that
all the good lands held by the Govern.
ment. and which are idle to-day-f am
thinking 'principally of the Yandanooka
and Avondale estates-are put to use
immediately. Both these estates con-
tin splendid land, but the Government
cannot possibly expect to get the prices
they are asking for areas on these estates
at the present time. I do not hesitate
to say that no difficulty whatever will

be experienced -in getting any number
of farmers on those properties, if the
Government will only lease blocks to
them. We know that thte estate is
suffering considerably from drought ; in
fact there is hardly any part of the
State which has, escaped. 1 am not by
any means an alarmist, but the reports
-which I am receiving show me that it
is only in the south-western portion of
the State where a serious condition of
affairs does not exist. I have had a
telegram sent to rme by Mr, Courthope,
the Secretary of the Toodyay 1)istrict
Council of the Farmers and Settlers
Association, only to-day, with the re-
quest that I should hand copies of it
to the Premier and to the leader of the
Opposition. For the benefit of hon.
members, I will read it-

O-wing to storekeepers stopping
credit, it is impossible in numerous
instances for settlers to obtain food,
and they will be compelled to leave
their holdings at once unless the Gov-
ernment immediately announces its
intention of providing sustenance from
whatever source the money is oh-
tamned. I earnestly appeal to you to
make some such announcement im-
mediately, as otherwise, the conse-
quences will undoubtedly be disas-
trous. Sorely Sir at a time like this
all parties should sink their differences
and discuss the best methods to be
adopted for the comnmon good. I
cannot impress upon you too strongly
how absolutely essential it is to act
promptly to obviate distress and pre-
vent a general exodus from the land.
Public meeting at Dowerin. next
Saturday, and your announcement
is anxiously awaited. Reply. Sgd.
Courthope, Secretary, Toodyay Dis-
trict Council, Farmers and Settlers
Association.

I think that shows the position as it ap-
plies to the major portion of the wheat
belt of the State. I em sorry to have
to read it, but I wanit to impress upon the
Government the importance of aicting
promptly, and not to tinker with this
feolishi method of taxation. The Pre-
mier should go on the money market
and raise what he requires even if it
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costs him six per cent. 'This is the time
to be up and doing, for delay will mean
disaster. I would ask the Colonial
Secretary to impress upon the Govern-
ment the necessity for issuing instruc-
tions even to-morrow to the effect that
they will stand by the farmers, and so
give those unfortunate people some
encouragement to stay on their hold-
ings. With reference to the amount
which it is intended to raise, I
think it would be wise on .the
part of the Government if they
wvere to say definitely that the whole of
it will be applied to the agricultural
industry. This may appear to be a
very strong statement to make, but I
can assure hon, members that all the
money will be required to establish -the

confidence which does not exist to-day.
I do not favour the position of the
Agricultural Bank at the present time.
The bank is handicapped in this sense,
that it is established in Perth, and that
it has no agencies in any of the agri-
cultural centres to guide it. How is it
possible for any of the bank officials
to run a concern like that institution
from the capital of the State, especially
when we remember the enormous area
it controls ? It would cost but little
to establish agencies, and were that
procedure followed, a great deal of
money would be saved. I am telling
this to the Government as one who has
had a wide experience in Agricultural
Bank matters. The trustees in Perth
would be in the position of knowing
accurately how things stood. The
district officers womuld be able to see for
themselves what was going on, and the
authorities in Perth would be guided
then as to how to meet any crisis that
might arise. Ther-e is ample need for
adopting a course such as I have sug-
gested. We do not find other financaial
institutions remaining satisbed with th ir
headquarters in the metropolis, and at-
tempting to conduct business throughout
the State from the City. Remembering
the disadvantages, however, we must
come to the conclusion that the Agri-
cultural Bank has done wonder ul work
since it has been establhhced I will
appeal as a farmers' representative, to

hon. members and to th- Government to
assist in every way they can to try and
bring about in some way relief for those
farmers in distress. As the telegram
which I have read to th, House states,
this is not the time to think of party
politics. We should set out, having one
common object in view, namely, to try
and relieve the situation which exists
at the present time. The Government
should lose no time, in fact, something
should be done to-morrow. I appeal to
the Government to do what I have
asked, and to give an assurance to the
farmers that if they remain on their
holdings the State will stand by them.

Bon. J. F. CULLEN (South-East)
[8&53]: This BiUl strikes me as being a
pitifuli admission that the Government's
wild-cat socialistic experiments are finan-
cially on the rocks. Ministers have illeg-
ally incurred a debt amounting to nearly
three-quarters of a million, and instead
of comning to Parliament and asking
authority to cover the debt by short-
dated debentures until the money can
be raised, they bring in a war emergency
tax. If a private debtor tried such a
pretext, he would be amenable to the
Criminal Code for false pretences. Min-
isters are under the protection of Par-
liamentary privilege. Now, to cover
this pretext, they have shown one ele-
ment of strength. Some members call
Ministers weak, but they have one
element of strength, and it is that they
have beaten the allies, they have dragged
in His Majesty's enemies. before this
House to back their Bill. The preamble
of the Bill refers to the trouble created
by His Majesty's enemies, and under
cover of this reference they ask the
country to submit to the heaviest in-
come tax ever heard of in the financial
world. It is reminiscent of the
rebel highway man who at close
quarters one night in the dark
bawvled out "God save the King" and
misled his pursuers into the belief that
he was a loyal citizen. I admit that the
preamble of the Bill also refers to agri-
cultural depression. What is the main
cause of agricultural depression ? Not
the seasons. They have had their share.
The main cause has been mal administra-
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tion. Ministers set out first of all to take
the bottom out of the security of the land
holders of the country. They declared that
from their advent into Mvinisterial off ce
there would be no more freehold, and that
selectors who had incurred liabilities on
the security of their holdings would only
be allowed to transfer to their creditors
at the pleasure of the Ministry. Im-
mediately credit was killed, the tide of
immigration was dried up and as was in-
evitable, agricultural depression followed.
Now, with regard to this tax. So much
has been said, and to the point, that I
will take care not to repeat arguments
already used. There are several how-
ever, that weigh with me. First there
is the fact that the argument for this tax
is based on pretence. Then it is about
the most costly form of tax that the
Government could propose. In Great
Britain a war tax is chiefly raised by
an addition to the income tax of a penny,
twopence, threepence, or fourpence, in
the pound. There is not a penny wasted
in connection with it. Now, I give the
Government this credit that one of the
reasons why they did not take that course
evidently w'as that they wanted to spread
the tax over a broader constituency.
For that I give them credit. I think
they did right. I want to point out to
them the extreme cost of collecting small
amounts. What are we asked to do-
furnish monthly returns. Ministers only
look at it from the point of view of the
wage earner. Take the case of a man
earning £3 or £4 a week. It is very easy
for him at the erd( of a month to furnish
a return of his income. What about the
business people, the trading concerns ?
Why, the Government's own trading
concerns cannot manage to make a
statement once a year. They are bound
by Act of Parliament to have a state-
ment ready inmnediately the financial
year closes. Fifteen months ago the
Government said with regard to most of
their trading concerns, "We have de-
cided niot to bring them tinder the Act
just yet." This year we have not heard
a wvord about a statement regarding
these trading concerns, and yet the
private trader and business man has to
go to the cost of making a monthly re-

turn. Not only that. There is the
cost of transmission, checking, and of
receipting. The majority of these pay-
mentk will be about Isa. 8d. or 2s. a month.
Imagine the percentage of waste on these
small amounts. There is first the mnaking
of the return. Many people will have
to call in a friend, and some of these
friends charge for making up these re-
turns. Then the man has to get a postal
note, put a penny stamp on it, and then
there is the penny stamp for the receipt
and the work of checking at the head
office. There will be at least 20 or 30
per cent, wasted on these small amounts.
The first canon of taxation is the most,
to the Treasury and the least waste.
Ministers, have, however, reversed this,
so that there will be the most waste
and the least to the Treasury. Again,
it is the most inequitable of taxes that,
has over been heard of. Previous
speakers have referred to the peculiar
system followed of securing the payment
of this tax. I want to bring home to
the House by one or two illustrations
the inequity of the tax. Take the tax,
for instance, as it affects mutual insurance
companies. I dealt with this in cornne-
tion with our general income tax, but
they would be specially penalised under
this tax. What is a mutual insurance
company ? It is not only a system of
thrift. It is that, but it is more. It is
really a widows' and orphans' fund.
Supposing a. member of a union died
in Perth to-morrow, and his union pro-
posed to hand over to the widow and
children the amount due from the benefit
fund. And suppose thre taxation officer
came in and said, "All this must be
taxed. It forms part of the union funds.
The union funds are worth £2,000 a year.
It must bear 15 per cent. taxation be-
cause it is part of that £:2,000." But
the Government have exempted the
unions. What about the mutual insur-
ance companies ? Here is a widows'
and orphans' fund. Men put their
savings in in order to insure provision
for their widow and children when they
die. What becomes of the money?
What about the widow and children ?
Why, this Bill would take 15 per cent.
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off every year as part of that insurance
company's annual income.

Thle Colonial Secretary: They are
exempnt altogether under Clause 16.

Hon. J. F. CUILLEN: They are not.
'The Colonial Secretary: They are

read the Bill.
Honl. 5. F. CUILLEN: Where are

they exempt ?
The Colonial Secretary: They are

. exempt under Clause 16.
Hon. J. F. CULLEN: " The Governor

may exempt." W-1hat does the Bill
Meanll

The Colonial Secretary: It gives
power to the Governor to exempt.

Hon. J. F. CULLEN : Why May
he exempt ?

Hon. WV. Iiingsznil:, They 'nay not
want the Money.

Hon. J. F. CULtLE~N: If they are hard
*up they will want it, If His Majesty's
enemies are pressing hard, will they
make any exemptions ? WKill the in-
ister consent to a definite exemption?
Will he ? That is the way to put it.

The Colonial Secretary:. Yes.
Hon. W. Kingemnili : Will he get the

*chance ?
Hon. I. F. CULLEN:- I give the

Minister all credit for that announce-
mient. Next year when thle renewal of
our income tax coml-es up, if I aml here,
I shall move for their exemption from
the general income tax. I wanit, Mr.
President, very briefly to refer to thle use
which the Government have mnade of
thle farmer. It is the old story. Short
is the farmer's friend, not Codlin. Thle
Government are vecry anxious to pose as
the friends of the farmier, expecially in
view of the election. It has been shownji
that ali that this Bill would give to the
farmers would be a trifle per mionthi
estimated at from £8,000 to £13,000 per
month. It is a farcical proposal, ab-
solutely elusive, absolutely useless. The
farmers, if they are to be helped at
all, Must be helped irmuediately and
substantially in order that they May get
ready for ntext year's work. But what
do they Wvant to do ? Wlhere there
is a district. which will admit of fallowing
they want to do their fallowing now.
Meanwhile they want mneans of subsist-

enee immediately, and to talk of dividing
£8,000 to £13,000 a month amiongst the
farmiers. to help them in their necessitous
circumstances is an absolute farce. What
about the claim of the C Governmnent
to be the friends of the farmiers ? One
Minister of the Crown wvent into a country
district in my Province where there was
no onle to answer im. He said, " But
for the Legislative Council all this
trouble of poison land would have been
wiped away. We brought in a Bill allow.
ing ten years exemption for rent for the
clearing of poison from the lands."
Naturally his auditors checered him.
What hie did not tell themn was this,
that in return for that lie asked them to
give up to the Crown their right to
the freehold of the land. They would
have had to give up their claim to the
freehold and miake all their holdings
leasehold. That was the object of the
Bill, and that is why the Bill was thrown
out. But the Mlinister had not the
honesty or the fairness to tell the people
that. If he had told themn that they
would have hooted him out of the
district, Minister or no Mlinister. What
claims have Ministers to pose as the
farmer's friends in the past ? I
have already pointed out how they
took the bottomi out of their securities
and how they laid the foiundation for
thle depression existing to-day. Take
the farmners. who are suffering most now.
The Government claim that they have
advanced them seed, and so on. I.'
thank the Government for that, but
along with that they put an absolutely
intolerable imipost on the water supply.
They increased the cost of manure
railage. They reinposed the termninal
charges, anld when asked respectfully
to hear the farmlers, as they heard
those connected with the coal fields, the
Premnier said, "No, I have decided."
Hie would not hear the farmers. New he
says to the farmers, " I dole out to
you a few thousand pounds per mnth,
and you will be my friends.' To show
that lie is deliberate ini using this as
an argumient to the farmers, hie has
openly declared that if there is any
unemployment or distress the blameo must
not be thrown uapon the Government,
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but uponL the Opposition. I suppose he
will also throw the blame upon this House
for rejecting this Bill. [ do not think there
are many fools amnongst. the farmers.
I know some of them. [ think that
-when the Premier goes to themn they
wNill be just as pronounmeed as the people of
Kalgoorlie in saying thait they will not
have this Bill. I amn concerned about
the farmers. There are a great many
of them in my province. .I am oven trying
to do a little farming myself, and fellow
feeling ought to make, us wondrous
kind, if it does not. I happen to know
something of thle distress which exists
in the farming districts. Mr, Baxter
bas not overdrawn the picture. Mir.
Kingstmill is well wvithin the mark. There
are farmers to-day who are close on
starvation. The (Joveruent canl help
them imm-ediately. There is no diffi-
culty in the way whatever. The Colonial
Secretary will remnember that I impressed
upon hint some weeks ago, not publicly
but in private, conversation, that the
urgent duty of the Government was to
issue debentures straight away. At that
time monley could have been obtained
in amiple quantity at 4J per cent. There
would be no difficulty to-dlay in getting
all thle mkoney the Governent want at
5 per cent. The Government should at
once issue debentures. They have full
power under the Agricultural Bank Act,
and there is no need for an Act of
Parliament. The Agricultural Bank is
the proper channel through which to
help the farmer. The Government canl
take action at once and raise anything
from half a million to a million of money
in monthly payments. They can take
action at 01100 and get all the money they
want at 5 per cent,. I appeal to Ministers
to take it in all kindness when this
pretension of a Bill is thrown out. This
House is serving the country in throwing
out the Bill, arid serving Ministers, too.
Let Ministers go to the peopie and
raise this money-anything from half
a million to a million of money-and
deal generously with the farmers. Keep
the -men you have on the land ; that
is sound policy. I have only one other
word. I think that this State has made
altogether too much of His 'Majesty's

enemies. Had I been in -Ministerial
councils 1 would have said, '"Keep
as near to normal as you possibly can.
anid give heart and pluck to the people.;
go on with you work in Parliament ;
do not let His Mlajestys enemies dlaunt
you in your duty, and keep as near to
normal as you possibly can." I. will
go further. I believe that with good
Governent here, and with good Govern-
muent in the Conmmonwealth Parliam-ent,
Australia would gain enormously in the
aftermiath of the war. Nmnbers of people
in Europe will refuse to settle again in
countries of disturbance, in narrow
territories of impoverishment ; and they
will come to the broad spacious acres
of Western Australia. If we have a
M1inistry that will be willing to defy
the narrow views of the unions
and their bosses, and to open the doors
of this State to tile right kind of people
and the capital they will bring, there
are years of great progress in sight for
Western Australia.

Hlon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Minister
-South) £9 - 17] 1. desire to say a few

words to-n-ight upon the general tone
of thle criticism which has been directed
against this Bill. I do not propose, to
usurp the functions of the leader of the
House by dealing -with those matters
of detail, as to which ho will be able)
to show the fallacy of certain statements
which have been made hero. As regards
tihe statemnent of MrNf. Colebatch, and
likewise oif Mr. Kingsmill, that there was
no0 Occasion to discuss the Constitutional
powers of this i-onst in dealing with the
Bill, I do not know that we who are on
the Government side are particularly
concerned as to whether or not those
lion, members discuss thle Constitutional
powers. We are quite content to leave
to the verdict of the people the question
of the Constitutional power of this
House to deal with money Bills. That
verdict will be given very shortly, and
the Government are quite content to
allow the people of thle State to decide
whether or nlot this House is right in
adopting the hostile, arrogant attitude
which bon. members here have adopted
in the past, and which they are maintain.
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ing even now to the very last day of
the session..

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: That is
not fair.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Minister):
We are quiteecontent toallow the people to
pass judgment. They have already passed
judgment on the confreres of those
gentlemen sitting in another Chamber,
and have also passed judgment on the
attitude adopted by theft confreres in
the Commonwealth Parliament. I say
that tie Government will not go cut
with any fear as to what the attitude
of the people will be when they are
considering the arrogance and the bitterly
partial nature of this party House.
Mr. Colebatch gave two reasons why the
Bill should not have been introduced.
First of all, lie said that the method of
its introduction was an insult to Par.
liament. Secondly, the lion. member
stated, the incidence of the tax was
unjust. We have heard it repeated here
to-night ad nouseam that the incidence
of the tax is unjust. Now, as to Air.
Colebatch's statement that the method
of the introduction of this Bill con-
stitutes an insult to the people and to
Parliament. We are face to face with
a crisis-a crisis which has come upon
us suddenly, not gradually. In order to
meet that crisis, it has certainly been
necessary for the Government to intro-
duce Bills somewhat, hurriedly.

,Hon. C. F. Baxter :Which crisis
H-on. 3. E. DODD (Honorary Minister):

We have sat here and listened to
member after member raising objection
to the method of introduction ; but
of all legislative bodies in the world
this House should be the very last to
question the method of introduction,
bearing in mind the manner in which
this IHouse has passed measures before.
In view of what has occurred in the
past, I think we can well claim
the consideration of lion. members in
this connection. I refer to the manner
in which this House has discussed other
Bills ;for example, the great Bill which
cost the Liberal party its position, the
Redistribution of Seats Bill. I am able
to state that we of this Iparty were
continually drawing attention to the

method of the introduction of such Bills,
while lion. members who are now raising
objection tried to blind the peop~le to
what was going on. What did they
do on the occasion to which I refer
Here was a Redistribution of Seats
Bill brought forward at the last moment
almost-a Bill designed to place the
Liberal party in power in perpetuity,
so far as this State is concerned. The
Bill was brought down in the closing days
of the session, and what did this Chamber
do ? This Chamber passed the Bill
without a murmiur in the course of one
sitting of the House, and even questioned
the right of those opposing the measure
to criticise its provisions! And this is
the Chamber which' is showing such
tender regard for the people of 'Western
Australia in connection with this taxation
Bill !Then we are told that the incidence
of the tax is unjust. Wh9y is it unjust
It is a tax ulpon everybody according
to his means. If we want to know
whether or not the tax is unjust, I think
we need only look around and observe
the audience we have had here during
the last few sittings of the House. Is
it an audience composed of working men
complaining about the tax ? Are the
working men coming up hero night after
night-the men who are going to pay-
to make representations about the in-
cidence of the tax ? No. If we observe
the audience in this Chamber, and the
people who have been walking about the
corridors, and elsewhere in Parliament
House, we see that the audience is one
composed of the people who will have
to pay the largest proportion of the
tax. It is an audience of people who
are showing their patriotism simply
because they will be called upon to
pay a little more than the ordinary
working man. That is the position as
regards the incidence of this taxation.
Then we are told that loans are pro-
ferable to the proposed method of
raising money. But during the past
three years we have been told continually
about the wickedness of borrowing so
much money. Now, when we are right
up against distress, we are informed that
if is far better to borrow than to raise
in some other way. the money required
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1 can say that the speech of Mr. Cole-
batch was simply a clever attempt to
obscure the issue. That speech has
been echoed in the follow-your-leader
style by other members also attempting
to obscure the issue. By every means
in their power members sought to
emphassise little points of the Bill, in
order to obscure its real effect. I
consider that Mir. Colebatch's speech was
the speech of a special pleader. The
lion, member taxed all his cleverness and
ingenuity in an endeavour to cover
up the real nature of the opposition to
the Bill. The real nature of that op-
p~osition I shall try to make plain before
I sit down. What is the real opposi-
tion to the measure ? I think the
electors will know before many days.
Mr. Colebatchl relied on the almost
universal antipathy to taxation. He
appealed to the sordid passions of the
community in his endeavour to induce
them to look wvith disfavour on this
Bill. Thje lion. member knows as well
as we know that all taxation is obnoxious.
People do not like taxation. They
never have liked it, and they never
will like it. But I do think I can
honestly say that there never was a
taxation measure introduced into thle
Parliament of this State that has given
such universal satisfaction as this par-
ticular Bill has given. Ron. members
mnay laugh. I have heard that laugh
before. I say that no Bill has given
more satisfaction to tile majority of the
people thtan has been given them by this
particular Bill. Mr. Colebatch has quoted
Kalgoorlie. At that centre certain rem-
niants of the Liberal party, bitter party
opponents of the Labour party, were
raked up. In this connection I wish
to point out that six members of the
Ministry are goldfields members, and
that those members are quite prepared
to go before any goldfields audience
and Justify their attitude on this mneasure.
I know, and Mr. Kingsinill knows,
despite tile cynical nature of his speech,
what would be the result. It is all
very well to quote the telegram which
has been read-a telegram sent as
the result of a motion moved by Mr. W.
B. Burton and seconded by Mr. F. C.

[48]

Cowle. Is the country going to be
bluffed into believing that Kalgoorlie
is opposed to this measure ? Mir. Kings-
mill was not serious in the way he
asserted that, and the lion. member
knows lie was not.

Hon. WV. Kingsmill: You are quite
mistaken.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Mini.
ister): I think it has been said
more than once in the mother of
Parliaments by some great orator-
I do not recollect for thle moment who
it was-that all were for party and
none for the State. I think that remark
applies with tenfold force to this Chamber
when discussing a Bill of this nature.
Members are all for the party and none
for the State. There is no question
about that. Again, we have been told
that the present troubles have been
brought about by the Government them.
solves. I referred to that' species of
argument the other evening in dealing
with another Bill. The whole of the
troubles which beset Western Australia
at the present time are due to themtenibers
of the Ministry. Ministers have ad.
mitted that, to some extent. The ether
night I myself admitted that the Western
Australian Labour Ministry was of such
importance that the war was brought
about by that Ministry. There is no
use denying the fact ;hlon. members
here honestly believe it. In their hearts
they knowv perfectly well that the Western
Australian Government wore behind thle
Kaiser in bringing about this war.
Further, lion, members here kimow that
the members of the Ministry wvore
behind Providence in preventing the
rainfall. Indeed, -Mr. Kingamill said
the crops went on strike against Germany
because they would not germinate. It
is just as well for the Government
to admit these things ; there is no
use mn trying to argue against them.
The present Labour Government of
Western Australia undoubtedly are re-
sponsible for the war and also for the
failure of rainfall. I think there are a
few other things for which Ministers
are responsible, but lion. membprs have
not yet seen fit to charge Ministers
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with them. The two cases I have
mentioned are quite sufficient.

Hon, W. IKingsimill: With this t ax.
Ron. 5. L. DODD (Honorary Min-

ister) :Hon. members referred to the
State steamers. I really do not know
what would happen' if those State
steamers were wrecked. It is Stat
steamers, State steamers, morning, noon,
and night. Howce'er, nobody takes
any notice of it. Still, I believe
that if one of those State steamers were
wrecked, it would wreck the Liberal
party of this State. Hion, members have
freely stated-some of them quite openly,
others with some disguise-what is the
real motive of their opposition to the
Bill. Mir. Colebatch, especially, has re-
ferred to the increased railway expendi-
ture, and Mr. ])uffell has asserted that
the unions have forced wages up too
high. Those are statements we shall
not forget. The unions will not forget
them, and the people will not forget
them. Mir. Duffell stated that the unions
have forced wages up too high, while
Air. Colebatch made use of something
like the following words ;

On the other hand, the leaders of
Labour organisations, the members of
the Government, and those having
influence with the workers, should
take courage and tell them that the
prinmary necessity is large production;-
and if it comes to the point that the
work done at present does not yield

'as much value as in normal times,
'and the worker has; to take a smaller
wage and do the same amount of

' work, surely it is in the interests of
the country as well as of the worker
himself, to do it.

That is the real secret of the opposition
to this Bill ;wages are too high in
Western Australia, and increased ex-
penditure in our Railway Department
has been brought about by increased
wages. Therefore the Government should
not increase the railway expenditure.
Why did they increase it ? In order
to give a fair Living wage to the railway
employees. Wil the Liberal party dare
to go outside and say to the railway
employees that they are going to reduce
their wages ? A large portion of the

deficit was brought about by the increase
of wages of CGovernnent servants: ; ot
only of the railway emiployees, but of
others, of the miserably paid employees
in the Education Department. The in-
Creases in Nvages costi several hundreds
of thousands of pounds. Let the Liberal
party come out honestly and straight-
forwardly and say, " This deficit has
been brought about by these increases,
We are going to reduce wages and we
will then know where we are." At tlt6
present time it is pretty plain, but
Ithink that before many weceks are over

it -will be made a little plainer even than
it is to-day. Mr. Baxter has had a
good deal to say in reference to the
farmer. Soon after I first Caine into
the House, I was astounded at the
amrount, of discussion that ranged about
one subject, namely that of beef. Every-
body was talking beef, and Mr. Connor,
placed several pounds of beef on the
Table here. The only trouble was that
nobody moved that it should lbe on
the Table for a fortnight. It was
nothing but beef. The trend of every
discussion was Mound beef, and to-day
all we hear about is the farmer. There
is nobody in the State but the fanner.
Every lion. membdr draws attention
to the farmer, to what is being done
for himi and what is not being done
for him. I venture to say that no0
Government of any State in the Common-
wealth has done more for the farmer
than have the Labour Government of
Western Australia.

Hon. 0. F. Baxter: Nonsense.

HRon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Minister):
1 am not going to quote the figures, be-
cause they have been quoted in another
place times without number. Hundreds
of thousands of pounds have been, given
to the farmer to help huin over his
difficulties, assistance given in the shape
of deferred rents, deferred interest on
Agricultural Bank loans and in many
other ways. Also, I may turn for
support to 1'r,. Holmes, wvho was honest
enough to adit that the Government
have had to expend hundreds of thous-
ands of pounds in assisting farmners
in those areas where they would never
have gone but for the boosting of the
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land int those areas by- the Liberal
(iovormunent.

Hon. C. F. Baxter : 'That is uLot
ct'rrect.

Hon, . 11E DODD (Honorary Minister):
The Covornment have had to spend
many thousands of pounds in trying

tocorrect some of the bluniders made
by the Liberal Administrations. Yet
'We have heard nothing of that, except
from M~r. Holmes.

Hon. 0. F. Baxter: I denied it.
Hon. J. E. DODD (Honiorary Min-

ister) : That is the attitude of the
ho.ieinber onl this matter. He is

the representative of a party whose
motto, as, given at the first founda-
tion meeting of the poarty1 is ILMore
work, less wages."

Hon. C. F1. ]3axter : That was the
mnotto of one manl.

Hon. .3. E. DODD (Honorary Mink-
ister) : It was given utterance to
by a loading foundation member of
thes party, Mr. Moran, who cried for
more work and loss wages. The other
mentors of the party were a little
more politic. They knew that it was
futilft to go to tile country with a cry
like that. Nevertheless they will have
to face the country.

Hon. C. F. Baxter; Arid will come out
Onl top, too.

HRon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min.-
ister): I can also understand the
feeling of Mir. Baxter, who p)oses
as the farmjers' friend, and who,
on the discussion of a Bill lately before
thle Chamber, was only too anxious to
help the Perth and Fremantle merchantis,
and prevent thle farmer getting a bill
of sale under more favourable conditions
than he had hitherto enjoyed.

Honl. C. F. Baxter: That is your
version.

Hon. J3. E. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister): No, it is in HanMLLd. Thle
hon. member can turn up Hansard
and he will find it there, showing
that in order to boost up the merchant
he was quite willing to let the farmer
sink in reference to bills of sale. Again,
we have a proposal by another farmers'
friend, by the scretary of the country
party of which Mr. Baxter is the dis-

tinguished leader ;.[ refer to Mr.
Stanistreet, whose proposal was one
of those brilliant ideas that come
to light only once in a century. His
proposal was for a poUl tax of £91 on
bachelors, and 10s. on poor, sweated
girls. That was thle brilliant proposal
of Mir, Stanistreet, that a 10s. poUl
tax be placod on young girls, some of
whomn are earning only 7is. Od. per week.

Hon. C. F. Baxter: It is not the
country party's proposal ;it is the
proposal of one man.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister) : It emanated from the secretary
of the Country party, and a brilliant
proposal it is.

Hon. J. J. Holmes; What about
the proposal to bleed the fat man?

Hon. J, E. DODD (Honorary Mini-
ister) : It 'has been asserted tines
without number that this is a
non-party Chamber. Yet this House,
by every means in its power has
harassed the Government in every
shape and form and at every turning
of the corner, in reference to finance.
There was only one way iii which they
could attack the Government, and that
was in reference to finance. What have
they done ?Every hon. member, Sir
Edwvard Wittenoomn himself, hais admitted
that more taxation is necessary. I
think I can find that also in Hamard.
Yet this House has persistently refused
to allow any further taxation in any
shape or form. Even one little mneasure,
thme Stamp Act, was so amended here
that the Government could get very
little from it.

Hun. Sir E. H. Wittenoom;- Wait
till I reply to you.

Hon. J. E. DODD;- (Honorary Min-
iter) : The Governmnent have met
with consistent oppositiol Onl the
score of finance, and during the last
twelve months they have aiso beeni
hedged by the Liberal party in the Corn-
monwealth Parliament assisting their
friends here in order to try to damn
the Government in every way. Sir John
Forrest has been referred to to-night.
Of all men Sir John IForrest should be
the last to draw attention to thle dise
abil ities of the Labour party in finance.
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Sir John Forrest's Government are, I
suppose, unique in their endeav ours to
harass the present Government of West-
ern Australia by every means in their
power, to damn the Government in
respect of all its business and 3rtakings.
and I am pleased to say a majority of thle
people of Australia recognised that fact
amongst others, and have told Sir John
Forrest and his colleagues to seek the
cold shades of Opposition, where I think
they will be for a long time to conic.
In respect to the sleeper contract
and in connection with several other
matters, Sir John Forrest and his col-
leagues, have tried to damn this State
by every possible means.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: Non-
sense !

Hon. 3. E. DODD (Honorary Minister):
Had it not been for the -name that
heon. gentleman bears, for the deeds
which I for one am willing to give him
every credit fur, had it not been for
his past career in other directions, in
opening up the country by exploration
and in other ways-

Hion. Sir E. H. Wittenoomi: Has this
anything to do with the Taxation Bill ?

Ron. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister): Sir Edward Wittenoomt was
a colleague of Sir John Forrest
for so long that he does not like
to think of Sir John Forrest except
as of one on a pedestal of popular ap-
proval. I was saying, had it not been
for the romantic ideas circulated about
Sir John Forrost, lie might have been
relegated to the outer darkness long
years ago, and I think it is a discredit
to all those conniected with him politi-
cally that hie treats the Labour Govern-
ment in theo way hie does. Whien first
I came into the Chamber I endeavoured
to take a fair and impartial viewv of the
p~roceedings. I was rather of the opinion
-and I think Sir Edward Wittenoom
will give me credit for this-that the
Chamber was subjected to more criticism
than it deserved. I was prepared to
go on the public platform and say that,

and I did so. Mfter four years' ex-
perience in the Chamber, I now say
emphatically that to my mind there is
no more bitterly partisan Chamber in the

Commonwealth to-day than is th is Council.
This Chamber is ton times more partisan
than is the Assembly. There are mem-
bers in the ether Chamber who are
prepared to give a fairer deal to measures
titan are the members in this non-party
House.

HeIn. Sir E. H. Wittonoom: Has this
anything to do with the taxation Bill ?

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister) :The lion, member does not
like criticism. He does net like me
to touch upon any matter not directly
bearing upon the Hill, although other
lion, members in, their speeches have
referred to almost everything uinder
the sun. Some hion. members do net
like to be told a, 6iw home truths.

The PRESIDENT: I must ask hon.
members to keel) silence wkhile the M%1in-
ister is addressing the Chamber. One
lion. member has interrupted twenty-
eight times since the Minister comnmenced
his speech.

I-on. J. E. DODD) (Honorary Mfin-
ister): I wish to draw attention to
an incident mentioned by Mr. Cole.
batch, which took place at the North
Fremantle municipal council chiam-
bers. He said the statement had been
made that employees were being dis-
charged from the State implement works.
Let me try to show the absolute unfair-
ness of th criticism that is being in-
dulged in at the present time. Here we
had at North Fremantle an alleged
Liberal candidate in the person of Mir.
Craig who, just on the eve of the Federal
elections, in order that political capital
might be made out of it, drew attention
to ab rumnour thet employees; were being
discharged fromi the State iilmmt
works. He wanted to know wily. it
was something that was likely to do harm
to the Labour Federal candidate. And
now, after the Federal election is over,
Mr. Celebatch draws attention to the
same thing, and takes exception because
the men at the implement works are not
being discharged. We are not going to
attempt to please individuals of this
nature. it would be an impossible task.
I for one am not, and I do not think the
Government arc going to attempt to
please those meombers., 'In one instance
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it was used as a means to defeat the
Federal Labour candidate, and after the
Federal elections, it is being used as a
means to defeat us. We are told that
these men at Fremantle are loafers. We
have been practically told by others that
the civil service is composed of drones,
that the vast body of men in the Govern-
ment service are loafers and drones.

Member : There are a few, you know.
Hon. J1. E. DODD (Honorary Minister):

Times out of number I have asked mem-
bers where these men are loafing. If
they see men loafing let them tell us
where this sort of thing is going on, and
no one will be more keen than the present
Government to see that a fair day's
work is done.

Hon. C. F. Baxter : I can tell you where
there are 400 of them.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister) : I shall be very glad to hear from
the hion. member.

Hon. C. F. Baxter: I will give you
the information anly time you like.

lion. J. B. DODD (Honorary Minister):
If the lion, member knows of this, lie
is a poor legislator to allow the couintry
to be robbed to such an extent without
lifting a finger to prevent it.

Hen. C. F. Baxter: I have given the
information half a dozen times.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honoraryl mniter):
I have not heard it. I have repeatedly
heard the hion. member directing atten-
tion to the class legislation of the Labour
party because of an increase of wages
having been pranted, but as regards point.
ing out these loafers or drones I have
not heard him or any other heon. member
say whore they were to be found. It is
very easy to mak these assertions but
very difficult to prove them. it is also
said that this tax is unprecedented;
that there is nothing like it in the history
of the world. There are many places
where the tax is as high and higher
than this is. In Germany, which the
lion. Mr. Kingsmill referred to, there is a
tax Of 5 per cent, on incomes of £350
to £:400. So far as I know, incomes
below £350 are exempt. Under this
measure, we propose to tax all incomes
of over £100. In Germany there is a
10 per cent. tax on incomes of £400 to

£535, 15 per cent, on £525 to £1,025,
20 per cent, on £1,025 to £1,525, and
25 per cent, on any income over that
amount. This is what is done in Germany
at all times.

Hion. D. G. Gawler: Look at Germany
now.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister) : Germany is just where this
Council will be-at its Waterloo.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: That is
what you say.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister) : There is one other interesting
paragraph which our patriots in this
Council might do well to study. If they
will look at the cables which have been
received to-day they will see an example
of patriotism which should shame lion.
members who have opposed this tax.

Hon. J. Duffell : This is not a war tax.
Hon. S. E. DODD (Honorary Min.

ister): The following cable message from
the Hague appeared in the Daily New:-

Six of the richest men of Holland
have offered Queen Wilhelniina one,
tenth of their fortunes to pay the cost
of the mobilisation of the army. '

Hon. D. G. Gawler: But Australia is
not invaded.

Hon. C. F. Baxter: Yes it is, by the
Labour party.

Hon. J. R. DODD (Honorary Min-
ister): That is an instance of patriotism.
They have offered one-tenth, not of their
incomes for the 12 months, but of their
fortunes, to defend their country, and
here, when we are overtaken with dire
distress in every possible way, hion.
members complain about a paltry tax
such as is proposed under this measure.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: We are
not invaded.

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Minister):
The hions. Mr. Gawler and Air. Kingsmill
have been good enough to r ad the opin-
ions of the Chamber of Mines. I have a
letter to read, and I also want to refer to
the attitude of the Chamber of Mines, and
of this Council in respect thereto. Mr.
Cullen had something to say about doing
all we can to bring disaster to His
Majesty's enemies. Let us consider for
a moment the attitude of the Chamber
of Mines and of this House. A part of
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bile cost of Government at. present and
of the Federal Government, which has
brought about the necessity for this tax,
is caused by the presence of so many of
His Majesty's enemies in this State and
elsewhere, and when the Government
did what they could to deliver the State
from thorn, when the Governmnent said
these men were getting preference from
the Chamber of Mines and other individ-
uals, this House incontinently- tossed
the Bill out and declined to limit the
number of foreigners, and yet lion, mem-
bers have the audacity to talk here to-
night about His Majesty's enemies. We
realise what has been done by this Council
and the Liberal party in reference to
some of His Majesty's enemies, and
to-day we are paying pretty severely,
and that paying has brought about the
necessity for this tax. I desire to read
a letter which has been sent to the
Premier in reference to this tax. Hon.
members have been good enough to
give the opinion of the Chamber of
Mines; I will give the opinion of a
prominent man wen respected by all
parties in the State. He says-

I have just returned from a trip,
visiting a farmer friend at Dalwaliinu.
The crops in that district upon which
so much hope was built this season
are a total failure, and to most of
them spell ruin. TJhey have been
working four or five years 10 and 12
hours a day hoping this year to
struggle on to their feet, and now they
are " dow,, and out." It is most
distressing to anyone with ordinary
sympathies for their fellows, and I
wa; greatly relieved on the way down
to read your proposal for assistance
in this and other inevitable distress
before us. I want to congratulate
you on the measure as being, in my
opinion, the most statemanlike pro-
posal put forward by any W.A. legis-
lator for many years.
Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: He is a

humorist.

Hon. J. E. D)0DD] (Honorary Min-
ister) : The letter proceeds-

-It is exactly what I felt compelled
to do for my friend on my own behalf,
ie., see him through the next harvest,

and is our plain duty to ow' farmers
onl the verge of ruin. 1. have not a
fraction of financial interest in any
farming operation in Western Aus-
tralia.
Hon. ID. G. Cawler: He has not a

deficit either, I suppose.
Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min-

ister) : The writer proceeds-
and will be a contributor at the
highest rate of taxation proposed.
Hon. D. G. Cawler: Who is lie?
Hon. J. E. DOD]) (Honorary Min-

ister) :I w~ill tell the hion. member in a
moment.

Hon. J. Cornell: The lion. member
did not think there was anyone so
generous in the State.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: He publishes it.
Hon. J. E. 1)ODD] (Honorary Min-

ister) : The letter continues-
but I believe we would richly de-
serve the retribution that would follow
us in the shape of business depressions
throughout the State if we refuse the
helping hland to any section of the
community meeting with such un-
expected and undeserved calamity.
You know I am not a party man, but
I think you should feel that you have
behind you all but those (.1 hope few)
who consider their selfish interest
first, last, and altogether. Yours
faithfully (Sgd.) Albany Bl.

Ron. C. F. Baxter: He saw that the
Bill wvould not go through.

Hon. J. E. DODD) (Honorary Min-
ister): This is a mail who would have
to pay the highest rate proposed.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: Is that
typewritten?

The PRESIDENT: I must again
ask the lion. member to keep quiet..

Hon. J. E. DODD (Honorary Min.
ister):- The lion. Mr. Kingsmill got
somewhat sentimental in dealing with
this proposal, and he quoted something-
I do not know where hie got it-dealing
with the hardships of farmers. May I
be permitted to quote something which I
think is somewhat akin to the attitude
of lion. members on this question. I
have a quotation from one of the greatest
economists who ever lived, in speaking
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to a body of men on the subject of
"Trade "

I know that many of you have done
and are every day doing, whatever
you feel to be in your power ; and
that even afl this wrong and misery
are brought about by a warped sense
of duty, each of you striving to do
his best, without noticing that his
best is essentially and centrally the
best for himself, not for others. And
all this has come of the spreading of
that thrice accurrsed, thrice impious
doctrine of the modern coonornist
that " To do the best for yourself is
to do the best for others."

1 especially wish to draw the attention
of the lion. Mr. Sanderson to this phras-
ing, because hie used these particular
words in the course of the debate on the
Workers' Homes Bill, wheni we were
seeking to giv relief to those under-
going hardship, to the reservists who
were leaving to fight our battles, and
to the unemployed owing to the war
and other emergencies. When hon.
members were seeking to restrict the
relief so that it would not extend be-
yond war times, Mrdi. Sanderson roferrcd
to these thrice accursed socialistic
schemos, and the particular scheme
unader discussion at the time was that
of homes for the workers. The quo-
tation I have given was written by
John Ruskin, and it would be well for
hon. members to keep it in mind that
the Government are trying to do their
best, not for themselves, but for others.
It is all very well to cloud the issue
by saying we a providing only one-
third of the proceeds of this tax for
the assistance of the farmers. We do
not say that, but we do say that we
shall specially earmark one-third for
the farmers; we do not say we shall
stop there. We know we must do
more for the farmers in the bitter distress
in which we find them at pr. sent ; we
must do our very best. I think we are
fully seized with the fact that if we
resorted to a loan we should have been
told that we ought to have adopted an
emergency tax. The financial institu-
tions have not come forward until an
emergency tax is proposed, and there

are many patriots wvho%areCIprepared to
give their patriotism for five or six per
cent.

Hon. 1). G. Gawler : Now you know
you can get it, why do not vou' borroiv
it ?

Hon. J. E. DODD: (Honorary M1in-
ister) : The Jew is out for his pound of
flesh, and is going to get it.

Ron. W. Patrick: It will cost more
than five per cent, to Collect this tax.

Ron. J. E. 1)0DD1 (Honorary Mini-
ister) : There are hundreds of patriots
who are prepared to take advantage of
the dire necessity of the country and
make money out of it. I do not think
I shall occupy any, more time. I know
the numbers are tip and that the Bill is
going out. I may direct attention to
one phrase which T feel sure has not
escaped the minds of hon. members,
but which they have been very careful
not to give utterance to. During the
discussion on the Income Tax Hill, in
every session of this Parliament the
Government have been told that the3 '
were seeking to relieve their supporters
by making the income tax exemption
£250, and that in consequence the whole
of the supporters of the Covermunent
would escape the payment of this tax.
Now, however, we are seeking to make
the exemption £100, and objection is
taken to it from some other standpoint.
When we propose putting a tax upon
that section of the people who support
the Government every time. through
thick and thin, we hear nothing of this
asPect. The people who are going to
pay this tax and who will reap the least
benefit from it are the thousands of
miners and others on the Eastern gold.
fields. But they do not object to pay
the tax in order to assist the farmers
or the unemployed. The Goverimni
had two alternatives, either to increase
taxation, or to reduce a large number
of hands, but they refused to follow the
latter course until absolutely forced
to do so. Rather were they prepared
to say, "You must hear youir share of
this particular tax.' I do not know
that I have anything further to add. 1
am sorry on behalf of the people of the
country that the Legislative Council
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has taken up its present attitude. I
for one do not fear what the issue of
this attitude will be. I know perfectly
well that the proposal that a large num.
ber of civil servants and a number of
others should have their wages reduced
seems to appeal to some members of this
Council. I also know that the attitude
adopted of asking a large number of
civil service employees to bear a sort of
voluntary tax, as they have cheerfully
done, from one to 10 per cent, is not a
good one, and I say here that the tax
which the Government propose is in-
finitely more equitable, inasmuch as it
places the burden upon the whole of the
members of the community. I think
that we shall be able to go to the country,
despite whatever attitude may be taken
up here, and say that we had the courage
to bring forward on the eve of a general
election this proposal. I hope the Coun-
oil will realise what it proposes to do in
connection with this measure.

Hon. J. S. HOLMES (North) [10-4]:
1 must claim the indulgence of the House
in addressing it at this late hour, but
I cannot allow a masurve of this descrip-
tion to go to the vote without presenting
my v'iews and giving my reasons for
voting against it. I should like to say
that in my opinion this Bill was intro.
duced under false colours, and the correct
title of it should have been "A Bill to
perpetuate the misdeeds and malad-
mmnistrat ion of the Scaddan Govern-
ment," Short title " Scaddan blot." I
do not think I could miore fittingly
describe it.

Hon. J. Cornell: What about the
Holmes blight?

Hon. J. J. HOLMES: I should like
to say that it is not my intention to
take any notice of interjections. You,
Mir. President, have already described
interjections as disorderly, and I shall
not pay any attention to them.

The PRESIDENT: The question is
the send reading of the Income Tax
(War Emergency) Bill.

Hon. J. J. HOLMES:± Before pro-
ceeding to discuss thle Bill I should like
to say that it is my intention to enter
my Protest against the language used
by the leader of the House when he

introduced the Bill to this Chamber.
If anything was likely to create a scare
in the conmmity, certainly his words
would have that effect. I have always
been led to believe that in times of
stress and difficulty we must look to
leaders of political opinion, and leaders
of the Government to put on a bold
front, and show the way out of whatever
difficulties may be existing. The pes-
simistic utterances of the Minister, when
he introduced the Bill to this Chamber,
were, in my opinion, intended to create
a panic at this particular juncture, with
probably the ulterior object of making
the duty of their successors more difficult
than they will be under ordinary circum-
stances.

The PRESIDENT: The hall. member
must not impute motives.

Hon. J. J. HOLMES : I am not im-
puting; motives ;I am expressing my
opinion. This Bill right through has
been referred to as a measure to raise a
war tax. That is a misapprehension
altogether. This Government and this
Chamber have nothing to do with the
cost of the war. That is being borne
by the Commonwealth Government, and
sooner or later we shall have a war tax
imposed upon us by the Commonwealth
Government, and 1, for one, condition-
ally on it being a just one, will not raise
any objection to it. But I do object to
the Government introducing a measure
into this Chiamber to cover uip their
own deficiencies, and hall-marking it as a
war tax, and this, too, at a stage of thle
proceedings when thle bugle has not even
been sounded in our midst, and when
we have not heard the roar of the cannon
in connection with the war now going
on in other parts of the world. We are
not even, likely to hear either in these
parts. It is the duty of the Government,
in times of stress, to show a bold front
and lead the people out of the difficul-
ties which may present themselves.
What do we think of a Government who,
at a time like this, declare that they have
their backs against the wall, and that they
do not know what to do and which way
to turn ? Let us remember what the
Government of little Belgium did when
they were faced with overwhelming
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difficulties. Did they lay down their
arms? What did they do? They bravely
faced their difficulties and fought battles
which have won the admiration of the
world. While in times of stress other
Governments have been handling the diffi-
culties and facig them in a statesmanlike
manner, we have the leader of the House
here, aiid theo leader of thle Government
in another place, practically admiitting
their incapacity, not onlyr in time of wvar,
but their inability to administer the
affairs of State in time of peace.
The Government have been leading us
to believe during thle past two or three
years, that we have been living in a
land flowing with milk and honey. They
have awakened to thle fact, however,
that their public utterances have been
all Wrong. Now that they are faced with
the first serious problemn which has pre-
sented itself, they have hoisted the
white flag, even before approaching
the firing line. The Government have
been pursuing a policy of reckless.
ness during their whole tertn of office,
a policy which any ordinary rschool-
boy -would have known would have
brought about difficulties sooner or later.
It is all very Well for people to talk about
the Premier being ab born financier. He
can lead us into difficulties, but hie
cannot lead us out of them. We have
to realise that we are up against it.- A
Man who earns £4 a week aind spends
£5 Must eventually find himself in the
bankruptcy court. As it is with the
individual, so it is with the State. If
thle State continues to extract 5 mnillions
from the people in thle way of revenue,
and spend 153 millions, Sooner or later it
must be landed in difficulties. That is
the policy of the Government led by
Mr. Scaddan-beg, borrow and acquire
money by any and every way.

The PRESIDENT: I must ask the
hon. member to refer to the Bill now
and then.

Hon. J. J. HOLMES : The Bill is a
financial measure, and when the HRon.
orary Minister was addressing the House
lie talked about North Fremantle, and
Esperanee, and all manner of things.
My remarks apply to the Bill, and, with
all due respect, I think are pertinent

to the occasion. We are told about the
awful unemployment problem that will
present itself in the immediate future.
So far as that is concerned, I think it
will only affect this State to a limited
extent. We must remember that hun-
dreds of our young men are going to the
front, and the vacancies caused by their
departure will have to be filled by others.
That, in itself, will go a long way to-
wards solving any unemployment that
may happen in our midst. If there is
anything that will create unemployment
to any great extent it is the utterances
which we have hoard from the Minister
when hie introduced thle Bill the other
night. I have always contended that
when taxation is necessary, an income
tax is the most equitable that can be
imposed. It is only reasonable to sug-
gest and to expect that a man who par-
ticip~ates in the prosperity of the country
shall provide the necessary revenue in
order that that prosperity inay con-
tinue. If I were satisfied that the
proposed tax would meet the difficulty
I would be prepared to support it, but
I should, also have to be satisfied that
there would follow economy onl thle part
of the present Administration. 'What do
we Aind ? The Premier a few~ months
ago in replying to a deputation from
the farmers and settlers who interviewed
him on the question of the fertiliser
freights, stated that in regard to thle
deficit, which at that time wns in the
vicinity of £400,000, lie had made up
his mind that there was to be no further
increase in it. During the past three
or four mnonthis, however, the deficit
hass increased to something like £05r0,000,
and there has been no attempt on the
part of the Scaddan Government to cur.
tail expenditure. As a matter of fact
when speaking on this Bill in another
place last week, the Premier said that
the deficit was due to the fact that his
Government had raised the wages of
a section of the railway employees, to the
extent of between £90, 000 and £ 100,000.
That, covering three years, represented
about £800,000, and hie said to the
House that if the deficit was twice that
amount he would not reduce any of their
salaries, nor pay one of them off at the
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present juncture. This is evidence of
where the tax that is to be extracted
from tho thrifty people is to go.

Hon. WV. Kingsmill : Evidence of
"-here the votes are.

Hion. J. J. HOLMES : That is by the
w~ay. It is evidence oil the part of the
Colonial Treasurer that even at this stage
when ho admits that he is up against a
difficult proposition and does not know
where to turn, that he going on with his

-usual recklessness and does not propose
to reduce the salaries of the men in
the Railway Department, or their
hours of work, nor to discharge any one
of then.

Hot). J. Cornell : DO YOU Suggest Ile
should?
* Hon. J. J. HOLMES : .1f the Premier
was honest in his remarks, when he in-
troducel this phase of the question,
hie would have added "not before the
general elections shall there be any re-
duction.' Blut he did not do that.
Iff he had made that qualification I
should have admired the holl. gentleman.
But lie made the bald statement. Ho
said hie did not c-are if the deficit was
twice the amount, lie would not decrease
the wages or discharge ally of the men
from th@ railway service. Presumably,
it is as Mr. Kingsmrill suggests, that all
of them have votes and that there is an
election in the immediate future.

lion. W. Kingsmuill : Oh, I did not
say all that.

Mon. J. J. HOLMES :As the repre-
sentatives; of the people and of the
people who have to pay this tax, the
least that this Chamber is entitled to
is that it should be told something about
the finances of the State. But we are
udt told anything in connection with
the finances and have not beein
told anything for the last 18 months.
The (Jovernmnenf. are going to the cotm-
try without making any announcement
as to the financial position of affairs.
1. wanit to say this, that as far as I am
concverned, 1 am not prepared to give
the (4overnment another penny of
revenue of any description Until they
tell us; what they have done with the
mney they have had. Not one penny
shall they impose, if I can help it, until

they tell us what they have done with
the revenue already extracted from the
people.

Honl. J. Cornell : The lion. member has
only one vote.

Hort. J. J. HOLMES : My vote is as,
good as that of the lion. member. I wanit
the Government to tell us something
about their trading concerns. Let me say
this in reply to the honorary Minister,
that I am not one who is continually
howling about the State steamers. I
have never said a word against them.
I can justify before this House, if time
wvil] permit, the necessity for the State
steamers. I know what a boon they
have beeni to the 'North, and what a
boon they would be if properly
administered. I can endorse the policy,
and have endorsed it, and would be
able to convince am' audience of the
necessity for them. But it is the ad-
ministration of *this State Steamship
Service and the hopeless manner in
which they have been run in the past,
that call for criticism from me. Never
yet have I condemned the policy of
State steamers, but rather have I en-
dorsed it, and I could prove it before
any audience anid before this House if
time would permit. We are told that
the accounts aire not audited, that
consequently the Government cannot
tell the country what the financial posi-
tion really is. It is all a humbug to
say the accounts are not audited. We
know very well that the audit, so far as
the Government are concerned, is merely
a question of checking receipts and
exp)enditure. That is all it means. The
Government know to-day, as well as
they will know 12 months hence, exactly
the position of affairs in regard to this
trading concern. If they had been able
to present a favourable aspect to affairs
the Government would have supplied
the information readily to the House
and to the country. As evidence of
that, I have only to point to the fact
that one day last week the business of
the Chamber was held up in order that
members might be notified of the fact
that the " Western Australian " had.
made one trip-it wast her last at that
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time-and had made a profit of £200
or £300.

The Colonial Secretary: The inform-
ation was giv'en in reply to criticism.

Ron. 5. J. HOLM,11ES : There has been
criticism from all sources about other
State trading concerns, but no reply
has been forthcoming. Trhe excuse is
that Air. Kvingslaill says so. J hope Mr.
Kingsmill will keep onr saying so, and
if hie does the chances are we may get
some information. I say that the busi-
ness of the Chamber was held up in
order that the Chamber might be in-
formed that the " Western Australian"
had made a profit on one of her trips.
What about the score of - trips upon
which she has made no profit ? Nothing
is heard about thenm. Even in this
case we find that the bulk of the profits
was made out of the bar takings in the
saloon and made by a Government,
which pose as the friends of the temper.
ance party.

Hlon. J. Cornell : There must have
been sone squatters aboard.

Hon. J.iJ. HOLMES: The Govern-
ment will not tell us how their deficit
was financed. We know that £650,000
more was paid out by the Tteast~ry.
than the Treasurer received. We do
not know where the Government got
the money from. We may suppose
that they either begged it, or borrowe d
it, or, if 1I were in another place, 1 could
say that they stole -it. Evidently, how-
ever, they got £650,000 from somewhere
with which to pay their debts. Where
did they get it from ? I suggest that
the money was taken from the Agri-
cultural Biank, 1 said tmo the other day.
Hoan. members may laugh. I made the
statement the other day and if the
Government are serious they would re-
ply to that statement.

The PRESIDENT: I must ask the
hon. member to connect his remarks
with the Bill.

Hon. J. J. HOLMIES : The Bill is a
proposal to tax the people in this State
in order that the Government of the
State may be carried on. 1 am trying
to show how the Government of the
State has been carried on and how the
money has been spent in the past, and

that is my justification for refusing to
give the Glovernment any more money.

Hon. J. Cornell :Anid, incidentally,
to charge thre Covernment with theft.

Hon. WV. Kingsmuill : TIhat is only anr
incident.

Hon. J. J1. HOLMES T ]his House
provided sums of money for the Agri-
cultural Banik, and the returns show
that the Agricultural Banik shoiuld have
£900,000 available at the present junu-
ture for distribution among the agri-
culturalists, and the leader of the Hlouse
told as last week that all they have
is £260,000. The question that one
would naturally ask oneseoLf in tile cir-
cumnstances is, what has become of the
other £040,000 ? We call get no definite
informatiog and we can only go on the
figures before us.

The Colonial Secretary :Read thre
financial returns. 'The lhon. mi-mber
does not know what hie is talking about.

H on. J. J. HOlLMES : The returns
show that the Agricultural Banik should
have £900,000 at the present juncture,
and the leader of thoHouse says that they
have only £260,000, and one naturally
wvants to know what has become of tile
other £640,000. If you compare the
shortage of Agricultural Bank funds with
the amount paid away by the Treasucry
on Revenue Accounat you will find that
the two amounts correspond. I repeat
the assertion that I am of the hionert
opinion that the £640,000 has been
taken away from the Agricultural Bank
-and it is loan money-to pay the
ordinary revenue accounts of thre State.

The Colonial Secretary : I suppose
you think Mr. Paterson keeps the money
in a bag on the premises.

Hort. 3. J. HOLMES : I do not know
what he does. In any other walk of
life thle man who manipulates cash,
sooner or later meets with serious punish.
ment. If tire Premier takes loan funds
from the Agricultural Bank and pays them
out on account of revenue he is in the
sme position as the man who incident.
ally on Saturday, onr leaving the office,
takes a few pounds from his master's
cash, takes it to the races, on the off
chance of winning a sum of money and
paying the loan back on the Monday.
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The difficulty that the Colonial Treasurer
has been in is that the war came on in the
interim. He was expecting to borrow
some money with which to pay back the
Agricultural Bank, but the war came on
and the avenues from which lie could
acquire money were closed against him.
He therefore found himself in the sme
position as any other cash manipulators,
namtely hie was unable to meet his en-
gagements. Hence the difficulty which
faced the Treasurer, that when thie cash
vouchers began to come in for the Agri-
cultural Batik lie was only able to pay
to the extent of 10s. in the pound. We
are asked to impose this tax on the people
at the present juncture. I would like
to point out that the predecessors of
the p~resent Government, in 1010.11,
had a revenue which exceeded their
expenditure by £116,000. Last year
the present Government had a revenue
of E1,655,000, more than the previous
Government had in 1910-1l, and yet
with this additional revenue, they have
had a deficit on revenue account of
£134,000 for last year. In spite of
that, they come to the House and
ask for additional money to spend
in the reckless mainner that they have
been spending during the last three
years. In further proof of my assertion
that they must have taken this £040,000,
as I have indicated, I would say this:
I once thought that perhaps the Gov ern-
ment had advances from the London
bankers. I saw an announcement by
the Government in the local press
however, that they lied credit balances
in the London banks to meet cur-
rent engagements. So that they could
have had no advance from the Lon-
don banks. This was, therefore,
evidence that they must have acquired
the money locally. Whilst all this
recklessness has been going on in the
revenue account, spending an average
of a quarter of a million a year more
than the revenue for that current year,
the present Government during the
last three Mears have spent no less than 10
millions of loaintmoney. They have thins
created an increased prosperity and any
schoolboy must know that sooner or
later this must come to an end. With

regard to the question of there being no
intention on the part of the Government
to decrease railway wages, or the number
of men employed on the railways, I
would point out that the estimated
shortage this year on wheat traffic alone,
compared with last year, is 10 million
bushels of wheat. We know who are
in the wheat trade, that the average
price of railage per bushel of wheat is
from 3d. ,to 4d. a bushel. Merchants
will give 2s. 8d. on the siding or 3s. at
Fremantle, or at another siding 2s. 9d.
and again 3s. at Fremantle. Taking it
at the lowest estimate of 3d. a bushel,
there wvill be a shortage, or loss, on the
shortage of 10 million bushels this yeaw
amounting to £125,000 of railway re-
venue, to say nothing of the shortage of
timber, and other things. This current
wheat year there is going to be a short-
age, as I say, of £.125,000 on the wheat
revene alone to the Railway Depart-
ment, and yet we have the assertion from
the honourable gentleman who propose
to extract this tax from the people that
they do not propose to decrease the
wages of one of their railway men or
reduce the hour of any of them or
pay any of them off. They call
upon the public of the State to keep
a huge body of Government servants
and think that while these men wre in
receipt of full salary or wage and have
no work between meals they will vote
for the Government all the time.

Hon. R. G. Ardagh: That is an insult
to the public service.

Hon. J. E. Dodd (Honorary Min-
ister) :That is an entirely wrong con.
struction.

Hon. S J HOLMES: With regard
to the question of giving assistance to
the agriculturalists, I for one am not
prepared to treat the proposition serious-
ly emanating from the quarter that it
does. The present Government must
have a Biblical student amongst them
because the command is not to let the
right hand know what the left hand
does. While, on the one hand, these
people have been extracting increased
railway freights on fertilisers and sot
forth from the unfortunate people on
the land, they have, on the other hand,
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been supplying them with seed wheat,
and then again repudiating their legiti-
mate claims on the Agricultural flank.
This clearly shows that the Government
are carrying out, at all events, one
Divine command, namely, not to let
the right hand know wvhat the left hand
is doing. I would point out further
that the revenue is still buoyant. While
we are informed that the Government
are in a hole and have their back to the
wall and do not know which wvay to
turn, we know that the revenue for
last month was higher by £.40,000
than the revenue for the same month of
last year. Again, we are told that there
will be a large body of unemployed in
our midst before we kniow where we are.
I make the assertion that there is any
amount of work to be done in the coun-.
try at the present time. Only a few
months ago we were bringing thiousands
of people into the State to do that work.
There is any amount of work for any
man paid off, if he will only go into
the country and do it. Of course, lie
would have to take a contract ;but
by doing so he could earn good returns.
Howevef, the policy of the party in power
is that people shall not work under con.
tract, because they will have to earn their
money if they do. Now, if men will not
take contracts, why should thrifty people
be penalised to keep those men in the
railwvay service and elsewhere where
they cannot earn their pay because the
work is not there for them to do ? The
Premier, in introducing this measure
in another place, referred to the traders'
loyalty. He said he was astonished to
observe the loyalty of certain traders
who paid off some of their employees.
But the lion. gentleman must know,
as we know, that merchants and others
employing large numbers of men must
conduct their businesses at a profit,
or else discharge some of their em-
ployees and cut dowrn their turnover.
That is the position which presents itself
to the ordinary employer ;and the only
policy for the ordinary employer is to
cut his coat according to his cloth. And
I maintain that it is the clear duty of
the Government to adopt a similar
policy. I protest against the Govern-

ment not doing, and not proposing to do,
anything of the kind. The Premier said
a good deal about the generosity of him*
self and his Ministers in surrendering 10
per vent. of their salaries. I wish to
point out however, that the salaries which
the Premier and his colleagues have been
drawing for the last three years are
£300 per annm more than Ministers
said they would accept. Therefore,
even after a 10 per cent. reduction they
are receiving more than their prede-
cessors ever drew, and more than the
present Ministers are entitled to receive.
This death-bed repentance of 10 per
cent, is designed merely to throw dust in
the eyes of the people. At all events,
it does not deceive me. We have been
told about the loyalty of the civil ser-
vants, about what the civil servants
have done. I wish to point out that
the civil servants proposing to sub-
scribe under the schedule which has
been submitted to this House, are not
the wvhole of the civil servants and railway
servants of this State, but only a section
of them. That is the section under the
control of the Public Service Commis-
sioner. If I read correctly the desire of
the civil servants under the control of
Air. Jull, that desire was to subscribe
funds for the war. When the meet ng
of civil servants was called, that was
the intention. However, the hint was
thrown out, " You had better provide
this money for the unemployed," and
accordingly this section of the civil
service veered round and :greed to
contribute the percentage of salaries
to an unemployed fund. But I want to
know, what about all the other Govern-
renut employees, the railway servants,
and so on ? What do they propose to do
in connection with the war fund or the
unemployed fund, or any other fund ?
I do not knowv yet. it is misleading the
House, therefore, to speak of what the
civil service has done. A section of the
civil service desired to show its loyalty'-
by contributing to the war fund, but an
intimation went forth that the subscrip-
tions had better be given to the .an-
employed fund. 1 have already men-
tioned in this House the reign of terror,
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and there is no need to refer to that
-further. I ,."1-

Hon. J. R. Dodd (Honorary Min-
ister) :The lion, member is generous
as Usual.

i-Hon. J. J. HOLMES8: I do not go
about with mny eyes shut. If thereO
was no intentiont on tho part of the
Government to reduces 'ages and salaries,
what necessity was thewre to introduce
a -Bill permitting private employers
to do so ? I ventino to suggest that
the Cioveriunent never intended that
Bill to pass. 1I'hey took the first oppor-
tunity, tis afternoon, to count it out,
clearly showing that they had no desire
to amaend the Arbitration Act or allow
people to come under it legitimately.
There is one clause in this Bill to which
I do not think the Government can
have given the slightest consideration.
or they would not have introduced it.
TIhe clause provides that m-onthly returns
shall be made to the Conuissioner
of Taxation. Let hon. members im-
agine one of the big retail shops in the
City of Perth, or one of the big ware-
houses, having to take stock every mnouth
in order to arrive 'at the profit for the
month. Let hon. members imagine a
pastoralist in the drought stricken areas
of this State at the present juncture

*mustering his Rlocks and herds once
a month to see how many head of stock
lie has lost during the month, in order
that he may make up his return to

*.submit to the Government. And the
same thing applies to the farmer. We
know there has been a drought in the
pastoral areas of this State for the last
four years, and a severe drought too.
However, there is no suggestion of
relief for the pastoralist, although he
has been " up against it " for four
years, Presumably, the reason is that
the pastoralist usually votes - Liberal.
That is just by the way. Some of our
pastoralists have been desirous of muster-
ing their flocks this year with a view
of destroying the Llamnbs, in order to
save the mothers, but the disastrous
effect of that would probably be the
loss of the mothers as well as the loss
of the lambs. And the Government
propose thxat these pastoralists in the

drought stricken jireis shall ;sudkt* a
general mouster every mnonth in order
that proper returns may be submitted
to the Taxation Department. It has
been pointed at me in this House by
Mr. Cornell and sunidry others- that I
am- one of the fat, men desirous of avoiding
taxation. I want to say hero and niow,
in all good faith, that if I can square
my finances during Athe next thro*e
years, I shall 1w mnore than satisfied;
and thero are thouisands of others in the
saime position ILSj m1ys'elf. I hope~ e.Very-
one in this Statc realises that sacriflees
muist be mnade during this crisis. We are
fighting the battle for our children,
for the next generation ; and, as far
as I ten concerned, I. would sooner
leave my children fifty years of peace
than £5,000 a year to spend. The only
thing I feel sure of for the nest three
years is roky Parlianunentary salary, and
if the reasury goes on as it has gone
during the last three years I doubt
whether even that will be secure. No-
thing has been done for the pastoralists,
whom f represent in this Chamber,
although they have been up agaist
drought for the last four year. I 'desire
to correct that statemnent. The (lovern-
m-ent have taken away the dog subsidy.
One of the greatest pests to the pastoralist.
is that of the dogs. The destructiont of
500 of these animals would cost the
Goverinent a paltry £200, and yet the
Government have withdrawn the subsidy.
They fail to realise what the pe.)st is,
and they have failed to assist the ilL-
dustry in this regard. I become sceptical
of the sincerity of the Government whent
I hear themi preach. one law for thle
agriculturist and another for the pastoral-
ist. 1 have no word to say against
agriculturists. They are a most deserv-
ing section of the conirnunity, deserving
of every assistance at the present jqtnc-
ture. A m-istake has been made in the
past-not by the present -Government
nor by their predecesors-in sending
some of our wheat-growers too far back,
and the sooner we realise that wve are
endeavonring to grow wheat in treacher-
ous zones the better for the country and
for the agriculturists themselves. I amn
not at all alarmed for the tdtinrate
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position of the agriculturists in this
State. They are up against a very serious
proposition at present, but I, refuse to
believe that the agricultural industry
in this State can be permanently injured
by one drought. The agriculturists. re-
quire careful assistance here and now.
assistance to the extent of at least hair
a million, as suggested by Mr. Cole-
batch. and not a few paltry thousand
per month as suggested in the Bill.
Further than that, I object to the policy
of extracting money from the people and
lending it to the agriculturist. If the
proposal was to take it fromn the people
and give it to the agriculturists, without
interest, there would bie something in
it ; but the proposal is to take it fromn
the people and lend it to the agriculturists,
charging interest on the loan. At a
time like this, when everybody is up
against serious problems, the wiser course
wouild be to borrow money on the best
possible term-s, borrow it now, anid
grant relief forthwith, providing in-
terest and sinking fund, of which we
Would be paying our proportion, while,
if it be on long terms, the next gener-
ation also would bear their proportion.
1 have been asked by two or three of
the lending bankers in the State to
assure hon. members and the public
generally that there is no necessity for
this panic which the GoverrnmLent are
endeavouring to create. I hope that
in future responsible 1%inisters will refrain,
from giving utterance to statements such
as the leader of the House made when
introducing the Bill. To mny mnind,
we owe a duty to the Empire at this
juncture ; the duty of the Government
just now is to govern properly. That is
their first duty, but I certainly do not
think that the proposal to continue the
recklessness of the past, to beg, borrow,
or acquire money by any or every mneans,
sb~tisfactorily discharges that duty. It
is not ai condition of affairs that should
exist in times of prosperity, and there
is nothing at all to recommend it in
times of adversity. In my opinion
the Labour party consider that their'
duty is' to bleed the fat man, or, to
use another of their pet phrases, to put
the boot. into him. The so-called fat

men are the best friends this country
ever had, but if the Labour party will
go on abusing them as they do, abusing
respectable, upright citizens in the manner
they do, the truth of the following
quotation will sooner or later come
home to that party-

Feast and yourhalls are crowded,
I,%ut, And they pass you by,
Succeed and give and they let yeu live,
But rail and they let you die.

Hon. J. Cornell : There's life in the
old dog yet, bow wow.

Hon. J. J. HOLMIES: I have a
quotation for you, too. How does
this fit the hon. member ?-

A wise old owl Hat in an oak;
T1he wiore lie heard the loins he epoke;3
'The less lie spoku the movie he heard-
Why can't he be like that old birdP

The PRESIDENT: The question is
the Income Tax (War Emergency) Bill.

Hon. J. J. HOL\VES : I thank you
for drawing my attention to the fact.
The hon. member will insist upon leading
one off the track. It is his fault, and
not mine. I refuse to be a party to
providing additional taxation, until the
position of the State finances is defined.
I oppose this measure as an iniquitous
pro posal. I consider it is likely to
have a disastrous effect upon the country,
especially if it should go forth to the
world that we. propose a taxation of 15
per cent. on all earnings. The effect
of that declaration will be to kill enter-
prise and industry, and Ultimately to
kill the country. I oppose the second
reading.

Hon. A. SANDERSON (Metro politan-
Suburban) [10,48): Let me hasten to
assure hon. members that I shall not
quote any poetry, and that I shll be
able to compress my remarks into some-
thing- under 15 minutes. During the
past few weeks we have seen the break.
down of a great deal in this country, and
I am most anxious to see no breakdown
in Parliamentary government, such as
We u~ndersta~nd it. How far one can
go in criticising the Ministry, how far
one can go in throwing aside personal
or party feeling, I do not propose to
pause to consider. I stand here, and ant
in public life at all, for the sole reason
of giving utterance to the vesof what
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has hitherto been, I admit, a small
minority of the people of this country,
but which I believe is now a considerable
minority, and, in years to come, will be
a large majority. What has broken
down at the present moment is the system
which, not this, nor the previous Govern-
ment, but this country, has been working
on for the past 20 years. If I were not
pledged to being brief, I would refer to
the extraordinary speech we have
heard from the lion, member who has
just sat down. He told us that hie is
a supporter of State steamers which we
have hoard denounced by such a large
section of the community ever since they
were initiated. The party I represent
have stood from the beginning, and stand
now, and will stand all the time until
extinguished or conquered for freeing
this country and the Government from
the hideous responsibility of these thrice-
accused Government enterprises. I
would warn lion. members, though not so
much them as the people of the country,
that if the Government continue to place
upon this Council the responsibility of
throwing out these measures, the Parli-
amentary system will break down. We
have listened to no less an authority titan
the lion. Mr. KingsmiUl on the const itut ional
and legal points of view, and I entirely
agree with him. From a legal point of
view wea can continue to throw out Bills
until the people break in the very doors
of this House ;there is no legal reason
why we should not do so As far as con-
stitutional practice is concerned, I call
any one to witness that the constitutional
practice is we have no control over
the finances of the country except for a
passing mnoment when accepting or re-
jecting any Bill. What is the good of
offering an alternative scheme ? The
hion. Mr. Kingamill has told us we can
only accept or reject and cannot initiate
financial legislation of any kind. 1 am
prepared on the public platform or else-
where to go exhaustively into the an-
alyses of the present position of the
finances, and show how it can be met.
But if proper constitutional and Par-
liamientary government is to be carried on,
this House is powerless, and will remain
powerless, to initiate or even offer an

alternative to the Government respon-
sible for the control of the finances.-

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: You do
not grasp) the situation.

Hon. A. SANDERSON: I grasp the
situation more clearly than the lion.
member, and I am prepared to fight on
any platform for the position I have
taken up. I have not gone back on one
principle which I have advocated during
my private or public career as a journalist
or a plitician. Sir Edwvard Wittenoorn
this afternoon said I was not a worker.
I speak as an Australian by birth and a
Western Australian by adoption. I have
worked for 20 years to find out if it were
not possible to put the affairs of this
country on a sound basis, and have
warned the people again and again that
the machine would break down when the
time of stress cme, as it has come today.
It is not a mantter of whether the Legisla-
tive Council acep~ts or rejects the Bill.
The responsibility is on the electors of
this State. I say, and I believe I am
right, that we are straining somewhat our
position as a House in throwing out this
measure, but I have not the slightest
hesitation in doing so. We~r are on the
eve of a general election, and I amn pre-
pared to let the peop~le decide, but I
would warn those members of the Liberal
party, the party to which I belong, who
for 20 years in Parliament and through-
out the country have advocated this
socialistic legislation, this booming of
the land, the Agricultural Bank and a
dozen other things wljich have brought
this State into its present financial con.
dition, that unless they are prepared tv
return to another p~lace members wvhose
policy they wish to see put into operation,
and thtus turn out the present occupants
of the Treasury benich, we shall be strain-
ing the situation beyond breaking point.
The Parliamentary Government of the
country will break down if the people
persist in casting upon this H-ouse the
responsibility of throwing out such imc-
sures as this. OIL account of my plat-
form pledges I am not prepared to con-
tinue doing this. I am prepared to do
it to-night, and I look to next month to
decide as to what the people of this State
desire. 1 have not quoted a line of
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poetry so I have kept that pledge, and
I have one or two more minutes left
while adhering to my other pledge. I
only hope that the electors of the State
will endorse the defeat of this Bill by
returning to another place a majority
in proportion to the division by which
this Bill will be rejected to-nlight. I enter
into no details ; it is neither the time
nor the place to do so. This represents
a complete breakdown of the system
under -which we have been working for
20 years. I have before mne a. note with
regard to the Federal aspect of the ques-
tion. We cannot deal with our finances
unless we have a very clear knowledge
and understanding, and a great degree
of co-operation with the Federal Govern-
ment. One might think this was self-
evident ; yet I have listened in vain
during the discussion for any reference
to the Federal position. I oppose this
Bill with personal pleasure. I think
it is unjust and inadequate. I associate
myself with nearly everything, the lion.
Mr. Colebatch. said. I am not speak-
ing to the House so much as to the
poeple outside of the House, and I hope
they will realise the responsibility which
rests on them, and will show by their
verdict that the Council has done its
part by throwing the Bill out.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenooi: A very
good speeh.

Hon. E. M~cLARTY (South-West)
[10' 571: It is riot my intention at this
late hour to make any lengthy remarks,
and indeed it would be difficult to do
so without repeating much of what
has already been said by previous
speakers. I shall follow the course
I usually adopt of trying to convey the
opinions I. hold in as few words as possible.
I do riot know that I should have taken
the trouble to speak after thle many
able utterances which have been de-
livered, bet it appears to me that one
important phasze of the question has
been omitted by all speakers. I refer
to the present taxation upon the People-
We have not heard a Single point about
it, and yet it is a point which has a great
bearing upon this subject anid the
ability of the taxpayers to pay more
than at the present is demanded of

them. A few days ago the hon. Mr.
Cornell, who appears to be behind the
scqnes, told us that the only fault he
had to find with the tax was that it
was not severe enough, and that he
was prepared to pay a heavier amount. I
do not know that the hon. member has
paid very much by way of taxation in
the past, and there are not many people
who agree with him that this tax should
be heavier.' For my own part I have
not that fault to find because I have
been pretty heavily taxed and severely
tried to meet the responsibilities thrust
upon me. During the past four months
I have paid in Government and roads
board taxes no less than £460. There
appears to be no end to this taxation
business. A man never knows when
finality has been or will be reached. A
short time ago I was under the im-
pression that all my taxes had been
paid up, bitt I was subsequently called
Upon to PaY a SUM Of £130 for State
land tax which the department asserted
was brought about as a result of new
valuations. I paid that and I was
immediately called uipon by the Federal
Government in a similar manner to
pay £8. They sent along a man, a
heaven-born genius, who knew all about
the value of land, arid he went over.
the land and said that it is worth twice.
as mnuch as the value which had been
put upon it. Of course his word had to
be taken. One hats no redress, no,
appeal, except perhaps to the Supreme
Court, and then the expense would be
considerably more than the amount
which Otte, would have to pay under the
tax.

The PRESIDE4NT: I must ask the
hon. member to speak to the Bill.

Hon. E. MeLARTY: I am dealing
with taxation.

The PRESILDENT: I want the
hon. member to speak to the Income
Tax (War Emergency) Bill.

Hon. E. MeLARTY: I am showing
what taxes are already imposed upon
the people and I am giving reasons why
I am opposed to any further taxation.
All I wish to convey is that we are
already paying so much in taxation and
that the people are unable to maintain
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the strain. In the first place, we have
heard a great deal about the distress.
of the farmers, and my sympathies go
out to them. No manl sympathises
with the farmers more than I. do, be.
cause I have carried the seed bag around
my neck for years, and I know what
hardships are. I admit that money
huis to be provided. That is the great
question we have to consider. We know
that from whatever source it comes, the
money must be provided to -keep these
people in~ the State, and to keep the
farmers and their wives and families from
absolute starvation. But I want to
voice my protest against this system
of raising money. It has been shiown
here unistakeably that there is lplenty
of' ioney available and that it can be
obtained at a reasonable rate of interest.
E Ven if the rate of interest were more
than that which has been suggested,
I think the exigencies of the situation
at the present time wvould justify the
Gov'erninent in raising the money at
higher thani ordinary rates with the
least possible delay. 56 far as the
tax which we have under consideration
is concerned, I aan utterly opposed to
the method suggested in the Bill, and I
consider that far better financial arrange-
ments can be made. I desire to deal
with the matter fairly. I do not care
what Government may introduce the
question of raising money, whether it
be a Labour or any other Government ;
tiJl 1 desire to see is that the finnces
shall be put on a sound basis, and from
what little ]. know, 1 have no hesitation
in saying that this crisis, bad as the
times appear to be just now, can be
overcome without any serious difficulty.
I am not afraid of the deficit, even
although it is a serious one, but I comn-
mend to the Covernmenb the suggestions
which have been made by other speakers,
that the Governune, should take the
fint opportun-ity to borrow this money
on the best ternis they can secure, and so
gi ve, immediate relief to the agricul-
tur'ists. I am quite satisfied that the
country will be with the Government.
I do not believe any man who has a
stake in the country wvill object to pay
his fair share. [ shall do so cheerfully.

I recognise the necessity and the urgency
of the matter and I am prepared with
others to pay my portion. References
have been made to the civil service of
this State. 1. want to voice my opinion
that the civil service in Western Australia
is as good as it is in any other part of
the Commonwealth. I believe we have
a great nwniber of conscientious and
industrious men who aire hard workers,
and who receive very little for what
they do. Whether it be that we can
do with fewer men is a matter that
requires consideration. I believe we
could, but I do not wish it to go abroad
that the civil service should be con-
demned altogether. So far as 1 have had
to do with the members of it. I have
always found themn attentive to their
duties and that they compare more
than favourably with the civil service in
any other part of the Coninnonwealth.
I am not prepared to express the same
view with regard to the day labour
system, because I always contended
that that system would bring disaster
to the country. No one can go about
and see the wages men at work without
feeling that sozme kind of disaster must
come about. Whiere there are large
bodies of men, and where there is proper
supervision, I have seen them do good
work, but T regret to say that in a great
nmany instances T have seen the most
scandalous attempts at work that I
have ever looked at. At the present
time, while there are so many people
out of emiploymnent, the Government,
in these circumstances, are getting a
very peer return for the money they
are expending. 1. have nothing more
to say except that I entirely disagree
with the system of day labour, and
that £ have no fault w'hatever to find
with the civil service. It is my in-
tention to oppose the second reading
of the Bill.

Hon. I-4. MILLINGTON (North-East)
Eli- 7]: 1 desire to speak briefly in
support of the mneasure before the
Chamber and, recognising the lateness
of the hour, I will confine my remarks
to the shortest space of time possible.
I think we have to satisfy ourselves in
the first place as to vhe ther this measure
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inecessary, and in the, second place,
as to whether it is equitable. After
listening to the remarks of hon. members
who have spoken in opposition to the
Bill, I find that they have, practically
in every instance, admitted that some-
thingr mrust. be done, and where the
opposition has been strenuous they have
told its it mnust be done immediately.
It is admitted, especially in regard to the
&grieulturnl industry, that the outlook
is particularly gloomy, and [ wish to point
out also that the Present Government
are in a better position than any outside
body to calculate jutst now how the
present drought will affect Western
Australia, for the simaple reason that
in 1911, the year which is usually
referred to as the year of drought,
happened whilst the present Government
were in power. They knew then the
assistance that weas necessary, and we
have to remiem-ber that on that occasion
the drought' was preceded by good
seasons, whereas now we are faced
with a worse position. In 1911 we had
a practical failure ; iii 1912 we had what
we thdught was a bad eason ; in 1913
it was fair only ; and the present season
looks as if it were going to be a failure.
So that, with practically four indiffereat
seasons to'go on, the proposition is an
entirely different one from that 'which
had to b6 faced in 14)11 When the drought
waL preceded by good seasons. I amt
stating that the present Government
isre better able to estimate the trute
position of the farmers, than any outside
body, e'Ven those w-ho attemlpt to speak
oficiallv for them. 'The reason is that.
to a very great 'extent, the farmers
who will require assistance have already
*done ,business with 'the Government.
They have bebr assisted by' the
Agricultural Bank and the seed wheat
board. Therefore, these outside bodies
Iwho camne forward with counter pro-
posals, I maintain are .not in as good
a position as the Covrnnnent to sti-
niat,6 what the farmers will require
during' the dry timne ahead. In con-
nedtion with thle manner in which this
measure has been received, we cannot
help notici~g: that, whereas the present
Government dre respohsiblc6 for tuhe

finances of the State and havte come to
this Chamnber with a proposal to authorise
them to collect a tax, instead of acceding
to the r iqiicst members of this Chamber
have given the Governmient a% conl-
siderable amnount of abuse and advice.
I presume that those who have given the
abuse hiave reccdgnised the weakness
of their position, that they have to do
somnethinigto cover up their weak case,
and that- those who have given advice
know perfectly well that it will not
be accepted. That does not relieve those
if the measure is thro*n out, for the
responsibility which attaches to their.
ac~tion, especially after they have prac-_
tically admaitted that the State is passing
trough, and will pass througfh, a very

strenuous timne in regard to the finances.
I recognise also that even those who
object so much to the Government inter-
f6ringi with private enterpris6 will be
the very ones to come to the Government
for assistance not only so far as the*
farmers are concerned, but to 'solve
the' unermployinl difficulty wvhichi wil['
have to be dealt with. It will not 'be
a questioni is to whether the Government.
can institdtbe reproductive works. ft
will in. every instance be considered
incumbsnt upon the Government to
provide fdr the unemploynment and to
help those who require assistance in-
dependent of whether it is a financial
Oropositioh or not. In any ca~e there
is no doubt that it would soon'be found
that the Government would be held
tesponsible. An' regard to those wio'
consider 'that the: Goveornment are en-.
trenching too much upon private enter-
prise, "I may say that I am not par-
ticularly' sifriprised. when I find th4
sources from which this criticism comes.
In the past it has been recognised that
the State has th6 right to tax the in-
habitants of' the country. I find on
looking arounal, and taking into account
my personal experience, that this is alqo
someth ing which private enterprise coin-
petes. with the Government in to a very
great extent, namely in the matter o f
taxation. 'My experience is this-take
a machinery agent and you wIll find that
on oni~ implertiens (i refer to the har-
vester); the seller of the impolemient will7
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quietly tax the farmer to the extent
probably of £50. It is difficult to arrive
at the profit he makes, but he considers
it is wvell within his province to tax
the farmer in regard to these matters.
In every instance it is only when they
have given the Government the re-
sponsibility for the finances of the State
and for running the State that you find
some people taking such strong exception
to a tax of this description. I admit
it is rather at difficult proposition to place
before those who are responsible for
high financing, .to ask them in plain
language to meet the present liability.
If they did so of course it would moan
that their reputation for high finance
would be gone. The proposal of the Gov-
ernment is that it is the duty of thos! at
present in the State to assist in meeting
the liability which is forced upon the
Government at the present juncture.
The counter proposal of those who are
opposed to the neasure, is that we
should not raise the money by the
means suggested by the Government,
that is by taxing the present generation.
They consider it is a fair proposal that
the tax should be passed on. We have
had messages from all the financial in.
stitutions such as the Chamber of Mines,
and the Chamber of Commerce, and the
Liberal party have entered a protest,
as have also the Employers' Federation,
and the Country Party have likewise
entered a vigorous protest and come
forward with a counter proposal. The
non-party members who do not claim
allegiance to any party, and who it
appears, in addition to not being members
of a party have a negative policy, are
content to come along and criticise with.
out offering any suggestion as to the
way out of the difficulty. In addition
to these objectors, the Hon. Mr. Kings-
mill when speaking, found yet another
objector. In his gallant manner, so
becoming to him, he trotted out a
.widow. She was a most interesting
idow and it was mentioned also I

believe that she had some property.
He drew quite a harrowing picture as
to what would happen if the widow's
property wore taxed. It is quite usual
on such occasions as this for arguments

of this description to be brought along.
The lion. member did not Mention
anythin-, about the children because he
perhaps thought that the tax should
be passed on to them. The Government
policy in regard to State trading con.
cerns has been attacked and I think
the attack has been pretty effectually
replied to. In regard to the question
of equity, I maintain also that the
case for the present Goverrnment and
their proposal has already been well
established. From th tactical point
of view, it is probably a mistake on this
occasion for the Government to intro-
duce a measure of this sort, but as a
supporter of the Government I am
pleased to see that no considerations of
this description have influenced them
on this occasion. They considered that
this was the time when it was their
duty to the country to rise above party
considerations, as they have done, and
I feel proud to belong to a party which
has accepted the responsibility of this
action independently of whether or
not it is popular to the great majority.
In regard to that, as a representative of
the goldfields and of a population that
will be called upon to pay its proportion,
1 would like to mention that the pay
sheet of the mines, of the Eastern Gold-
fields amounts to 3J millions per annurn
and that last year the dividends amounted
to £900,000. It can therefore easily
be seen that the burden will fall upon
the residents of the Eastern Goldfields
and that probably, oil account of their
not being affected so much as other
parts of the State, a large proportion of
the tax will be collected from the residents
there. Despite the fact of the public
meeting and that there are still suffi-
cient liberals in the Kalgoorlie electorate
to send along a telegram opposing the
proposals of the Government, I feel con-
fident that the people there are on this
occasion prepared to stand by the
Government and to do their duty in
this respect. Independent of this taxi
they have already initiated a funed
whereby the workers pay so much in
the pound towvards the war fund or
the unemployment flund, and my ex-
perience is that they are prepared to
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shoulder their liabilities as they have
done in the past. In regard to the
proposal of some that the fund so raised
should be devoted to the relief of the
farmers, I contend that the Government
are absolutely correct and logical in saying
that although the farmers' interesrts
have particular demands at the present
time they are responsible not only for
seeing that that industry is continued,
but they are also responsible for every-
thing that takes place in the Statb.
They it is who will have to cope with
unemployment, and they it is who in
the metropolitan area and throughout
the country districts W~ill have to see
that the affairs of the State are carried
on s well as mtay be possible under
the circumstances. The criticism which
has been levelled at the Government on
account of the financial position does
not hold good. To the best of my
belief, there has been only one instance
in Australia of a Labour Government
being actually and effectively in power.
I refer to the three years term of office
of the Fisher Government. During that
term thle Fisher Government had an
opportunity of carrying such legislation
s they desired with regard to financial
as well as other matters. It cannot
be said that the present Giovernmnent
of Western Australia are or have been
in a like position. The Fisher Govern-
ment realised the financial necessities
of the Commonwealth, and passed legis-
lation which has even been criticised
here this evening. Having the power
to do so, they provided for the proper
upkeep of tho Coulmonwealth financially.
They were sufficiently far-seeing as
regards the Defence Act, for instance,
to recognise that it was preferable to
provide the money for the Navy out of
revenue, instead of froma loan as pro-
posed by thle Liberal Governent. To-
day we are reaping the benefit of that
foresight. But, so far as Western Aums-
tralia is concerned, we have had here
to-day evidence that the financial pro-
posals of the Government are to a
great extent controlled by this Chamber.
Although this Chamrber is not responsible
for finance, it has at least the power to
curtail the proposals of the Government

in regard to taxation. While this Chamn-
ber has that power, it is useless for
members of the Legislative Council
to blame the Government for the state
of the finances. Until the Government
are in a position to alter the incidence
and the scope of taxation, it is useless,
I maintain, to blame them for the
position of the finances. So far as the
financial policy of the State has been
within the control of the Government,
it hIns never been shown that any depart-
ment has been improperly administered,
or that, knowingly, any money has been
wastefully expended. Next, as to the
charge that civil servants have been
well treated. Members who referred to
that matter, still in every instance re-
fused to declare that if they had the power,
they would vary the conditions under
which our civil servants are working-
at least, to declare that they would vary
those conditions to the detriment of
the civil servants. Everything that the
Government have done, more especially
in connection with the railway service,
was absolutely justified ; and I do
not know of any Liberal party or Country
party man prepared to make thle state-
ment that if his party were in control
of the Railway Department, for example,
they would reduce wages to the extent
to which they have been increased by
the present Government. .Therefore,
taking all things into consideration, I
maintain that the Government have
made otut a case why this taxation should
be imposed ; and I am confident that,
despite the uproar which has been made,
the great majority of the people of
this State are prepared to bear that
taxation. I am satisfied that the people
are prepared to meet the State's liabil-
ities, and that it is only these that on

-every possible occasion -attempt to dodge
the piresent liability by resorting to
loans or deferred payments, who would
take advantage of an opportunity to
escape meeting the present liability
by immtediate taxation. At the same
time, the members of another place, who
are closely in touch with thle people,
and are directly responsible to themn,
are prepared to face their electors on
this issue ;and the Government, having
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seen fit to bring in this measure, are
prepaired to take full responsibility for
it. Those who pose as the friends of the
poorer classes which will have to pay
this taxation, must recognise that the
subterfuge is an extremuely hollow one
at best, and that the Governmient re-
sponsible for the proposal are responsible
to those classes. Those friends of the
poorer classes must, realise that the
true rcnson for their opposition to the
Bill is one in cob nearer homne. In
connection with this tax especially,
1 cannot hielp thinking hon. miembers
must adm-it, that taxation is an operation.
To judge from the amount of noise we
have heard here this evening, it is a
very pain!ful operation to somne people.
Indeed, it seems to me that the larger
the subject, the more outcry he makes.
Unfortunately, however, opponents of
the Bill have the power on thlis occasion
to veto the proposals of the Government.
Still, it is just as well for those opponents
to understand that they will have to
take full responsibility for what they
do on this occasion, and that all their
future criticism oii the financial position
oif the State and enl the financial ad-
ministration of the Government, will
fall utteriy flat in view of the fact that
every attempt made by the Govern-
mrent to alter the incidence of taxation
and manfully to meet the liabilities of
the State has been frustrated by*- this
Chamber.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittentooin: That
sounds like a threat.

Hen. H. M1LLIINGTON: So long
as those.hlon. members are prepared to
take the responsibility of their decision-
and I presume their decision will be
pretty solid onl this occasion-well and
good. At the samie time, I hope these
hon. members will face their 'respon-
sibility, and not endeavour onl every
occasion to foist that responsibility
on the Government. That is all I have
to say at present. I have not much
hope of the passinig of the measure;
but, still, I wish to express mny opinion
that the action of the Government in
submitting these taxation proposals has
been justified, and that the respon-

sibility, of rejecting them will rest on
members% of the Opposition.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY (!onl.
J. M. 'Drew -Central-in reply) [ 11 .251;
1, r. Colebatch opened his speech by
protesting against the introduction of
this measure by the Government during
the closing hours of the session. He
said mnembers lhad been informed that
the session would close on Tuesday last.
I wish to state, however, that I gave no
definite assurance in that respect. On
the other hland, I informed several mem-
bers that they might anticipate the
bringing down of an emergency' 13il
a~t any time. -.%r. Colebatch also con-
demned the Covernment for going to
the country without first passing Esti-
mates. Now, the honi. memher has been
inl close touch with the political life of
this country for a number of years,
and lie is well aware that there is a pre-
cedent for the course which has been
adopted. In February, -1911, Parlia-
ment closed dow-n, and the Wilson
Government, then iii power, did not
approach the Legislature with Esti-
mates before the general election.
The Wilson Government did not
submit Estimates for the consideration
of Parliament, aind I say they rightly re-
frained from doing so. I think al lion.
members will admit, if they give the
matter a moment's consideration, that
it would be unconstitutional for a Minis-
try whose term of office had almost ex-
pired, and being on the point of appealing
to the country for a renewal of office, to
prepare a finanicial1 programme which, in
the event of a change of Government,
would certainly, to a considerable ex-
tent, tie the hands of the incoming Minis-
try. Mr. Colebatch's attack on this
Bill is a most extraordinary one. He
admits the dire necessity for rendering
relief to the farmers, but he says these
taxation proposals will be of no use to
the farmers. He tells us the Bill is not
worth the paper it is written on, and
then hie endeavours to build up a ease
to show that the measure, if carried into
operation, would paralyse the business and
trade of this community. In the first
place he asserts that one third of the
revenue to be derived under this measure
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would be of no use to ~the farnmers, and
then he asserts that the heaviness of the
taxation is unprecedented in the history
of this community or of any other cam-
niunity. I certainly cannot follow the
lion, member in these two arguments,
and it appears to me that he is incon-
sistent to the last degree. He says that
under the Bill only £200,000 would be
available for the farmers by the end of
February, and that that amount would be
utterly insufficient. Messrs. Gardi ner
and Stanistreet 'state that half a million
sterling is needed immediately, and I
have no doubt that half a million could
be advantageously utilised at the present
time in the provision of relief tef the
agriculturalists of Western Australia.
But is there any hope of irmmediately
raising half a million sterling by the
ordinary loan process at a reasonable
rate of iiiteresq ? The scheme of Mlessrs.
Stanistreet and Gardiner suggest that
the Government shall issue a six per
cent, loan. From one particular stand-
point that is indeed a inost excellent
proposal--a proposal which would emni-
nently suit some of the financiers of this
cotuntry. The man who has made his
money out of the cowitry in times of
peace is now prepared, in time of war,
to make more money out of the mis-
fortunes of the people. T'he patriotism
of such a man appears to me to be of a
character which should not evoke the
admiration of any synipathiser with
humankind. The proposal is on a par
with a certain resolution carried at a
meeting of business men, prominent
among whom were Messrs. Stcaiistreet,
and Gardiner. My colleague Mr. Dodd
has already referred to this point. At
the meeting in (luestion a decision was

arrived at to the effect that it was in
the interests of Western Australia gener-
ally, and especially in the interests of
the industries of this State, that a poll
tax of £1l per head should be imposed
upon the people. Thus a wealthy pas-
toralist making a profit of say £5,000 a
'year would pay no more than his servant
girl, whom perhaps he is rermunerating
at the rate of a few shillings per week.
That is the proposal which emanated
from the leaders of the cotuntry party

of Western Australia. That is the
scheme which their leaders suggested
for the purpose of helping the farmers
in their dire necessity at the present
time. Again the same meeting of busi-
ness men suggested. that Treasury Bills
should be issued, and I think Mr. Cole-
batch has endorsed that proposal. The
only difference between Mr. Colebatch's
proposal and the proposal of Messrs.
Stanistreet and Gardiner is that Mr.
Colehatch advises that the rate of in-
terest, instead of being six per cent. as
suggested by Merssr. Stanistreet and
Gardiner, should be five per cent. Every-
one must realise, however, that as the
result of adopting suh a course the
State's interest bill would be increased,
end the credit of the State correspond-
ingly affected. The Government would
be unable to collect interest from the
farmers for possibly some years to Come.
Will hon. members inform me how that
interest could be met ? Hon members
have refused-I am judging or pro-
judging them by the tone of this debate
-to sanction the present taxation pro-
posals, and have thus refused to afford
the Government an opportunity of ob-
tairing the supplies necessary to carry
on the administration during this crisis.
Their action in that respect is only on a
par with their action in the past. Ron.
members complain about the deficit;
they criticise the Government for the
existence of the defi cit. From the very
first we foresaw a deficit, and wve made
preparations to meet it. We intro-
duced a Land and In come Tax Bill, and
it was rejected by this Chamber. We
re-introdued the measure, and it mnet
with a similar fate. We brought down
a Bill to amend the Stamp Act, and that
measure was mutilated by this Chamber.
Every measure of taxation submitted
for the purpose of keeping the finances
in a, sound condition and avoiding a
deficit, lies encountered the hostility of
this Chamber, who has at every turn
orippled the Governmnent in their efforts
to straighten the finances. And then
lion, members of tle -Chamnber turn
round and ask why the deficit has not
been reduced. In pursuance of our
poliey, I say, we introduced taxation to
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wripe out7thicdeficit. There is anothe'
aspect of~tho suggestion whidh lies Loon
made by Mr:' Stanistreet and repeated
with slight miodifications by Mr. Cole-
batch. If a loan were raised internally
-and Mr. Colebatch's suggestion is that
it should be raised internally ;there is
no hope at present of raising the money
mn England-what would be the effect,
on the Government Savings Bank ? We
have in the Government Savings Bank
£4,820,000 of money belonging to de-
positors in Western Australia and prob-
ably elsewhere. If it were held out to
these depositors that the Gov'ernment
are priepared to issue Treasury Bills bear-
ing six per cent., or even five per cent.
what wvould be the result ? Undoubted.
ly, the result would be a rush on the
Governtment Savings Bank-not as the
outcome of loss of confidence, but with a
view to drawing out money and re-
investing it through other Governmnent
channels; that is to say, in Treasury
bills carrying the higher rate of five per
cent, or six per cent, interest. That is
a position of affairs which must occur
before very long, and the Government
foresee it and are taking action through
the Bill to provide employment which
will prevent stagnation. M11r. Colebatch
says that if we had £C200,000 available
by February for the farmers we could
not do very much good. Probably
under the Bill we may not have £200,000
available by February, but certainly if
we may rely on help from the Federal
Government in the direction of con-
verting some of the cash which wtill he
obtained through this mecasure into notes
that sumi will be available even before
that date. Then the lion. gentleman
proceeded to show that there will be
little or no return from the measure.
The proceeds of this ruinous tax, lie said,
will not be worth taking into consider-
ation, or words to that effect. One of
our heaven-born financiers, a gentleman
who has had lengthy experience in
financial administration in a very im-i
portant position, said publicly that the
measure would mean that the people of
the State would be taxed to the extent
of one million of money. That is the
expression. of a gentleman occupying a

high public position, and who i'as speak-
ing in oppositiorn to the Bill. Mr. Cole-
batch says the people will have no income.
If that is so. they cannot be taxed under
the measure, for no tax can be imposed
upon them. He says the baniks will be
in a similar position, and that the sme
thing will apply to business establish-
ments. According to the lion. gentle-
man no one will have any income. Then
hie talks of raising a loan of half a million
internally, and hie leads us to believe
that it would go off like hot cakes,
Later on hie says there are comparatively
few people in the State well-to-do. The
inconsistency of all this is somewthat
appeiling. fIn the first place there wvill
be practically no returns from the rone-
sure, and in the second place it is going
to ruin a large number of people. Mr.
Colebatch referred to certain figures in
the th annual report of the Commis-
sioner of Taxation for the year ended
30th June, 1913, and on those figures
lie based his estimate on the approximate
result of the emergency tax revenue
which, he stated, will produce about
£461,000. He then went on to say that
it is madness to assume that this average
income would be maintained during
the next 12 months. In reply, I wish
to point out that the figures quoted deal
only with the incomes taxable under
the Loan and Income Tax Assessment
Act, which produced £56,871 in 1912-13.
No reference was made by 'Mr. Colebatch
to the profits of incorporated companies
and taxable under the Dividend Duties
Act, which, it will be seen on the same
page, produced £92,534 in 1912. The
lion. gentleman ignored those duties
in the course of his calculation, and con-
sequently the whole of his figures awe
wTong, because his basis is unsound.
He has not taken into consideration the
amount paid in the past in the form of
dividend duties. But the Bill has a wider
scope than the Dividend Duties Act.
Under that Act dividends are taxed, and
the profits of companies doing business in
Western Australia and elsewhere. All
those limited companics who are doing
business solely in Western Australia
are not taxed under the existing legis-
lation, but will be under this measure,
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Every limited liability company doing
business in Western Australia and show-
ing a profit will .be obliged to pay tax-
ation on that profit. That is a matter
which has escaped the hon. gentleman's
notice.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittencom: flow will
you do with debenture holders in an
'English company ?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: If
the amounts of income tax and dividend
duty for 1912 were carefully studied-
they were not studied at all by Mr.
Colebatch-it would be seen that this
measure will secure for the Government
a sum amounting to a million pounds.
But the Government fully realise, as
some hion. members realise, that there
will be many losses occurring during the
next few monthis, and that consequently
there will be a diminution of income.
Therefore, they have estimated the in-
come from this measure at 60 per cent.
less than would be under normal circumn-
stances. The object of the Bill is to
secure money which will enable four times
its amount to be borrowed, and it is the
intention to exp~end it on reproductive
works in order to preserve the State's
prosperity, to maintnin trade, to provide
work for the unemployed and so avert a
condition of things 'which would leave
everyone in the State financially de-
pressed. Some reference has been made
to the Agricultural Bank in the course
of the debate, and lion. members, T amn
sorry to say, have not grasped the posi-
tion, and apparently do not understand
the figures when they see themn.

Hon. C. F. Baxter:- We have grasped
the position all right.

The COLON\IAL SECRETARY:- At
any rate, I should have thought that
Mr. Colebatch would have a better knowv-
ledge of the circumstances, seeing that
he was a member of this House when
we introduced an amendment of the
Agricultural Bank Act last year, an
amendment which altered almost com-
pletely in some respects the mrethods
previously pursued. In regard to Mir.
Colebatch's statement that money re-
paid amounting to £757,615 should have
gone to the bank, and not to the Treasury,
before venturing en such a statement Mr.

Colebatch should have made himself
aware of the law on the subject, when
hie would have discovered that up to
the passing of the 1912 Act any repay-
ments had to be used for the redemption
of the bonds uinder a system of annual
drawings, and the Treasurer had no
discretion in the matter.

Hn.. H. P. Colebatch: I did not sug-
gest that he had, I did net say the
money ought to have gone to the bank.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:- You
insinuated that it ought to have gene
into the bank.

Hon. H. P. Colebatch: I insinuated
nothing.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: No,
you did not insinuate ;you actually
said it should have gone there. In 1912,
when the amending Act was passed,
£C644,600 of mortgage bonds had been
so redeemed, and subsequently a further
sum of £112,500 was utilised in the same
way, after which the Treasurer availed
himself of the authority given to issue
local inscribed stock under the 1912
Act to redeem the balance of the bonds.
I will give the balanee-sheet in order
to show how the funds have been used.

Hon. Sir E. R. Wittenuwn: We do
not want it.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: Mir.
Colebatch does, or at least I think he
does. The appropriation by Parliament
to the 30th June, 1914, amounted to
four million pounds ; loans approved by
trustees to £3,736,820, leaving a balance
available for further loans of £203,180.
The loans approved by the trustees
amounted to £3,730,820, and the cash
issued to trustees *by the Treasurer to
£E3,089,576, leaving a balance of cash
required to be found by the Treasurer
of £0647,244. The cash issued to the
bank amounted to £3,089,576, and the
balance of loans for which cash -will have
to be found as required amounts to
£647,244, while the balance of appro-
priation for further loans amounts to
£263,180, making up the total appro-
priat ion by Parliament of four million
pounds.

Hon. H. P. Colebatch:- Those are
exactly the figures I quoted.
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Thle COLONIAL SECRETARY: But
the lion. member apparently does not
know hlow to apply them. The lion.
gentleman condemned the Government
for restricting Agricultural Bank ad-
vances, while proceeding with workers'
homes, and he quoted from the 0er-
aidton Express a paragraph which. ap-
peared in that paper in connection with
the erection of workers' homes in Ger-
aldton. I knew nothing about the
paragraph until I saw it in print, and
certainly I had nothing to do with its
appearance. The Government, I may
say, are adopting thle Salle policy in
regard to workers' homes as they have
adopted in regard to advances from
the Agricultural Bank. No new ap-
provals have been granted. The board
has withdrawn from selection all lots
under Part 11I. of thle Act, and has noti-
fied that no new business under Part TV.
will be entertained. Buildings in thle
course of erection had to be proceeded
with. It would be a great mistake to
prevent the completion of these buildings.
From the 12th February to the 12th
August no less than £105,658 was spent
on workers' homes, or at the rate
of £,27,609 per month. That was before
the war. From 1 2th August to the
12th September we' spent Only £6,035
or less than 25 per cent. of what
had been previously expended. In
connection with this expenditure, we
had to complete many homes, thle erec-
tion of which had been commenced.
But in spite of the fact that we were
handicapped in this maimer, the expendi-
tuve in this direction has been only 25
per cent, of the amount exipended pre-
viously. This bears very favourable
comparison with our action in connection
with, thle Agricultural Bank, the advances
of which were granted to the extent of
50 per cent.

Hon. H- P. Colebatch : Thle statement
made in the paragraph in the Geraidton
Express, I conclude, was incorrect.

Thle COLONIAL SECRETARY: It
did not go sufficiently far to explain
the position.

Hon. H. P. Colebatch : Was it correct
or incorrect?

Thie COLONIAL SECRETARY: lIt
was not absolutely correct?

Hon. H. P. Colobatch.: I am Satisfied.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY:

There has becn some criticism because
the Government fadled to moot the ap-
provals of the Agricultural Bank in
futll, but I. have already explained this
matter to the House. If we had done
so anid had parted With the mione 'y
we had in hand, wve would not have beenl
in a position to approach the Federal
Treasurer and obtain four notes for each
sovereign we could put up. Thle lion.'
Mr. Colebatch is very much exercised
over thle deficit. Re wants to know
whore the money has come from to meet
the deficiencies. Thi information could
be very easily supplied to hin by some
of his political associates. The Liberal
party for six years built up a deficit and
at one stage it amounted to no less than
£3180,000. Sir John Forrest had a de-
ficit in 1808 of £247,349.

1Hon. H-. P. Colohatch: T1.hey were
only babies compared with yours.

Hon. C. F. Baxter : He showed some-
thing for them. too.

Thle COLONIAL SECRETARY: We
have been strongly criticised and told we
should have approached Parliament and
got the deficit funded, or that somne action
should have been taken because the
deficit was illegal and it was almoest
suggested that it was criminal. I have
a suramary of the balances to the 30th
June, 1899, when the deficit was
£247,349 10s. 8d., and attached to thle,
minute is the Signature of John Forrest,
Colonial Treasurer. In addition to that,
hie says, "The (Ieneral Loan Flund has
also provided for consolidated revenue
jpurposes £259,993 17s. 3d." That
money "'as to be used for purposes
for which revenue aigns should
be used. 'Therefore, the total deficit
inl reality was no less than £6507,343
7s. I I d Yet the right lion. gentleman
is criticising the present Governmcnt for
their deficit and is anxious to know'
what steps will be taken to legalise the
position which lie Says exists.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenooni: What
about the emergency war tax,
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Trhe COLONIAL SECRETARY: Sir
John Forrest said ho was unable to de.
fray the requirement from Consolidated
Revenue Flund and would liquidate it
from loan. The hion. Mr. Colebatch
said-

The crisis is insitilling a few elemen.
tary truths into the miinds of the public.
The deficit has boon regarded as a
book entry, carrying no particular
significance. Now it is realised the
money must come from somewhere.

It must be a very de,,se section of the
public who imagine that the money
could come from nowhere, or that by
one wave of the magician's wanld thle
hiatus could be filled up. The lion.
member asked-

Are we right in assuming that the
balance of the Agricultural Hank loanL
authorisations has been used to make

,good the deficit '
This is a ridiculous question to ask. The
hion. member is evidently under the
impression that the half a million of
money authorised by Parliament was
handed to thle Managing Trustee, Mr.
Paterson, in thle form of a cheque as
soon as it was authorised. It is evident
that this is the lion. member's impression.
The fact is that the Agricultural Bank
necessities are inet by the Treasury as
occasion requires. No money is kept
oil thle premises of the Agricultural Banki
and the auithorisations cannot be used
for any other purpose. It would b -e
illegal to do so anid to me it seems it
would be something worse than illegal.
So far as I know, we could not possibly
use [lie Agricultural Bank fuds set apart
by Act of Parliament, for covering up
the deficit. TP le insinuation is that
crinmnal practices are goin~g on, nothing
more or less, and it is discreditable
that such a statement should have been
miade; by M1-r. Colebatch. I would not
have been surprised if is had been, made
by Mr. Holmies.

Honl. H. I'. Colobatch : Then why is
it the money is not available for the
Agricultural Bank ?

Trhe COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hion., gentleman, who is supposed to have
a knowledge of public affairs, and some
knowledge of public accounts, sought

to insinuate, and gave it on the authority
of someone in the street, that the Govern-
merit had been financing the deficit out
of the Agricultural Bank. funds.

Hon. J. J. Holmes: Thle figures quoted
by you a nuate ago prove that you
ought to have £900,000.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
lion. member should consider the balance
shieet in conjunct ion with the Agricultural
Bank Act Amendment Act of 1912
which makes provision that, instead of
issuing Treasuiy bonds, as before, the
money should be raised from the Treasury,
and he would then appreciate the position.
In the past, as money was repaid to the
Agricultural Bank, it was paid into the
Government Savings Bank in redemption
bonds, but under this Act the payments
go to the Treasury.

Holl. J. J. Holmes: It would simplify
matters if you would tell us where you
got the £600,000 to meet the deficit.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hion. member can ask sonie of his friends.

Hon. J. J. Holmes: Two wrongs do
not make a right.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: We
are told that during our term of office the
Government have spent 3j millions
more from revenue than our Jpredecessors,
anid that -we have got through 1* millions
more annually than the Wilson Govern.
ment. The hion. member forgets the
trading concerns.

Ron. H. P. Colebaitch : We can never
forget them.

The COLONIAL SECRETAVRY:; The
hon. member forgets that the trading
concerns inflate the revenue and the
expenditure.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Not the revenue.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY: I

wish the lion, member would prove which
trading concerns outside of the State
steamers% are not p)aying.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Is any of them
paying ?

Thle PRESID)ENT: I wish the hion.
member would address the Chair.

'TI'e COLOMIAL SECRETARY:
There is a big revenue from the tramns
and also a large expenditure. The water
supply and sewverage was formerly carried
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on under a system by which only the
profits were conveyed to the revenue;
now the whole of the expenditure comes
from revenue and the whole of the
income goes into revenue. This has the
effect of inflating the revenue. The
ferries have increased the revenue and
expenditure and the same applies to the
milk supply. All these have been aug-
menting the expenditure and miaking a
corresponding increase mn income. I will
just give a few items in connection wihl
the revenue of the Public Works De-
partment. I have a statement of
the receipts and expenditure for the
three years ended 30thi September,19l 1,
as compared with the three years ended
16th September, 1014. It relates to
traffic expenses on railways constructed
departmentally, water supplies, etc., and
it deals with revenue. I do not propose
to read the whole of the figures, but it
is shown that during our time there has
been an excess of £150,5 0 in receipts
and an excess of £111,521 in expenditure
owing to the extension of these opera-
tions. Then again the Metropolitan
water supply and sewerage was taken ovor
by the Works Department. *It was under
the control of the Government before, but
when it was taken over by one department
the system of accounts was altered so
that all the revenue wvent in to the trea-
sury, whereas previously the system
was conducted oil a different basis, and
only the profits, if any, were paid into
revenue. That and the different treding
concerns of the Government explain
why there is a larger increase of revenue
than befuo, and it will be seen also that
the expenditure hias correspondingly in-
creased. There is therefore no point inl
the lion. member's argument that we
had ev,,r so much more revenue than
did the previous Governmnent. Mr. Cole-
batch stated that the present Govern-
ment has addjd something like £2 por
head of the population to the indebtud-
nesw of the &~ate. He had no justifica-
tion for making such a statement ;it
is not in accordance with fact. The
Statistical Abstract, jpage 13, gives the
nest indeubtedneoss onl the 30th June, 1911,
as £73 l0.i, atA on the 31st December,
1913, als £84 19s. 9d.

Hon. H- P. Colebatch: Since then
you have borrowed £2,000,000 more.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: This
is up to date.

Hon. H. P. Colebatch : No, no. This
is to the end of December ;you have
just said so.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
difference is £11I 9s. 8d. and not £0 as the
lion. member stated. These are the
figures which I have received from the
Treasury and they are supposed to be
up to date.

Haon, H. P. Colebatch: You just
said up to December.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: My
figures are up to July.

Hon. H. P. Colebatch: I have a
copy of the Abstract here, and it only
gives the figures to the end of December.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
lion, member also stated that we in-
creased the public debt by ten millions,
and that we wrent in for a financial
debauch. Except in regard to some
of the trading enterprises extablished
by the Government, what we have done
has been done with the approval of this
House. There has not been one word
of criticism in connection with other
expenditure entered upon by the Gov-
eimient save and except socialistic
enterprises. It is very easy to make
a general accusation of this character,
but I would ask lion. members, when
they propose to make a statement of
this kind, to give particulars and show
how the Government have been guilty
of participating in a financial debauch.
1 will prove conclusively that wvhat the
Government have done has been done
in the interests of the country, and
with the sanction of this Chamber, with,
perhaps, a slight exception, as I will
show. The total sowl realised by the
Government from Loan issues, amounted
to £9),575,341. Of this £650,000 was
required to be used for redeeming
'Ireaury bills in London, and £144,735
for local stock under option notice
given by the holders, both being current
when we asslumed office, consequently
we are in no way responsible for that
position. This left a balance of
£8,780,006 for public works and under-
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takings, plus an unexpended balance of
£1,040,698 on the 1st July, 1911, pro-
a total stun of £9,821,304 for expenditure,
of which amount £8,631,780 has been
spent during the past three years,
leaving a balance to the credit of General
Loan Fund on 30th June latit of
£1,189,524. But againist this, there was
a debit of £682,046 in the Stores Account,
represented by stores purchased and
not issued to departments, about 80
per cent. of which are held on Loan
Account, also a (lebit balance in the
Consolidated Revenue Fund of £446,926.
Here are the details of Loan expenditure
for the three years ended 30th June,
1914. 1 want to place them on record,
because we have been accused of par-
ticipating in a financial debauch. Pro-
bably it is the correct term to use, be-
cause if we did do so every member
participated in it. I do not think there
was a solitary voice raised against the
Loan Estimiutes which were submitted
to both Houses, except perhaps in
reference to the socialistic enterprises.
Upon agricultural railway lines the
following expenditure has been in-
curred :-Donnybrook-Preston, £515;
Dowerin-Merredin, £10,917 ; Gooznaling-
Wongong, £7,563 ; Wickepin-Merredin.
£170,692 ; Wongan-Munllewa, £244,000;
Boyup-Kojonup, £42,811 ; Dwellingup-
Hotham, £69,548 ; Brookton-Kunjin,
£44,753 ; 'Wagin-DurableyLng, £E27,254
Katanning-.Nampup, £41,619 ; Tainbell-
up-Ongerup, £84,210; Yillin-tinning-
Kondinin, £58,332 ; Naraling-Yuna,
£19,833 ; Northampton-Ajana, £70,843 ;
Greenhills-Qunirading, £58,514 ; Bridge-
town-Wilgarup, £1,946 ; Wyalcatchem-.
Mft. Marshall, £1,622 ; Upper Chapman,
£459, a total of £945,439. All these
are exclusive of rails and fastenings and
rolling stock, upon which theme has been
a total expenditure of £C701,084 on
rails and fastenings and £908,549 on
rolling stock, a total of £1,609,633.
The other itemns of railway expenditure
are :-Water supplies for new lines,
£137,000 ; surveys of new lines, £33,978 ;
Port Hedland-Marble Bar, £49,000 ; rail-
ways generally, workshops and machin-
ery, £74,000 ; improvements and
additions to open lines, £618,080 ; land

resumptions, £331,750 ; Upper Darling
line, £4,027; Southern Cross-Bullfinch
line, £3,307; Nannine-Mfeekatharra, line,
£363 ; M1t. Mlagnet-Black Range, £646,
a total of £1,252,751, making a grand
total of £3,807,823. This is part of
the financial debauch which we are
accused of having entered upon. I
would like bon. members to point out to
which item in connection with agricul-
tural railway lines they are offering any
objection. Have they ever opposed any of
these agricultural railways except the
Esperanee railway, which is not included in
this list ? In connection with our loan
expenditure we were committed to a
large programmne by the previousq Govern-
ment. They announced their policy
and before the elections, as early as Feb-
ruary, I think, A very heavy programme
was brought down and we had to carry
the works into effect. The result was
that we had to borrow money on an
extensive scale. Prior to the general
elections, Mr. Gardiner, when standing
for Irwin, pointed out that the pro-
gramme outlined by the Wilson Govern-
ment for the then following three years,
would involve an expenditure of over
£C10,000,000. As I have said, we have
spent £3,807,823 on agricuLtural railways.
Then there is the Agricultural Bank,
which has spent £766,446 from Loan
funds. This is not the total amnount
of money lent from the Agricultural Bank.
Other advances were made from the Go-
veranent Savings Bank, but ibhis is Loan
money obtained from outside sources. Is
there any objection to that ? Ilhen there
arc the workers' homes, The Bill authior-
ising advances received the approval of
this Rouse, when the measure was sub-
mitted and was endorsed by a large
majority of members of this House.
Thisitena acountslfor£F428,000. Immnigra-
tion accounts for £210,450. Upon har-
hours and rivers £426,136 has been
expended. The item includes harbour
works and jetties, etc., Eunbury, IEussel-
ton, Carnarvon, Fremantle, Gerald ton,
and the North-West light houIses, and
Port Hedland. At lBunhury £C15,000
has been spent, at Buaselton £10,200,
carnarvon £18,200, Fremantle £E273,370,
Geraldton £4,345, the North-W~iest
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£23,700, light-hiouses £20,J00, and Port
Idedland £5,120. Inprovements to hlat-
hours and rivers accounted for £45,300,
and wvater supply and sewerage £852,214.
We w'ere committed to that by thle
previous Covermileat. That is a portion
of the financial debauch of the Govern-
menit. '[hen again the sewverage for
Perth and F'remantle accounted for
£095,000, the Albany water supply
£64,694, boring along the stock routes
£9,945, goldfields wvater supply £11,866,
the metropolitan water supply £104,423,
towns generally water supply £63,200,
and agricultural districts £1 13,000. Then'
there is the development of goldfields
£221,148. F'romi this itemn £85,532 has
been expended in loan subsidies and
otherwise assisting the prospectors and
others engaged in the development
of the State mining industry, and £44,240
has also beenspent onl State batteries. The
development of agriculture accounts for
£664,137. These are some of the items
of the financial debauch of the Govern-
ment. From the last named item, the
Government have advanced £127,063
for seed wheat, the purchase of stock,
wire-nietting, seed potatoes, land clearing,
vermin boards, Esperance settlers, and
other general development. Further
£7,886 has been expended onl the rabbit
proof fenice, £108,000 onl the construction
of grain sheds, and sale yards, and
£24,660 on thle purchase of the Harvey
estate. Then there is a stun of £150,000
spent onl land surveys befoel selection.
The remaining items of loan expenditure
are--Perthi electric tramfways purchase
£513,414, the electric powver station at
East Perth £69,648, Public buildings
£E174,570, Roads and Bridges £67,090,.
State hotels £:34,671, and the balance
of the whole of this loan. authorisa-
tion onl ne'v State enterprises amlounts
only to £E361,272. This is the linaen-
cial debauch of the Govertnent, tile
agricultural railways, which received
the approval of all the members of
this Chamber and of another place, a
huge loan from thle Agricultural Banik,
and money expended generally for thle
development of the industries of this
State. From the public platfori lio
member of this House or any member

of the other Hottse could say that any
portion of this expenditure was not
fully jtustified, or wvas not considered
absolutely necessary at thle time the
measures wVer udertaken. Probably
there is a difference of opinion iii regard
to the socialistic enterprises of the
Government, but they are only at drop
in the ocean in comparison with the
remainder of the expenditure. MAr. Cole-
batch pointed out that last year there
was anl excess of withdrawals over
deposits in the Savings Bank. That
has repeatedly occurred in thle past,
and there is no particular reason for
the fluctuation. In our case there is
a aniber of reasons, and one is that
tile Coi-nonwealth Bank entered the
field as a competitor. It also happens
that there was, and is, a financial strin-
gency throughout the world. We had
the Balkan wvar, and that very seriously
disturbed financial circles, and made
it very difficult indeed to get money
except at a high price, and the
result was that there were withdraw-
als from the Savings Bank for the
purpose of better investment. Taking
the three years during which we have
been, in office, there have been 915,269
depositors, aggregating £11,772,684,
wvhereas for the three Years prior to
our taking office, there were only 670,594
depositors, aggregating £7,644,352.
There wore during our three years of
office 244,675 more depositors than
during the three years previous to our
accepting the reis of administration, and
there was £4,078,332 more deposited in
our three years than during thle three
years of the 'Wilson Government. Mr.
Colebatch says that the excess of deposits
over withdrawals is conclusive evidence
of both prosperity and thruft. That is
a bald statement. Bowv can it be
conclusive evidence of thrift and pros-
perity ? Onl thle other hand, the de-
positing of money iii the Govertnent,
Savings Bank Inay be evidence of
timidity onl the part of investors to
invest their money in other concerns.
There is no doubt that during the
time that the Gov'ernment have been
in office they have set the pace in regard
to thle expenditure in connection with
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different works. The effect of that
example has, been very wide-spread.
The people of the 'country have gone in,
to a much large extent than previously,
for the development of the various in-
dustries, and for the cultivation of land
which they previously acquired. With
regard to the withdrawals fromn the
Savings Bank, no one will contend that it
has not been in the best interests of the
country that money, instead of being locked
up, should be used to assist in the develop-
ment of one of our principal industries.
Then again, there were, owing to the
fact that thle Workers' Homes Act was
passed, others who deemed it necessary
to purchase land upon which to erect
homes. They withdrew the money from
the bank, and spent as much as, they
could afford upon -the erection of
residences, and got the -workers' homes
board to assist them in their construction.
This all meant, a drain upon the re,
sources of the Govermnent Savings Bank,
and it seems to me that it is very unfair
for 31r. Colebatch to draw attention to
these withdrawals, and point themn out
as indicating that there is a lack of
confidence in the country on the part
of people who reside here. He says there
has been a run on the Savings Bank.
Hie said that there had been no run
on the private banks, and insinuates
very plainly that the people have no
confidence in the Government Savings
Bank of Western Australia. It is a
most unpatriotic suggestion, and one
which should not have come from a
member of Parliament. This no doubt
will be telegraphed throughout the Com-
monwealth, and will create a3 wrong and
harmful impression. If the hon. inem-
bey had given the explanation of the
run, there would be no cause for
concern in connection with the matter.
'The fact is that when the war
commenced, and when the price of
goods began to rise, many people
who had funds in the Savings Bank
withdrew the money for the pur-
pose of purchasing supplies in large
quantities, and as a result of that, there
was for two or three days a pretty heavy
r-un on the Government Savings Bank,
But as soon as Parliament agreed to

'the Bill enabling the commiTssio]ners to

fix the price of goods the 'run on the
Savings Bank ceased.. Mr. Coichatch
implies that the run was created because
people had 110 confidence in the Savings
I3ank. Fie asked, what has been the
loss on the implement works ?I 'can
assure the hon. memiber there has beent
no loss, but a profit up to the :30th June
last, the date of the last financial state-
ment. Re asserts the nwniber of men
employed on the works is a scandal.
The hon. tixijnber does not know what
he is talking about. He says a protest
was made by, a public body against the
diinissal of men, and that an assurance
was given by the Government that
no mnenwould be dismissed. Somae men
were dismiss~d,' merely' because there
was aot sufficient work. but those that
could be employed were employed.
As' MNr. Dodd' has pointed out,, this
public body waA the mayor. of Nqrtlg
Fremantle, and that the members of
his council told him to iind his (urn
business. LIU. Colebatch said he gave
the assertion for what it was worth-
anothdr statement fromn thle' man in 'the

6treet. 'I do not know what Mr. Cole-
hatch's bject is, but I know such asser-
Cions must have a damainging effect on
the State. Hie said also that the accounts
of the imnplemecnt works were mixed up.
That is Acot true. Separate accnts are
kept in connection with the different
branches of that establishemait, and a
balance-sheet for each of those branch4 s
mnust be made out in accordance with the
Trading Concerns Act. Another point:
The manager is not given any control
whatever of the costing. The scheme
in force has been modelled on that in
vogue at the 'Midland railway workshops,
and is unider the control of an accountant
in the Agricultural Department. It is
only by a conspiracy betwveen the officers
that the public can be deceived in this
connection. The iflustration submitted
by Mr. Colebatch of a farmer, having
wade a net profit of £345, being called
upon to pay the tax on that amount in
one month, is not contemplated by the
B3ill. Such a profit if it covered a. period
prior to the introduction of the Bill,
would niot be taxable. EVEn supposing
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a farmer received the whole of his
profit for 12 months in one month,
he would at most only be called upon
to pay on one-twelfth of that sum
each month. Air. Colebatch must, cer-
tainly ought to, know better. No doubt
he desired to get such a statement
into circulation.I.

Hon. D. G. Gawler: What would the
fanner have to pay ?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY : Under
Clause 5 lie pays only on the income
he earned during the last preceding
month. The income from his crop
would certainly not be earned during
the last preceding month, but during the
last preceding year.

Hon. R. P. Colebatch: The clause
does not say 11earned," it says " received.'

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: If
any portion of the profits covered the
period prior to the introduction and.
passage of the Bill it would not be
taxed at all.

Hon. D. G. Gawler: The clause says
"Lreceived," not "earned."

The COLONIAL SECRETARY : There
is a subelause providing for the adjust-
ment. Even if he received the whole
year's profits in one month he would
have to pay only one-twelfth. That is
provided for in Clause 5 ; but if the
lion. miember reads it as lie would have
us believe, it can be very easily amended,
because that is not the intention of the
clause.

Hon. H- P. Colebatch: I1 quoted
the clause mierely to show how loosely
it is constructed.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:
The lion. member quoted it w.%ith the
object of getting his remarks into cir-
culation, and so misleading the public.

Hon. D. G. Cawler: But hie is perfect-
ly right.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Taking the Bill on the whole, the in-
tention is perfectly clear ; and if it is
not, the lion. member can do as hie has
done on many other occasions, namely,
make the measure more explicit in
order to suit his own particular views.
The hon. member says we cannot re-
move the difficulty by reducing the
hours of labour. I am in accord with

that statement. It harmonises with
what I said in introducing the Bill. But
the hon. member has no alternative to
offer. I do not know whether he sug-
gests that wages should be reduced.

Hon. H. B. Colebatch: If necessary.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:- Then
the hon. member must consider it is
necasary to do so.

The PRESIDENT: Order!I I miust
ask hion. members not to interrupt.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hon. member must consider it is neces-
sary to reduce wages by 60 per cent.
That is the only alternative lie has to
offer the people of the country. It will
not receive the consideration of the
Government for one moment. Mr.
Gawler repeated the statement made by
some other hon. member that the money
to be raised tinder the Bill would go into
the Treasury to reduce the deficit. I
can assure the lion. member that before
two months elapse lie will very clearly
understand the position. This money
will be required, not for the purpose of
clearing up the deficit, but in order to
provide employment for people who
may be on the borders of starvation if
the House refuses to pass tile Bill. In
view of the fact, too, that our financial
supplies are cut off, that there is no
avenue through which we can seek
money to carry on the affairs of the
country, or even to provide limited em-
ployment for the people, the lion, member
-will very soon recognisn thatitwill require
considerably more than a sunm equivalent
to the deficit to retain bur prosperity in
the State. Then he objects to the
schedule. But the graduated principle
of taxation has been adopted in con-
nection with all legislation of a similar
character throughout the Commnon-
wealth, and has been adopted by this
House also. The idea is that these
actually earning the income shall pro-
vide funds to relieve those not earning
any income. In a nutshell that is the
policy of the Government, that those who
earn income daring the next year shall
contribute towards finding employment
for those who have no income or will
have no income unless steps are taken
to provide employment for them. The
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hion. ?&. Gawler quoted Sir John Forrest
as stating that the Federal Government
had provided £:20,000 for the Agricul-
tural Bank. No member representing
an agricultural community would per.
petrate such a blunder as to quote this
statement, but the lion, member evi-
dently thinks that £20,000 is a mag-
nificent contribution in the shape of
a loan by the Federal Government to
the Agricultural Bank. If the hion.
member will do a simple sum in pro-
portion he will find that, at the rate of
expenditure in connection with advances
by the Agricultural Bank based upon
last year's figures, the loan which Sir
John Forrest has placed at the disposal
of the Government will last the lengthy
period of 14 days. We have been lending
at the rate of £600,000 a year and this
great assistance from the ox-Federal
Treasurer comes along which will pro-
vide all the funds necessary for the
selectors of Western Australia who are
.in sad straits and we can guarantee that
it will last a fortnight and no longer, at
the rate of progress recorded during last
year, and we must remember that
the demand will be intensified owing
to the crisis now existing. 'The bon.
Air. Cawler has come to the House
with a large number of proposi-
tions from bankers, I understand, who
are prepared to lend money to the Govern-
ment at five per cent, interest. Their
desire to lend to the Government at a
reasonable rate of interest-and five per
cent, it not a reasonablo, rate of interest
-must have been only recently created.
The Government have afforded abundant
opportunity to the bankers to subscribe in
the way of loan funds at a very fair rate
of interest, but not at five per cent.,
and there has been no response from the
private banks-

Hon. D. G. Gawler: This was not
from the banks.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:
When legislation of this description is
proposed, however, the banks make a
rush-

Hon. D. G. Gawler: This was not
from the banks at all.

Th EN: The hion. member
keeps repeating his interjection.

Hon. D. G. Gawler: I have to make
the Colonial Secretary understand.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Supposing the banks did accommodate
us, to what extent could they do so?
A sum of half a million would be of no
use. This measure ensures that we
shall be able to handle more than half a
million, in fact as much as two millions
of money. But if we had to borrow
from the banks at five per cent., could
we use the money for the purpose of
obtaining notes from the Commonwealth
Government ?

Ron. J. F. Cullen: Certainly.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Certainly not. It would be unsound in
principle to use borrowed money to raise
more loans from the Commonvealth
Government. The Commonwealth would
straightway raise an objection to this
process, because if it were accepted
it would be possible to raise 200
million pounds. It is necessary always
in connection with financial mat-
ters to start operations on a safe
and solid foundation, and this measure
provides a safe and solid foundation.
If we can go to the Commonwealth under
this measure wve shall be able to say
-" The people of Western Australia
have taxed themselves to the extent
of half a million of money, in order to
provide thei people with employment
during the progress of the war. We re-
quite you to assist us by issuing notes
for our gold, so that we can carry on
our public works." If, on the other
hand, we go to them and say, "Here
ii half a million of money which we have
borrowed from the baniks at five per
cent. ;we want two millions in notes
for it at four per cent." ;what would the
Commonwealth Government reply ?
The lion. Air. iKingsmill, in his easy-going
fashion, says there is sufficient money
available from the Commonwealth-the
amount to which Sir John Forrest has
referred-to enable us to carry on.
Under ordinary circumstances we
might be able to carry on, and
probably would be able to do so if
there was the prospect of a good season
But, in view of the fact that theia is a
drought and worse than a drought, in
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fact almost a total suspension of rainfall,
a failure of crops everywhere, and on
top of that the war, with unemployment
already prevailing and likely to increase,
throwing on the Government the re-
sponsibility of meeting theo position, thle
amount provided by the Federal Govern-
ment will not be nearly sufficient. Msr.
Kingsrnill said the Government have
money in hand to the amount of
£21 1,000-quite enough to meet require-
merits. If we used this sum for the
Agricultural Bank alone and no other
pm-pose, it would last only four months.

Hon. J, F. Cullen:- You could get four
times that in notes.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Even if we could, it would only last about
six or eight months, and probably not
that length of time, and it would be im-
possible to secure any more notes h-cm
the Federal Government if, at this stage,
we parted with the whole of the gold -we
have in hand.

Hon. J. IDuffell : You can raise £700,000
to £800,000 in this State alone, if yen
wish to.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hon. Mr. 1(ingsmill sarid that one third
of the proceeds of the war tax- would be
earmarked for the Agricultural Bank
and he asked, "What is to become of
the other two-thirds ? I think the hion.
member should clearly understand that
most of the balance will be spent in public
works i order to provide work for the
unemployed, and then Western Aus-
tralia's interest bill must not he over-
looked. If hon. members will give the
matter consideration they will find that
the interest bill, owing to the construc-
tion of agricultural railways principally
and to other works necessary for the
development of our industries, has in-
creased during the lest three years to
the extent of about £:300,000. Our
interest bill must be met, and when hen.
members talk of using the 211,000
sovereigns for the purpose of financing
the country and of its being quite suffi-
cient to meet all demands, they are
talking* without giving the matter suffi-
cient consideration.

Hon. J. Duffell: You did not give'the
10 millions you have borrowed much
consideration. ,-

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hon. Mr. Baxter says he wants some-
thing big done and wants it done at once,
but when an opportunity is afforded hire
to render assistance to the Government in
thle direction of doing something on a,
big scale at a time -when it is required,
lie refuses his support. I hope he will
be prepared to take the responsibility
for his action.

Hon. C. F. Baxter: I will.
Thle COLONIAL SECRETARY: I

hope hie will be prepared to take the re-
sponsibility for it in two or three months
time, when this measure has been lost
and hle realises the effects resulting from
the Council's refusal to adopt the Gov-
ernment's policy. The hon. member
said 2,500 farmers required assistance
straight away, and yet he could offer no
sane suggestion as to how we can raise
the money, except by floating a loan
of half a million of money by means of
Treasury bills. According to the hon.
member, we must avoid taxation, but
we should issue Treasury bills at five per
cent., or six per cent,, or perhaps even
10 per cent, would meet with the ap-
proval of hion. members, if they could
see the possibility of escaping taxation.

Hon. C. F. Baxter: What is the good
of taxation when you cannot raise enough
moneay ?

The COLONIAL SECRE TARY: The
whole amount according to the lion.
member, should be devoted to the agri-
cultural industry. This statement is
unworthy of comment. Thle Bill has been
introduced in order to finance the State
and the lien. member contends that the
whole of the proceeds should be devoted
to thle agricultural industry ; nothing
else should receive consideration

H1on. C. F. Baxter: I mleanit that it
will require the whole amount to meet
the net i of thle agricultural industry.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
lion. lir. Cullen said that in allowing
the deficit to remain the Government are
doing scmnething illegal, and hea suggested
that a Bill shovuld be brought dowvn to
legalise thle position. I do not know
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whether the hon. member was here during
the whole of the term of the Wilson and
Mloore Admiinistrations, or whether he
knows what was done with the deficit in
those days ; surely as a student of
Australian history he must be aware
that Sir Henry Parkes at one time had
a deficit of £1,700,000, and someone else
funded it for himn afterwards. There is
no necessity to fund the deficit, and the
Government have no intention of doing
anything of the kind. Mr, Holmes said,
" Vby do not the Government meet the
pesi io~n boldly ; why do they not face
the difficulty." Tam speaking of thelhen.
member iii his public capacity, when I1
refer to his actions iii the past: I can
remember three or four years ago he
came forward at a time when the
affairs of the Fremantle miuii-
cipality were in a state of tangle. lHe
was the great patriot and philanthropist
who rushed to the rescue, and
hie declarod that lie would unravel
the tangle if only the opportunity were
given himi to set things right, and he
asked, the ratepayers of Fremantle to
elect h-im to the mayoral office. Re was
elected and wats in for about a fortnight
when hie abandoned the posit ion by re-
sigi-iag and confessing himself lunable to
carry on the work. That is how hie
unravellud the tangle. This is the lion.
member who talks about facing the
posit ion boldly and about the Government
showing the white flag. He is the man
who sixteen days after his election re-
tired from the mayoral seat carrying the
white flag with him.

Hon. J. J. Holmes: Better to do that
than. to make the mess you have done.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:. "We
have not been told anything about the
finanes of the Statc " Mr. Holmes went
on to say, and he added that not one
penny would we get from him until we
told imii what we had done with the
money we had received. I have made
a very full explanation. I have shown
that even if we did borrow nearly ten
millions, we have spent it all in the
development of industries, and with
the hevarty approval of members of both
Houses, and that the only portion of the
money borrowed by us, aind spent which

has been criticised at all has been the
small fragmeont devoted to socialistic
enterprises. Then again the lion. member
said that Agricultural Bank moneys have
been used for the purpose of financing
the deficit. The lion. member should
certainly be in the position to tell the
House-because he was a Minister of
the Crown once-that that would be
imipossible, that it would be illegal, if
not criminal. The lion. member also
stated that when the civil service ex-
pressed their intention of contributing
to the war fund, an intimation went
forward that thoy should provide relief.
for the unemployed. That statement
is entirely -without foundation. I was
in close touch with the civil service when
they decided to originate their fund,
and the docision they came to was that a
large portion of the fund should be
used to provide relief for the unemployed,
and that a small proportion of it should
be devoted to the patrotie fund. The
action of the civil service is a most comn-
mendable one, and I think it would be
well for Western Australia if it were
emulated in other directions. ,,

Hon. J. 3. Holmes: The meeting was
convened for another purpose. ,,

The COLONIAL SEORETARY: An-
other grievance of the lion, member is
that the Government have ceascd to pay
the dog fee, which I think is something
like I Os a head. I have looked through the
returns publibhcd by the Income Tax
Department an~d have four-d that the
average income of 331 pastoralists in
Western Australia in the past three years
was £C440,8L 0, or £1,340 a year each,
These gentlemen want the general tax.
payer to bear the burden of defraying
the cost in connection with the destruc.
tion of native dogs. These unfortunate
gentlemen, whose aggregate income is
1440,8W.0, want the poor working man
ef the community to join in contributing
towards the fund necessary for the
extinction of the dingo! There is no
doubt that unless this Bill is passed,
and unless the necessary funds are sup-
plied to the Government, there will be,
as I have inidicated, considerable dis-
tress from one ei-d of the State to the
other. Some bon. members, and Mir-
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Colebatch in particular, said that this
was a ruinous tax and that it W~ould be
abortive and that we should borrow
within the State. There is no possibility
of doing that consistent with sound
Government. Any attempt in that dir-
tion would probably be followed by a
large number of withdrawals from the
Government Savings flank. I cannot
unstand hlow hion. members can con-

sistently describe this as a ruinous tax,
and at the sme time, a tax which will
yield practically nothing. I have also
pointed out that there has not been
wanton extravagance on the part of the
Government in connection with public
works. I have shown that a great pro-
portion of the programme which has
been in operation during the past three
years was sanctioned by the previous
Government, and that it had to be car-
ried out by the present Alinistty. With
regard to the deficit, we suggested our
remedy to this Chamber some time ago
in the form of a Land and Income Tax
Bill. That measure was on two coca-
sions defeated in this House and we wore
prevented from carrying out our policy
in that direction. Therefore, a great
deal of the blame for the deficit must
rest wvith memliters of the Legislative
Council. The rest of thle blame cannot
be attached to the Government, because
a fair portion of the deficiency
was brought about by reason of the
fact that the Government extended relief
to the settlers in the form of granting
extension of time in which to pay their
rents. Consequently, if members were in
a frame of mind which would make them
desirous of rendering assistance to the
GAovernment, they would agree that
there should be a deduction from thle
deficit to the extent of that assistance
given. Thle tax as proposed in the Bill, if
it is agreed to, will undoubtedly pre-
serve the prosperity of the State.
T he man with the biggest income will
of course pay the biggest tax. As
pointed out by Mr. Dodd, six of the
richest 'non in Holland came forward
recently and offered one-tenth of their
total wealth towards the cost of the
mnobilisation of the troops for the defence
of~that~country. . IfWestern_ Australia

were invaded who would suffer the most ?
Not the ordinary worker, not the manl
with small assets, but the large property
owner. The latter would have the most to
lose if any depreciations of wealth were
created within our borders. He must lose
if the prosperity and progress of the State
are not maintained, but if they are main-
tained not only will the worker benefit,
but the property owners will benefit in a
far greater degree. They will have the
pleasure of seeing an appreciation in
tile value of their property, and will be
in a much better position, in spite of the
sacrifices entailed by this tax, than they
could hope to be if the country were al-
lowed to drift. The civil servants have
shown a splendid example to the people
in the present time of stress, They
have already agreed to tax themselves
up to the amount provided in the Bill,
that is up to £.1,000 a year, and the tax
provided tinder their scheme is identical
with that provided by the Government.
After that, in our scheme there is pro-
vision up to 15 per cent. The civil ser-
vants of this country have shown the rest
of the people a splendid example in the
direction of coining forward and making
some sacrifice in order to provide work
for the unemployed and keep the wheels
of industry in Western Australia moving
round. I hope that lion. members
wvill seriously consider the position. As
for myself, I fancy I can see into the
future, and I am certain that if this Bill
is thrown out hion. members before two
months have elapsed, will realise that
they have made a mistake, and that
they were not in touch With the times,
and had no anticipation of what was
likely to occur.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:

Ayes
Noes

Majority

l,,. J. Cornell
Hon.J . Dodd

-. 6

against .

Am.

lion.

Hop.

18

12

J. M. Drew
3. WI. Kirwan
H. Millington

(TellerI.
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Hon. A. 0. .lctllins

Hann. R. J. Lynn
Hon. C. McKenzie
H-in. E. MeLony
Hon. W. Patrick

IHon. A. Sanderson
(Taller)

* Question thus negatived, the Bill de-
feated.

ADJOURrNTAENT- SPECIAL.

,The COLONTAL SECRETARY (Hen.
J1. M. Drew): I move-

TIhat the Homse at its rising adjourn
until Tuesday, 3rd November.
Question passed.

House adjourned at 12- 57

tcgtelative Esenblp,
Tuesday, 15th September, 1914.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER took the
Chair at 4-30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION-DISTRESS DK AGRI-
CULTUR1AL DISTRICTS.

M1r. LANDER (without notice) asked
the Premier: Can the Government see
their way at once to grant assistance in
cewes of practical starvation now existing
among the farming community ? There
are instances where the wives and
families of farmers are absolutely in
a state of destitution, and immediate
assistance is required. I may add that
on the platform of Mferredin railway

Nose.
Hon., J. F. Allen
Hon, C. F. Baxter
Hon. E. M. Clarks
Ho.. 11. P., Colebatch
H-In. J. F. Caue
Hon. J3. D2)ffell
Hion. D. 0. Oxide,
Hon. V. Harnersicy
Ho.. J. J. Holmnes

station last night I heard pitiful stories
of want.

The PRE11i1ER replied: I am sure
the hon. member will appreciate the fact
that it is not possible for the Goverrnent
to give a general reply to a question
of that kind. All I can say at the
moment is that the Government will,
of course, have to find ways and means
of feeding thle people, and that we are
endeavouring to do so. If specific cases
of destitution are brought under our
notice, we will undoubtedly furnish
the necessary Supplies.

Sitting suspended from 4-35 to 7-30 p.m.

BILL-EAST PERTH RAILXWAY
SIDING.

Returned from the Legislative Council
without amendment.

BILL--POSTPONEJMNT OF DEBTS.

Council's Message.

Mlessage received from the Legislative
Council notifying that it had agreed to
the further am endment made by the
Assembly, in accordance with the report
of the Manmagers of the Conference.

ADJOURNMENT-STATE OF
BUSINESS.

The PREMiIER (Hon. J1. Scaddan,
Brown J-ill-Ivanlhoe) [7- 45]: I mnove-.

That the Rouse do now adjourn.
Ip view of the fact that we are not likely
to-nighit to receive a message from the
Legislative Council, I do not think it ip
desirable to keep members waiting here,
We shall meet to-morrow, at the ordinary
hour. 430 p.m,. but no business will
be transacted except to receive Mlessages,
if any, from the Legislative Council.
I hope then to close the session.

Question passed.

House adjourned at 7-43 p.m.
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